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Government urged to get ports ‘Brexit ready’
London businesses have called 

on the government to under-
take necessary infrastructure 

enhancement now to ensure English 
ports can fully support the economy 
post-Brexit.  

The call followed a Dover – Calais 
fact-finding trip  – see page 5 – where 
an LCCI delegation was briefed on-
site about on port operations. 

LCCI policy director, Sean McKee 
said: “With Brexit approaching we 
were keen to glean an understanding 
of port operations and learn of any 
potential inhibitors to future success. 

“The operations we witnessed at 
both ports were smooth.  Around 30 
per cent of the UK’s trade goods pass 
through Dover. However, the road 
infrastructure leading to the port 
needs upgrading. Congestion can 

be an issue at peak times of the year. 
Port resilience has to be key ministe-
rial consideration.   

“We were impressed by the am-
bitious expansion plans of Calais – 
based on expected traffic growth to 
and from Dover. 

However, officials there were 
quite concerned at the prospect of 
any Brexit cliff-edge – the lack of any 
deal on freight transit procedures 
that could impede their operations”.  

Restrictions
Recent polling by ComRes for 

LCCI found 70 per cent of busi-
nesses believed minimising cus-
toms procedures on trade with the 
EU was important, while 66 per 
cent found it important to mini-
mise restrictions on the quantity 

of goods that can be traded with 
the EU. 

McKee added: “As Brexit talks 
continue, government needs to be 
actively working with transport 
and freight operators to identify 
potential future obstacles to con-
tinued business success.  

“Left unaddressed, local infra-
structure limitations could create 

major congestion delays, while any 
new complex customs procedures 
could increase costs. 

Both these matters could poten-
tially impact on the ability for UK 
businesses to continue to import 
and export effectively.”

LCCI is calling on govern-
ment to help get UK ports ‘Brexit 
ready’ with measures that should 
include: 
• Exploring siting pre-clearance 

customs and immigration con-
trols away from ports of entry 

• Developing new customs proce-
dures in liaison with business, 
freight and transport interests. 
McKee said: “Failing to do so, 

now, opens up the possibility 
of future shocks to the national 
economy.”
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London business body supports 
a ‘Crossrail for the North’
London Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry (LCCI) has called 
on the government to seriously 

explore the construction of the so-
called ‘Crossrail for the North’ rail 
line. 

LCCI believes that it is in the best 
interests of the whole UK if strategic 
transport infrastructure is not con-
centrated mainly in the southeast 
area.  

Policy director of London Cham-
ber of Commerce, Sean McKee 
(right) said: “London is heading to-
wards megacity status with 10 mil-
lion people by 2030, and while we 
seek the right infrastructure here, 

it is important that the rest of the 
country continues to grow as well. 

“At present, cross-country trav-
elling between the great northern 
cities of Liverpool, Manchester, 
Leeds and Sheffield is a tortuous, 

time-consuming experience. That is 
not good for business or Britain plc.

“Those city areas have a collective 
population of nine million – similar 
to London’s current population.   

“It is interesting to note that the 
distance between Leeds and Liv-
erpool is roughly the same as the 
whole length of London Under-
ground’s Central Line – yet that 
northern journey can sometimes 
take nearly double the time.  

“LCCI is happy to endorse pre-
vious calls for a ‘Crossrail of the 
North’. The proposed cross-Pennine 
plans involve tunnelling – and the 
skills and experience from the new 

Elizabeth Line/Crossrail project in 
London could be put to good use to 
deliver practical connectivity.  

“We are clear we want Cross-
rail  2 but we also need to consider 
a Crossrail for the North.

“As the UK faces a post-Brexit 
future, our economy will be much 
stronger if we create opportunities 
for jobs and future growth beyond 
the capital. 

“London’s Crossrail 2 and a 
‘Crossrail North’ could be given the 
green light to proceed together – 
helping create the environment to 
compete and seize new economic 
opportunities”. 
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Running the city
112 teams from over 85 of London’s top businesses took to the streets last month to contest the Bloomberg Square Mile Relay. In the heart 
of the City they competed for the crown of fastest business in the city with J P Morgan emerging victorious. 

In its eleventh consecutive year, the sold-out London leg of the ten-city global race series saw top businesses from across the financial sector 
form teams of ten employees to compete in the ultimate corporate relay.  A total of 1,120 employees navigated their way up staircases, through 
alleys and over bridges on the challenging one-mile course, passing the baton from team member to team member in their bid for victory.

In keeping with the commitment of giving back to the local community, during the post-race awards ceremony Create, the official community 
partner of the race, were presented with a £15,000  cheque to support their ongoing charitable work in the East London community.

Helping businesses
protect what they 
value most












We specialise in the pro-active 
protection of sensitive information 
and private conversations & offer a 
variety of services in support of this.

Esoteric Ltd is a leading, counter-
espionage and electronic bug 
sweeping company, providing 
confidential services to a range of 
public and commercial sector 
clients around the world. 

Electronic Bug Sweeping / TSCM

TSCM Training

Espionage Awareness Briefings

Covert Investigations & 
Surveillance

Computer / Mobile Forensic       
Investigations

Board Level Advice & Support

Physical PenetrationTesting

Call us today for a confidential, 
no-obligation quotation or to discuss 
your requirements in further detail.

T: +44 (0) 1483 740423
E: mail@esotericltd.com

www.esotericltd.com

Clean sweep at Battersea
The painting of the chimneys at Battersea Power Station was 
completed – ahead of schedule – this summer. All four chimneys 
received a base coat and final coat of paint in the exact colour the 
originals were painted in to ensure they are visually identical. 

It was necessary for the chimneys to be painstakingly dismantled 
and rebuilt, following completion of detailed surveys, and 
consultation and engagement with Historic England and the London 
Borough of Wandsworth. 

Rob Tincknell, chief executive of Battersea Power Station 
Development Company, commented: “It is wonderful to see the 
chimneys, which have become a permanent fixture on the London 
skyline, freshly painted and the finishing touches applied.”

www.bpsdc.co.uk
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Needed – a customs 
system fit for purpose

Tom Evans joined a 
recent LCCI visit to 
Dover and Calais to 

discover what was in store for 
the ports post-Brexit

During the summer of 2015, a 
French ferry workers strike 
resulted in a tailback of 

7,000 lorries that stretched all the 
way from Dover to Maidstone. Now, 
with 1.2 million vehicles passing 
through the port every year, the po-
tential for a repeat of that episode, if 
the UK is unable to maintain a fric-
tionless customs border post-Brexit, 
remains a frightening prospect for 
many. 

The Port of Dover handles £119 
billion of trade annually and the 
goods that are transported often de-
pend upon ‘just-in-time’, a strategy 
that is based upon efficiency and 
getting deliveries to businesses at 
the exact moment they are required. 
Although the notion of a fast ap-
proaching, Brexit-related ‘cliff edge’ 
remains difficult to envisage for 
some industries, the magnitude of a 
sudden disruption to the 16,000 lor-
ry movements a day through Dover 

leaves little to the imagination. Yet, 
if we revert to World Trade Organi-
sation rules and regulatory and tar-
iff barriers between the UK and the 
EU go up, short-lived bouts of dis-
ruption, including long tailbacks of 
lorries subject to check and controls, 
risk becoming chronic very quickly. 

Disruption
During a recent visit to Dover and 

Calais, LCCI witnessed first-hand 
the work underway to expand ca-
pacity at both ports. These improve-
ments were commissioned in the 
hope they would support growth, 
not ease post-Brexit disruption.  
However, customs checks on EU-
UK trade haven’t been carried out 
since 1992 and if regulatory barriers 
were to be put in place overnight 
there would be clear and immediate 
implications for businesses. This is 
the heart of the matter; disruption 
to the free flow of goods will poten-
tially cripple businesses and their 
ability to deliver on time for their 
clients. 

In negotiations between Lon-
don and Brussels, the government 
has proposed two options for a 

post-Brexit customs deal. Ideally, 
any new customs partnership or a 
transition deal that is ‘business as 
usual’ would remove the need to 
adapt to a customs border. Howev-
er, a new trading agreement will be 
exceptionally hard to deliver in 18 
months and, if we decide to push 
ahead with “no deal is better than a 
bad deal” we must look to ways to 
ensure trade remains as frictionless 
as possible. 

Infrastructure
This means more customs offi-

cials and an upgraded electronic 
customs system that is on time and 
fit for purpose. Recently, HMRC 
chief Jon Thompson told MPs that 
leaving the EU without a customs 
union deal could require an extra 
5,000 customs staff and £800 mil-
lion in costs. The upgraded customs 
system – due to be introduced just 
before we officially leave the EU – 
will process 255 million customs 
declarations a year, an increase of 
55 million on this year. Some 15 
months after Brexit, we are still 
not much the wiser as to whether 
this system, and our wider infra-
structure, will be able to handle the 
130,000 firms who do not currently 
deal with HMRC. In the short term, 
confidence in these contingency 
plans must be improved. 

Frictionless
The European Commission has 

said that if Britain leaves the cus-
toms union and the single market, 

the concept of a frictionless border 
“is not possible”. If a degree of great-
er friction is inevitable or likely, we 
must also explore ways of managing 
friction, including options such as 
pre-clearance customs and immi-
gration controls that are offsite and 
away from chokepoints. 

 
Herculean

Britain’s reputation as a trading 
nation will depend upon early plan-
ning and considerable investment. 
What I have outlined is completely 
possible, but it will require nothing 
short of a Herculean effort. 

To end on a positive note, getting 
our future customs model right will 
not only help maintain the free flow 
of goods with the EU, but it will also 
assist us in tapping into new mar-
kets. As Britain expands its trading 
beyond Europe, we must have the 
people and infrastructure in place 
before we walk into the negotiating 
room and place our faith in new and 
exciting opportunities. 

Tom Evans is policy manager at LCCI
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Giving voice to the needs of 
our members through our 
policy and campaigning 

work has always been a priority for 
the LCCI. The last year has been one 
of great change both for the Cham-
ber and of course for the country.

Country
Brexit of course dominates much 

of politics but we are also keen to 
ensure that government, both local 
and national, does not forget that 
there other vitally important issues 
that need their attention and action. 
In the transport world, for example, 
Crossrail 2 must go ahead. Under 
the heading of skills, we hear from 
members constantly that more must 
be done to train up our workforce. 
Bureaucracy should be cut, a co-
herent export support programme 
should be introduced … the list 
goes on.

These are all issues that we are 
raising with politicians but we are 
also putting much time and effort 
into Brexit to try and achieve the 
best possible outcome for London 
and its business community. Many 
members have taken the time to fill 
in our polls and attended our many 
roundtables – your contribution 
is vital in ensuring evidence based 
policy proposals.

We can, I believe, claim some 
credit for shaping policy – govern-
ment was not talking about tran-
sition periods a year ago, now it is 
accepted policy. We have also suc-
cessfully highlighted the needs of 
EU nationals already working here 
and the needs in the future. Last 
week the All Party Parliamentary 
Group on Migration endorsed our 
proposal to use the current shortage 
occupation list to ensure we have 
the right workforce. Just this week-
end the Welsh Government said 
that it was following recommenda-
tions made by the LCCI in calling 
for regional quota systems. We are 
now working with chambers across 
Europe to try and get a fair settle-
ment for all sides.

We will continue to put your 
views forward as loudly as possible 
and as it becomes clearer what Brex-
it actually means we will be working 

with members and other chambers 
to provide the most comprehensive 
information possible to help you 
make a success of leaving the EU. 
Key to this is of course international 
trade which we have many years of 
expertise – our International Busi-
ness team will play an increasing 
role in trying to get more companies 
to export their goods and services.

Chamber
I hope everyone has had a chance 

to use the newly refurbished mem-

bers lounge at 33 Queen Street.  We 
have had extremely positive feed-
back from members about the new 
look and the facilities especially 
the ability to meet clients and col-
leagues in modern and comfortable 
surroundings. If you haven’t had a 
chance to use the lounge please try 
to as we believe it is a real member 
benefit – the Chamber is your club 
in town.

The most important people to us 
are our members and we have put 
in a lot of time and effort into pro-

viding the right kind of facilities and 
of course we now have a modern 
office environment for our staff. At 
the same time we have introduced a 
new CRM system which over time 
will improve the quality of our ser-
vice to members. Next month we 
will launch our new website which 
I hope will not only promote the 
Chamber and sell membership but 
will again improve the quality of 
service.

We are now in a great position to 
push forward with modern tools in a 
modern office environment. Our fo-
cus will be on growing the member-
ship. Our project with Greater Man-
chester Chamber and Business West, 
the chamber for Bristol, is making 
progress. We are currently building a 
website that will not only add great-
er membership value by connecting 
our three sets of members but we 
also have a bigger aim which is to 
create a real business social network 
that will draw in people and compa-
nies that previously have not been 
attracted to chambers of commerce.

Closer to home we have launched 
a new relationship with our new 
neighbour WeWork. They are the 
largest provider of shared work-
space. We are doing joint events 
and I believe this venture will help 
us form the membership offer of to-
morrow. 

Arbitration
This summer we launched an 

arbitration service – the London 
Chamber of Arbitration – which 
resurrects a role the Chamber 
played in the past in dispute resolu-
tion. The arbitration panel, thanks 
to former LCCI board member 
Robert Griffiths QC, is of the high-
est quality. So, if you are drawing up 
a new contract, do put in the Lon-
don Chamber of Arbitration in the 
section about resolving disputes.

It is bound to be as busy year 
ahead as we capitalise on our new 
technology and continue to be the 
voice of London business, the voice 
of all types of business large and 
small and from every sector. 

Colin Stanbridge is chief executive 
of the London Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry. This is 
an edited version of his address to 
members at the Chamber’s Annual 
General Meeting in September.

Brexit dominates politics … 
but there are other issues too

by Colin Stanbridge

Who’s who after the AGM
Tony Pidgley CBE, chairman of 
the Berkeley was re-elected 
president, with Subhash Thakrar 
as deputy. Jeffrey Adams and  
Geoffrey Riesel serve for another 
year as chairman and deputy 
chairman respectively with 
Lynette Lackey remaining as 
treasurer. Congratulations to all, 
and much thanks to Katherine 
Britten and Richard Moir who are 
both standing down after their 
full terms on the LCCI board. Tony Pidgley

Subhash Thakrar Jeffrey Adams

Geoffrey Riesel Lynette Lackey
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Investment Property 
and Tax Structures

Contact
Mackrell Turner Garrett Solicitors
Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R 0BU 
Tel: +44 20 7240 0521   
Fax: +44 20 7240 9457
Email: jeffrey.cohen@mackrell.com
www.mackrell.com

Many people over the last number 
of years have invested in rental 
properties as investments, From an 
Inheritance Tax point of view 
however, their estates could be 
faced with a substantial tax burden.

The usual general advice when it 
comes to Inheritance Tax is to try to 
reduce the value of one’s estate. If a 
person makes a gift out of his estate 
during his lifetime, provided he 
survives by 7 years and derives no 
benefit, direct or indirect, from the 
gift, then that gift has the potential 
of becoming free of Inheritance Tax. 
In the case of a property however, 
there are the added complications 
that often the person wishes to 
retain the rental income as that is 
used to supplement their pensions. 
If they were to keep back the 
income, that would be a reservation 
of benefit under the Inheritance Tax 
rules which would mean that, in 
effect, the gift will still be subject to 
Inheritance Tax as if it was in their 
estate as at the date of death. 
Further, it is likely that the value of 
the property that they have 
purchased has gone up in value and 
therefore making a gift would be a 
disposal and, for Capital Gains Tax 
purposes, that could result in a 
significant Capital Gain and 
therefore charged to tax. They could 
make the gift in to a trust and 
hold-over the gain but then they 
could only use up to £325,000, the 
current Inheritance Tax threshold, 
without incurring Inheritance Tax at 
the lifetime rate of 20%. 

A person should consider 
transferring their portfolio of 
properties into an LLP structure. 
Generally the LLP is a tax 
transparent structure. The transfer 
of properties in to the LLP should 
not result in any charge to 
Inheritance Tax or Capital Gains Tax 
provided that the value of the asset 
is treated as a capital contribution 
by the person. The LLP members 
will include the donor and spouse 
but also will include children and 
could even include a Limited 

Company. Following the principles 
laid out in the case of HMRC v. 
Ramsay, if the LLP and its members 
run the investments as a business 
(and this will involve actively 
managing the portfolio) then, after a 
short period of time, and we would 
normally advocate at least one tax 
year, that should then be treated as 
a business/trade. As such, the 
person can then consider retaining 
the LLP structure as it is or, going 
forward, they could incorporate 
using Section 162 of the TCGA to 
get Capital Gains Tax relief. If they 
wait for a period of two years and 
the LLP does indeed become a 
proper trade, then they may well 
also be able to use business relief for 
Inheritance Tax purposes and make 
a gift of their interest in the LLP. 
There are many options that a 
person can consider and these can 
also include re-arranging, through a 
partnership agreement, the capital 
distributions within the LLP and 
thus ensuring that they retain 
sufficient income but gifts the 
capital, say, to the children. They 
could use Section 165 to get the 
hold-over relief at that stage and, if 
it is done within two years, this will 
be a potentially exempt transfer but 
if it is done after two years, it may 
even be free of Inheritance Tax.

It is important that, whatever a 
person does, it is done for proper 
commercial reasons and setting up 
an LLP to manage a portfolio of 
properties is certainly an avenue 
which a person should consider. 

If they use the Incorporation route, 
there are other tax advantages (e.g. 
lower tax on the rental income 
down to 19% or even 18%) and 
greater flexibility in estate planning 
(e.g. use of different classes of 
shares). These are just a few of the 
avenues available for consideration 
in succession planning.

As mentioned above, every person’s 
circumstances are different and it is 
important, before taking any action, 
that proper legal advice is sought.

Jeffrey Cohen, Senior Associate at Mackrell Turner Garrett, 
leading experts in Private Client and Succession Planning.

SPONSORED COLUMN

Garden party
Tony Pidgley CBE, LCCI president and chair of the Berkeley Group 
plc, hosted the Chamber’s annual summer party which this year 
returned to College Garden, Westminster Abbey. 

In his welcome address he thanked the Dean and Chapter of 
Westminster for giving their permission for the garden to be 
used, and South Essex College, the event sponsor. The college is a 
leading regional provider of cost effective training and development 
solutions for businesses.

Among the MPs who attended the party were James Brokenshire, 
MP for Old Bexley & Sidcup and Secretary of State for Northern 
Ireland.

www.southessex.ac.uk

Sean McKee (left) and Tony Pidgley flank James Brokenshire MP
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Discover Vietnam’s thriving 
food and beverage market

Vietnam is one of the most 
dynamic economies in 
Asia, with a large market 

for capital goods and a growing 
domestic market for consumer 
goods. With a vast market of over 
95 million people and its fast GDP 
growth of 6.7 per cent in 2015, ex-
ceeding world’s average, Vietnam 
remains an enticing destination for 
UK exporters. 

According to a Pricewater-
houseCooper report Vietnam 
holds the potential to grow up to 
10 per cent per annum, becom-
ing the fastest-growing emerg-
ing economy by 2025, where the 
scale of its economy is estimated 
to reach 70 per cent of the size 
of the UK economy by 2050. The 
increasing prosperity of the Viet-
namese economy not only shows 
the steady progress made in recent 
years but also presents the pros-
pect of an exciting future.

Location
Vietnam is situated in an ex-

tremely strategic position for inter-
national trade. Its proximity to the 
Asia-Pacific area means that it acts 
as a gateway to the inland econo-
mies of Cambodia and Laos, whilst 
it also opens out to the strong econ-
omies by the South China Sea such 
as the Philippines, Indonesia and 
Malaysia. 

As a member of the Association 

of Southeast Asian Nations (ASE-
AN) and the World Trade Organ-
ization, Vietnam benefits from 
international cooperation and has 
free trade agreements with India, 
China, Japan, South Korea, Aus-
tralia and New Zealand. The lower 
tariffs due to market liberalisation 
under ASEAN and other specific 
bilateral agreements combine with 
the young population with an aver-
age age of 27 to offer further oppor-
tunities.

Increasing numbers of UK com-
panies are following well-estab-
lished brands like Standard Char-
tered, HSBC, Karen Millen and 
Oasis into the market. Rolls Royce, 
Mini and Marks & Spencer estab-
lished a presence in 2014.

Demand
The  Vietnamese food and bever-

age sector currently accounts for 37 
per cent of its GDP and is one of the 

rising stars in the market. The 
strong economic growth and 
the development of a financially 
well-off consumer group has di-
rected a change in consumption 
habits and led to the emergence of 
retail systems.

There are currently 750 super-
markets, 130 shopping centres and 
9,000 traditional markets in the 
country. In addition, the annual 
production of beer, wine and spir-
its, and non-alcoholic drinks will 
rise to 4.25 billion litres, 360 mil-
lion litres, and 9.2 billion litres in 
2020. 

Vietnamese consumers are 
shifting towards consumption 
of beverages with higher value, 
creating gaps to exploit the high-
end beverage segments. Though 
both local and foreign players 
have attempted to respond to this 
shift, overseas companies current-
ly enjoy the edge as Vietnamese 

consumers favour international 
brands.

As Vietnam ranks fourth 
most popular destination in Asia 

with over 10,013,000 visitors in 
2016, the increasing tourism con-
tributes towards the demand for 

western-style products such as 
beef, cheese, seafood, wine 

and seasonings.

Trade mission
The Enterprise Eu-

rope Network desk at 
LCCI in collaboration 
with the EU-Viet-

nam Business Network 
(EVBN), has organised 

a company trade mission 
to Vietnam scheduled to take 

place in January 2018. 
The company trade mission to 

Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City will 
encourage UK companies wishing 
to enter the Vietnamese market 
to interact with local companies, 
as well as existing European com-
panies operating in the market. 
The introduction and referral to 
EVBN will help participants attain 
a more personalised experience, 
following their individual business 
plans. 

Mia Ensenyat is studying at the 
University of Bath and is carrying 
out an internship in the Enterprise 
Europe Network section of the 
LCCI’s international business team. 
See page 26 for details on how 
to register interest in the trade 
mission to Vietnam.

by Mia Ensenyat
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Time to start trading with Mexico

Latin America may not be the 
first destination that comes to 
mind when British companies 

are trying to establish new export 
markets. Understandable enough as 
we consider the issues surrounding 
safety, corruption and dire fiscal and 
monetary management. Howev-
er, it is wrong to generalise and tar 
the whole continent with the same 
brush.

Openness
While a few of Mexico’s Latin 

American neighbours are dealing 
with political instability, Mexico 
itself is a country with a demo-
cratic economy and a great open-
ness to trade – it has free trade 
agreements (FTAs) with 45 coun-

tries. There has been steady GDP 
growth (2.3 per cent in 2016) and 
single-digit inflation since 2000, 
and the government is opening up 
historically government-dominat-
ed sectors such as energy, utilities 
and telecommunications. Mexico is 

the second-largest populated Lat-
in America country (Brazil is the 
most populous) and offers rewards 
for companies who want to pursue 
business there.

Moreover Mexico and the UK 
have had a positive relationship 
for over 200 years and, recently, 
Ministers from both countries have 
publicly committed to establishing 
a new FTA when Britain leaves the 
European Union. 

Concerns
Following the American elec-

tions, there were serious concerns 
over the impact of proposed pro-
tectionist policy and a desire to re-
negotiate the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) to pro-
tect the USA from trade deficit. In 
spite of this, GDP has been grow-

ing. The Mexican government even 
recently revised their growth fore-
cast for 2017 upwards after having 
given more conservative numbers 
at the beginning of the year due to 
Trump's presidency. 

The manufacturing sector has 

been behind much of this growth 
despite early problems. At the begin-
ning of the year, Ford Motors can-
celled the construction of what was 
to be their second plant in Mexico. 
This appeared to be a political move 
to appease Trump and a potential 
disaster for the Mexican economy 
if other carmakers followed suit. 
However, months later, these fears 
have not been realised and Nissan, 
along with Daimler, KIA, Toyota 
and Nemark, are now expanding 
their operations in Mexico, while 
Volkswagen, BMW and Audi have 
publicly committed to maintaining 
their investments in the country. 

Production for 2017 (up to 
July) reached record numbers of 
2,170,732 vehicles manufactured 
– a 10.8 per cent increase on the 
previous year. These figures were 
complimented by a 13.1 per cent 
increase in exports (1,756,390 ve-
hicles.) The story is the same in 
other manufacturing subsectors 
with aerospace exports anticipated 
to grow by 12 per cent this year.

As NAFTA renegotiation talks 
began in mid-August, Mexico 
shows they are unwilling to accept 
unequal treatment that might dam-
age their manufacturing industry. 

The Mexican government also 
understands that there is a need to 
reduce dependency on the United 
States. They are currently renew-
ing and modernising the existing 
FTA with the EU and there are 
talks of new FTA between Mexico 
and China. 

Opportunities
There are opportunities avail-

able in Mexico at every level and 
beyond manufacturing. The cur-
rent government’s reform agenda 
has created million-dollar tenders 
in oil and gas as well as power 
generation, and many more are 
expected. To renew and develop 
Mexico’s infrastructure to support 
the country’s growth, many new 
projects are underway through the 
government’s National Infrastruc-
ture Plan that harnessed the ben-
efits of private-public partnerships 
with an investment target of $7.75 
trillion pesos (approximately £338 
billion). With a general election 
next year, there may well be anoth-
er such plan with even more op-
portunities for British companies. 

In services, there is also strong 
growth. Tertiary sectors grew by 3.4 
per cent during 2016: transport and 
storage grew by 2.8 per cent, trade 
by 2.4 per cent, housing and rental 
services by 1.9 per cent and finance 
and insurance services climbed by a 
whopping 7.7 per cent.

Laura Atkinson is the manager of 
BritChaM Business in Mexico.

by Laura Atkinson

Business clinic
The British Chamber of 
Commerce can help you in 
establishing contact with 
potential partners and clients. 
On 11th October, the LCCI 
is hosting a business clinic 
with the British Chamber of 
Commerce in Mexico. Here you 
can find practical advice and 
guidance on the opportunities 
that exist in Mexico for your 
company and anticipate 
challenges you may face before 
taking the leap.  

www.britishbusiness.mx
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pitman-training.com/croydon

Build the skills in your team to succeed 
with certified courses in:

Skills & 
Efficiency 
Training 
with Pitman 
Training in 
Croydon

 Flexible training in centre at work or home to suit 
individual schedules. 

 Bespoke training to meet the specific needs of your staff.

 Examination centre for City & Guilds, AAT, CILEx, AMSPAR, 
CompTIA and many more.

 PLUS NEW COURSES: Professional Diploma in Digital 
Marketing and AAT Level 4 Professional Diploma in 
Accounting.

Secretarial/PA Skills
Accounting 
& Bookkeeping

Office Administration 
& Management
Information Technology

Call now to arrange 
a FREE skills assessment:

020 8914 8517

Pitman Training Croydon 
offers a range of 200+ 
courses that can help any 
business build capability, 
deliver continuous 
improvement and create 
sustainable success. Staff 
training not only boosts 
productivity and efficiency, 
but is shown to have positive 
effects on recruitment and 
retention of staff.

Customised training packages 
really focus on the training 
requirements for both larger 
and smaller enterprises. A skills 
assessment service is available to 
analyse staff training needs and 
provide recommendations as to 
the most cost-efficient solutions.

Pitman Training focusses on the 
quality of its courses, all of which 
are CPD accredited and can help 
in reaching standards such as 
Investors in People and ISO9001. 

The range of courses on offer 
includes secretarial, accounting 
and book-keeping, management, 

administration and IT specialisms. 
A recent addition to the course 
portfolio is the Professional 
Diploma in Digital Marketing. This 
is delivered in partnership with the 
Digital Marketing Institute who 
have certified 18,000 professionals 
across 100 countries working 
with some of the worlds’ leading 
brands.

The Pitman Training model 
offers a flexible delivery system 
utilising the centre, where 
trainers are always on hand, and 
a cloud based platform offering 
access 24/7 from work/home. 
Courses can also be arranged 
at client sites. All courses offer 
certification and the centre is also 
a registered examination venue 
for external exams such as City 
and Guilds, AAT, CompTIA and 
many more.

Call now on 020 8914 8517 
for further information 
and to find out how Pitman 
Training Croydon can help 
your business develop.

ADVERTISEMENT

Helping your business develop

The age of abundance
Several technological revolu-

tions are taking place simul-
taneously in energy markets, 

which promise a future of abun-
dance, rather than scarcity. The first 
is shale. This year the ability of inde-
pendent American oil producers to 
keep fracking despite relatively ad-
verse conditions has foiled OPEC’s 
ability to rescue prices. The second 
is renewable electricity. Prices of 
wind and solar power have contin-
ued to fall this year, especially in de-
veloping countries, and investment 
in renewables continues to outstrip 
that of traditional sources of power 
generation, such as coal and gas. 
Thirdly, batteries are emerging as 
potential disruptors in both oil and 
power markets. Partly thanks to 
lower battery costs, France and Brit-
ain believe it is feasible to phase out 
cars powered exclusively by petrol 
and diesel by 2040.   

Upheaval
In this new era, big energy com-

panies that have built their busi-

nesses around overcoming scarcity 
are having to adapt fast. National 
oil companies face even greater up-
heaval and electric utilities, too, are 
changing their business models to 
prepare for a future of cheap pow-

er. The transition also has impor-
tant ramifications for geopolitics. 
America has once again become a 
powerful player in the oil markets 
and its LNG exports are changing 
the dynamics of global gas markets. 
OPEC’s big hope for survival is that 
a shortage of investment in big oil 
projects will cause prices to skyrock-
et again in the next few years. Mean-
while, its future is uncertain. 

The Economist Energy Summit is 
bringing together industry majors, 
policymakers and independent ex-
perts and will discuss the big topics 
shaping the industry. How should big 
oil companies adapt to this new era? 
What is the outlook for shale? Can re-
newables prosper without subsidies? 
Are electric vehicles on the verge of 
a Model-T moment? How are pollu-

tion and climate change transform-
ing the outlook for energy? Delegates 
will hear from industry leaders, and 
meet experts from related industries 
such as cyber security, big data and 
the internet of things. 

The summit takes place on 
28 November 2017 at the HAC, 
London EC4 and will be chaired 
by Henry Tricks, energy and 
commodities editor, The Economist. 
Key speakers include David 
Eyton, group head of technology, 
BP, Ahmad Al Khowaiter, chief 
technology officer, Saudi Aramco 
and Christoph Frei, secretary 
general and chief executive officer, 
World Energy Council.

London Chamber of Commerce 
members will receive a 25% 
discount; quote code LCC/DC 
when booking. 

Register here with code LCC/DC:  
https://goo.gl/trjL53

energysummit.economist.com 

“The Economist 
Energy Summit is 
bringing together 
industry majors, 
policymakers and 
independent experts 
and will discuss the 
big topics shaping 
the industry.”
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Last month Sydney, Australia’s commercial capital, hosted the tenth World 
Chambers Congress. In this special section Australian High Commissioner  
The Hon Alexander Downer AC outlines describes the country’s business 
opportunities and James Pearson, chief executive of the Australian Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, explains the issues facing chambers and their members. 
Also included are Peter Bishop’s diary of his visit to Sydney and Canberra, and a 
report on the Congress itself.

Resilience, stability and innovation

High Commissioner to the 
United Kingdom, The Hon 
Alexander Downer AC puts a 
strong case for doing business 
with and in Australia

These are, as the old saying 
goes, interesting times. 

Political turbulence and 
economic risk are present almost 
everywhere we look. Populism 
and protectionism form a potent 
cocktail, and their combination is 
having a dampening effect on the 
global economic environment. 
Whole regions that were once re-
garded as mature and risk-free 
markets are now fraught with un-
certainty. 

In such a turbulent world, it’s 
comforting to know that there re-
main avenues not just for stability, 
but opportunity. I am speaking, of 
course, about Australia. Growth

Australia has just entered its 
twenty sixth consecutive year of 
economic growth, a record that is 
almost unheard of in recent history.  
Our average growth rate is 3.3 per 
cent. With legal and parliamentary 
systems inherited from the UK, we 
are free of the sovereign risk that 
can often accompany a high growth 
economy. 

UK and Australia are major 
trading partners and investors in 
each other’s economic success. Our 
strong and growing trade relation-
ship is worth close to £14 billion. We 
have both made clear our intention 
to continue to deepen our trade and 
investment relationship as the UK 
leaves the EU, with the aim of enter-
ing into a high-ambition free trade 
agreement, when the time is right. 

But there’s no need to wait until 
that happens.

Investment
Some might wonder – why Aus-

tralia? It’s so far away! But part of 
the opportunity of Australia is 
its location. Australia has strong 
business ties with Asia, developed 
over many decades. Those peo-
ple-to-people links are backed up 
by a network of free trade agree-
ments with Asian economies, 
including China, Japan and the 
Republic of Korea, as well as the 
ASEAN nations. Yet we also share 
longstanding investment links with 

Europe and North America. As 
such, Australia can act as an easy 
bridge between the UK and oppor-
tunities in Asia. 

Australia is not just an island 
(continent) of stability – and we ha-
ven’t come this far by standing still. 
We have a deserved reputation for 
innovation, with a focus on creating 
and commercialising technologies, 
and an outstanding education sec-
tor. So where are these opportuni-
ties?

Australia’s leading position as a 
producer of gold, iron ore and ura-
nium is well known. Our position 
as a resources leader goes further: 
we are also the world’s second larg-
est LNG exporter, and in the top 
rank of global solar and wind en-
ergy producers. The opportunities 
in the whole energy sector are ex-
cellent. 

Australia is a global top 10 pro-
ducer of major agricultural com-
modities – and our agricultural 
sector is a perfect vehicle for in-
vestment – a stable market with an 

“UK and Australia 
are major trading 
partners and 
investors in each 
other’s economic 
success.”
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“I know IP is important 
for my business: but 
where do I start?”

It goes without saying that 
well looked after IP is critical for 
today’s businesses.

Whether it’s your brand, designs, 
patents or creative ideas.... 
Protection is a must for today’s 
businesses where infringement is 
commonplace.

Most businesses understand this 
(or learn this pretty quickly as 
they grow!)

But once we know this, the next 
question is; “where do I start”?

Businesses can often have 
immediate IP needs. This might 
include things like registering their 
name as a trade mark.

But focusing on needs on an ad 
hoc basis is more “reactive” than 
“proactive”. And doing so means 
you often lose sight of the bigger 
picture.

So what can be done?

Intellectual Property firms (such 
as ourselves) offer a service called 
an IP audit. What this entails is 
a complete review of all the IP 
needs your business has

The output (amongst other 
things) gives you a list of your 
IP strengths and weaknesses. 
It also gives you a sense of your 
priorities - before they become 
abundantly clear.

The Intellectual Property Office 
(IPO) have described our audits as 
“the gold standard”. We’re pretty 
proud of this, to be totally honest. 

But we’re more proud of the 
platform these have provided 
companies to grow. The IP 
audit tends to act as a road-
map - which helps businesses 
confidently navigate the years to 
come.

To celebrate our recent move 
we’re offering FREE IP audit 
meetings until November 
15th 2017 at our office at  
East Side, King’s Cross. 
Email: audit@virtuosolegal.com;  
for more information and to 
book in.

SPONSORED COLUMN

Tel: 020 7412 8372
philip@virtuosolegal.com
www.virtuosolegal.com

outstanding product and a world 
market. Indeed, as our largest ag-
ricultural foreign investor, the UK 
owns more land in Australia than 
there is land in the UK! 

While investment opportunities 
abound in primary industry, 70 
per cent of Australia’s economy is 
in services. We are a global leader 
in education. Australia is the third’s 
most popular location for students, 
with six universities in the Times 
Top 100. 

With our abundant natural beau-
ty, we are also the 11th largest inter-
national tourism market, with all 
the investment opportunities that 
signifies. 

Professional services and finan-
cial services are also key industries 
for us. Sydney ranks eighth on the 
global Financial Centres Index, 
ahead of Frankfurt – and collabo-
ration around fintech provides an 
excellent investment opportunity 
into the Australian market.

Technology
We are also proud of its reputa-

tion for innovation. Our leading 
public scientific research body, 
the CSIRO, is ranked in the top 
one per cent of the world’s scien-
tific institutions in 14 research 
fields. Australians have invented 
everything from ultrasound, the 
bionic ear and wi-fi technology, to 
the cervical cancer vaccine and the 

Quantum Logic Gate. Both public 
and private sector organisations 
are significant sources of funding 
for research and development. It 
helps that the Australian govern-
ment also provides generous tax 
incentives for R&D. 

Business attracts business, and 
success breeds success. More than 
22,000 foreign companies are reg-
istered in Australia, including 
every single one of the top 20 FT 
Global 500 companies are the Top 
10 Fortune Global 500 having op-
erations here. One in five business 
with more than 200 workers being 
at least 50 per cent foreign-owned.

Education
In order to take the opportuni-

ties Australia’s economy offers, you 
need access to a talented work-
force. Our education sector means 

we have one of the most high-
ly-skilled workforces in the world 
– 40 per cent of our workforce car-
ries a tertiary-level education. We 
also have one of the most multicul-
tural – with 30 percent of Austral-
ia’s workers being born overseas, 
over two million Australians speak 
an Asian language in addition to 
English. 

People come for the opportuni-
ties, but they stay for the lifestyle. 
The quality of life in Australia is 
outstanding – ranked 7th in the 
world. Six Australian cities are 
ranked in the global top 40 for qual-
ity of living. 

It’s something to consider amidst 
the tumult: a resilient economy built 
on stable institutions, sound regula-
tory policies, plentiful resources and 
a sophisticated services sector. 

And amazing beaches. 

Bondi Beach

Australia in brief
• Area: 7,692,024 km2

• Government capital: Canberra 
• Administrative divisions:  

6 states and 2 territories
• Currency: Australian dollar 

(AUD)

Australia is the fifth largest 
economy in the Asia-Pacific 
region, and the 13th largest 
economy in the world with 25 
years of uninterrupted economic 
growth. Australia’s GDP per 
capita at current exchange rates 
make its citizens among the 
world’s top five wealthiest.

UK and Australia
• The UK Department for 

International Trade reports 
that around 1,500 British 
businesses operate in 
Australia, including such global 
companies as BP, HSBC, 
British Airways and BT, as 

well as hundreds of small and 
medium sized companies.

• Australia is ranked by the 
World Bank as the 7th easiest 
country in which to set up a 
business and falls within the 
top five countries globally 
on the Index of Economic 
Freedom. You can set up a 
new business in Australia 
within 2 days.

• There are more British 
citizens in Australia than in 
any other foreign country. 1.2 
million Britons are permanent 
residents in Australia and over 
600,000 visit every year.

Exports
Benefits for British businesses 
exporting to Australia include:

• proximity to Asia Pacific 
economies

• familiar products and service 

providers
• common language and similar 

culture
• similar business and legal 

practices
• similar technical standards

Strengths of the Australian 
market include:
• an extended period of strong 

economic growth
• strong business and consumer 

base
• strong technology sector
• similar language, culture and 

business practices
• high personal wealth
• strong intellectual property 

protection.

www.gov.uk/government/
publications/exporting-
to-australia/exporting-to-
australia
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Sydney and Canberra 
inspire in different ways

Sydney had won the right to 
host the tenth World Cham-
bers Congress against stiff 

competition from rival cities in 
south east Asia. As chairman of 
the World Chambers Federation 
International Certificate of Origin 
Council it made sense to me to co-
incide one of our twice-yearly meet-
ings with the Chamberfest not least 
because it provided an opportunity 
to learn from a country well versed 
both in trade agreements and the 
rules of origin that populate them.

Australia is high on Secretary of State 
Liam Fox’s wish list for a trade deal 
post-Brexit and the Aussies I spoke 
to were all in favour of cementing ties 
if not resurrecting the formal Com-
monwealth preference arrangements. 
They did point out however that 
such negotiations are rarely smooth. 
Indeed their current talks with In-
donesia have hit a ‘Groundhog Day’ 
moment not helped by the fact their 
potential partners have just filed an 
anti-dumping complaint. Austral-
ian Trade Minister Steve Ciobo is 
characteristically philosophical and 
remarked: “If you want smooth sail-
ing then you shouldn’t be in politics 
and you shouldn’t be in international 
trade.”

Smooth or otherwise, trade with 
China is on the up and it is no co-
incidence that the number of Chi-
nese visitors is on the increase too. 
1.41 million are forecast to travel to 
Australia this year, just topping the 
number of New Zealanders expect-
ed to cross the Tasman Sea. Moreo-
ver the average spend per trip from 
a Chinese visitor is A$8,400, nearly 
four times as much as the average 
Kiwi.

Surging
Sydney is known for its diverse and 
delicious cuisine but now Australians 
are being encouraged to develop an 
appetite for kangaroo meat as surging 
numbers are causing problems. The 
kangaroo population is soon to hit 50 
million, more than double the 24 mil-
lion humans, and a cull is overdue, I 
was told, in order to avoid the mar-
supials overrunning the country. That 
seems a bit unlikely as the landmass 
is twice as big as India’s which has a 
population of 1.2 billion people. Nev-
ertheless academics are proposing the 
campaign so that kangaroo carcasses 
are not wasted.

Sport was strongly in evidence 
as one would expect. The Sydney 
marathon and fun run attracted 
over 20,000 runners with a route 
that at least compares with Lon-
don’s for its iconic landmarks, 
the opera house being the finish-
ing point and the harbour bridge 
making up part of the course. In 
the same week I was in the country, 
the Australian rugby union team 
came back to form with a compre-
hensive win over Argentina while 
the women’s soccer team – dubbed 
the Matildas, naturally – overcame 
Brazil. In tennis though the Aussie 
team were beaten in the Davis Cup 
by Belgium after taking a 2-1 lead 
before the reverse singles.  Mean-
while Olympic hurdler Sally Free-
man, making a comeback 17 years 
after she featured as the poster girl 
for the Sydney Olympics, made a 
lot of column inches. 

Passion
The passion for sport is so strong 
that many things can be traced 
back to it – even the Sydney Opera 
House. After Melbourne had been so 
successful in hosting the 1950 Com-
monwealth Games its rival to the 
north was inspired to make a grand 
gesture and one of the best known 
sights of the modern world was con-
ceived.

I went to Dinner there, yes the cap-
ital letter is correct, though I could 
of course have eaten dinner too in 
one of the many restaurants, bars 
or cafes in the huge complex of con-
cert halls, drama theatres that make 
up the venue. The play centres on a 
dinner party and was billed as a jet-
black satire. Very dark indeed, but 
also very funny. I can imagine it at 
the Soho House Theatre.

Politics is an Australian passion as 
well as sport. The topic of the day is 
the imminent vote on same sex mar-
riage and this gave rise to what must 
have been the best newspaper head-
line during my visit. Above a story on 
the headbutting of former Premier 
Tony Abbot (chief campaigner on 
one side of the debate) by a “bur-
ly, tattooed” man on the other side 
was the legend: Lowering the Tone. 
Abbott commented: “I went over to 
shake his hand and he headbutted 
me. He wasn’t very good at it but he 
did make contact.”

Transforming
In the city the Westfield Sydney 
Tower Eye dominates the skyline 
and the company, well known for 
its Stratford Olympic Park and West 
London centres, seems to fill a large 
chunk of retail space. With others 
like LendLease – who are transform-

ing for the better London’s Elephant 
and Castle – they have helped restore 
Australian pride in the property and 
construction sector after the Wemb-
ley experience with Multiplex. 

A campaign is under way to build 
a railway line in Western Sydney, a 
huge infrastructure project that sup-
porters are comparing with the vision 
to build the harbour bridge. That is 
some example to live up to. When, 
in the 1920s, the plan was hatched 
by John Bradfield for a 50 metre 
wide bridge, capable of holding four 
railway tracks, and six lines of traffic, 
there were only one million people 
and 30,000 cars in the city … and this 
was in the middle of the Great De-
pression! Vision indeed. 

The transport system works well. In 
Sydney I took advantage of the Oys-
ter-like Opal system, which covered 
me for bus, light railway and ferry 
trips. I also travelled by train to 
Canberra in the Australian Capital 
Territory. Not high speed (over four 
hours to cover just over 150 miles) 
but efficient and comfortable – and 
great views of the Australian bush.

The contrast between Sydney and 
Canberra was described to me by 
Stephen Cartwright, the New South 
Wales Business Chamber boss (and 
the main reason the tenth World 
Chambers Congress was bought to 
Australia) as comparable to that be-
tween New York and Washington or 
Shanghai and Beijing. On a Saturday 
the streets of the capital – created to 
avoid a tough choice between Syd-
ney and Melbourne – were virtual-
ly deserted on the north side of the 
lake, the only people around being, 
like myself, visitors to the National 
Gallery and the new (1988) Parlia-
ment House, both inspiring in quite 
different ways.

 Peter Bishop’s 
Australian diary
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Over 900 delegates from over 
100 countries took part in 
the tenth World Chambers 

Congress organised by the New 
South Wales Business Chamber 
and the ICC World Chambers Fed-
eration at the stunning Internation-
al Convention Centre in Darling 
Harbour, Sydney.

At an opening ceremony which 
included a video message from 
HRH Prince Charles, World Cham-
bers chairman Peter Mihok prom-
ised a programme which would 
help delegates assess developments 
in the global economy and find in-
novative solutions for business. 

One of the highlights of the 
event was the World Chambers 
Competition with James Monk 
(right) of Business West, based in 

Bristol, picking up the prize for the 
best job creation and business de-
velopment project. Hereford and 
Worcester Chamber were shortlist-
ed in the best CSR project category.

Global
Key themes in the congress in-

cluded sustainability and global 
mobility while the topic of lead-

ership was addressed by former 
Finnish Prime Minister Esko Aho 
who subsequently became a senior 
executive at Nokia. 

The origin of goods in terms of 
trade arrangements was also cov-
ered in depth and was one of the 
most highly attended of the con-
gress workshops. Specialist speak-
ers included Darlan Marti, trade 
policy specialist of market access 
division of World Trade Organisa-
tion, Peter Brennan, chief technical 
adviser to IBM Australia, Alexan-
der Goulandris. chief executive of 

Essdocs, and Martin van der Wei-
de of the Amsterdam Chamber of 
Commerce in a session chaired by 
Peter Bishop.

Ten down …
The eleventh World Chambers 
Congress will take place in Rio 
de Janiero in September 2019.

Previous congresses have 
taken place in Marseille (1999), 
Seoul (2001), Quebec (2003), 
Durban (2005), Istanbul 
(2007), Kuala Lumpur (2009), 
Mexico City (2011), Doha 
(2013), and Turin (2015).

Chambers in congress

Peter Mihok, WCF chairman



The Australian Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry is 
made up of state and territo-

ry chambers of commerce and 70 
industry associations representing 
specific sectors.

The chambers are not state spon-
sored, do not have a regulatory 
role, and membership is voluntary. 
Chambers engage as business repre-
sentatives in the industrial relations 
system and are a voice for business 
to government. Some 300,000 busi-
nesses employing around four mil-
lion Australians are represented.

Australian chambers reflect the 
history and diversity of the nation.  
A group of separate colonies, each 
began at a different date and each 
with its own foundation story, came 
together in 1901 to federate and 
form the nation of Australia.

Crisis
Trust is every business’s strongest 

asset and is a great economic lubri-
cant. Yet, from a public and political 
perspective, there are constant indi-
cations that trust is breaking down, 
and this has implications for the 
chamber movement.

Edelman’s 2017 Trust Barometer 
has declared that trust is in crisis. 
The results in Australia are the same 
as much of the world where in a 
significant number of countries the 
majority of the population have lost 
faith in the system.

The  findings reveal:
• A person with whom you identify 

is now tied with a technical ex-
pert as the most credible spokes-
person 

• In Australia, nearly 60 per cent 
believe someone speaking from 
personal experience is more cred-
ible than data

• CEOs have lost the most credibil-
ity in just one year, dropping 12 
percentage points from 2016

• In Australia, those who trust in 
business are in the minority for 
the first time, slipping from 52 
per cent to 48 per cent in a year

• And facts matter less. One in 
three Australians agree that they 

would support a politician ‘even if 
they exaggerated the truth’

• Globally, opposition to compe-
tition and the free market, and 
open economies, is growing. 
Three quarters agree that govern-
ment should protect local indus-
tries, even if it means the econo-
my grows more slowly

• More than half the population 
surveyed disagree that market 
reforms have increased economic 
stability.

Basics
All this is compounded by the fact 

that bias is now people’s major filter. 
Fifty five per cent do not regularly 
listen to people or organisations 
with whom they often disagree.

It is often necessary to explain 
the basics of economic orthodoxy. 
People seem to have lost the links 
between business growth and jobs 
growth and between productivity 
increases and wage increases.

Increasingly feedback is that busi-
ness is a beast that must be tamed, 
with more and more regulation. But, 
in all of Edelman’s doom and gloom, 
there is one great opportunity for 
business. For those who are unsure 
whether the system is working or 

the system is failing, business is the 
most trusted of the four institutions, 
both globally and in Australia.

Service
The Australian chamber move-

ment is increasingly delivering tar-
geted, practical member services, 
aligned to the changing needs of 
members.

For example, in Queensland, 
members can have their products 
prototyped on 3D printers, ready to 
be sent off to manufacturers; and the 
chamber hosts an incubator for start-
ups. It gives the chamber an under-
standing of the day to day needs of 
the contemporary entrepreneur, and 
the policies required to meet them.

In New South Wales, services ex-
tend from workplace relations and 
legal advice to professional servic-
es, from marketing to international 
trade.  In New South Wales’ regional 
chambers, like in Queensland, start-
ups can use the chamber offices to 
support their business.

The Victorian Chamber is lever-
aging the national love of sport to 
build closer relationships with busi-
ness and external stakeholders and 
channel influence through them on 
behalf of its members.

In the Australian Capital Territo-
ry, the chamber is supporting busi-
ness to add the vibrancy and en-
courage the entrepreneurship that 
the private sector brings to a public 
sector town, and is making itself 
more relevant in the process.

The South Australian Cham-
ber responded to the impact on its 
members of state wide power out-
ages to help mobilise strong and 
well-researched advocacy for na-
tional policy solutions to an emerg-
ing energy crisis.

In the Northern Territory, the 
chamber advocates for greater in-
vestment in the untapped potential 
of the great landmass of Northern 
Australia; and to leverage its prox-
imity to Asia.

In Tasmania, the chamber has 
found a new lease on life as it leads a 
business community that looks be-
yond the horizon to trade in global 
markets for tourism, horticultural 
and agricultural products and spe-
cialty goods.

In Western Australia, the cham-
ber responded to a spike in employ-
er requests for help with dealing 
with the impacts of drugs in the 
workplace by mounting a public 
campaign for reform, gathering the 
stories of businesses and employ-
ees, to secure promised government 
funding.

Community
Business, through the chamber 

movement in Australia, is aligning 
itself with the community to address 
business concerns. The challenge is 
to mobilise companies of all sizes to 
remind the electorate that business 
is the engine that can move a coun-
try forward.

The depth and goodwill of cham-
ber membership and their daily con-
nection with their employees, cus-
tomers and community, must also 
be used to demonstrate that the for-
tunes and future of business are cen-
tral to people’s lives and aspirations. 

In that way the vision can be re-
alised to make Australia the best 
place in the world to do business 
– so that Australians have the jobs, 
living standards and opportunities 
to which they aspire.

James Pearson is the chief 
executive of the Australian 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry. This is an edited version 
of his address to the World 
Chambers Federation Council in 
Sydney last month. 
wwwwwww.acci.asn.au
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Chambers must address the trust issue

by James Pearson
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In life, we either pay the price of discipline 
or the price of regret. This can happen in any 
area of life, but, for most business owners, 
the consequences are most apparent in their 
daily, monthly and yearly business results.

The price of discipline might be a daily 
dose of exercise, good eating habits or 
a relationship strategy, or, in business, it 
could be the weekly team meeting, building 
default diaries, testing and measuring 
marketing strategies, or 
developing systems. The 
absence of these small daily 
disciplines accumulates 
over time until you and your 
business inherit the long-
term consequences.

Most of us have had 
experiences where the lack 
of daily discipline comes 
back to haunt us. Arrogance 
or ignorance offer very 
little help, and life and the 
business world really don’t 
care if you claim either or 
both as your excuse. We’ll 

each pay for it sooner or later. Remember, 
daily discipline weighs mere ounces in the 
‘load of life’, while lifelong regret weighs 
heavily.

Here are some factors to take into account:
• Pay attention to your quiet, yet persistent, 

inner voice that is urging you to change
• Listen to the people around you. Are they 

trying to tell you something?
• Look at areas of your life in which 

you feel regret of some 
kind. Are you repeating old 
behaviours?
• Tune into life – listen to 
its demands, expectations 
and all the signals you’re 
receiving. Are you hearing 
or ignoring them?

Ask yourself:
• What can you learn from 
this?
• What might you change? 
What should you leave the 
same?
• What price will you have 
to pay to achieve it?

• Will it be worth the cost?
• What do you need to do to break the 

pattern of behaviour that leads to regret?
• Who do you need to be to establish the 

discipline needed in every area of your life?

Just remember, the sweat of discipline and 
sacrifice is nothing compared to the pain and 
regret of inaction.

Excerpted from the Amazon bestseller ‘Sparks: 
Ideas to Ignite your Business Growth’ by 
Shweta Jhajharia, a leading global business 
coach. Claim your FREE copy at www.
londoncoachinggroup.com/sparks (P&P extra)

The Price We Pay

Do you want to access a selection of business co-operation offers 
made by European companies wishing to work with UK firms? Every 
month Enterprise Europe Network publishes a Business Opportunities 
in Europe Bulletin, which contains the latest co-operation offers from 
companies across the EU and beyond. To find out more about this 
issue’s listed overseas business opportunities or to subscribe to the 
bulletin contact Enterprise Europe Network London at  
enterprise.europe@londonchamber.co.uk or 020 7248 1992. 

Portugal
Company from 
Madeira which 
specializes in the production 
and commercialisation of fish 
and seafood products (fresh 
and frozen) is looking for trade 
intermediaries. The company 
is interested in establishing 
commercial agency or 
distribution services agreements.
REF: BOPT20160216001

Finland
Company in 
shipbuilding industry 
is expanding its operations 
and is looking for suppliers 
and subcontractors. Suppliers 
of fittings, marine furniture 
and sanitary units as well as 
subcontractors for technical 
installations, design and 
engineering are of interest. The 
company is looking for long term 

manufacturing, subcontracting 
and outsourcing partnerships. 
REF: BRFI20170817001

Germany
Company offers 
‘Software as a Service’ 
(SaaS) for SMEs to comply 
with the new EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
The products and services cover 
technical and organisational 
aspects of GDPR, are available 
in English, German and Japanese 
and are complemented by multi-
lingual data protection officer 
services. The company is seeking 
co-operation with international 
law firms and interested in 
distribution services, joint 
venture, license and services 
agreement. 
REF: BODE20170731001

France
Traditional distillery 
is looking for glass 
bottle suppliers in Europe to 
renew its product range with 
new bottling solutions. The 
partner sought could be either 
a glass manufacturer or a bottle 
distributor with customisable 
products adapted for premium 
liquors. An outsourcing 
agreement is sought where the 
partners would supply bottles 
according to specifications in 
small batches. 
REF: BRFR20170818001

Brazil
Furniture company in 
Paraná state develops 
and manufactures innovative 
high quality products such as 
dining tables, coffee and side 
tables, sideboards and consoles. 
The company seeks international 
importers and partners to 
commercialize its products 
abroad.
REF: BOBR20170817001

Bulgaria
Specialist in online 
education offers a digital 

platform for teaching with live 
teachers. The platform acts as 
a virtual school. Due to a video 
conference connection and a 
virtual whiteboard, the students 
can write and solve problems 
on the board. Teachers also can 
create their own video lessons 
and give them to the students. 
In the Learning management 
system they can give home 
works and interact with the 
students. The company is looking 
for a joint venture/licence 
agreement.
REF: TOBG20160708001

Netherlands 
Producer and 
distributor of high 
quality gluten-free, allergen-
free and vegan food products 
is looking for similar products 
in order to enlarge its portfolio. 
The SME distributes the 
food products in Benelux 
and Germany. The company 
is looking for new quality 
gluten-free brands. It offers a 
distribution agreement, but it 
is also open for a commercial 
agency agreement.
REF: BRNL20170829001

          Overseas business opportunities
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Tarun Ghulati has had a 
successful global career in 
banking. Moreover he has 

launched several businesses and 
has created strategic partnerships 
worldwide. Now, through his new 
company, Squared Watermelon, he 
is assisting clients internationally 
with their strategy, business devel-
opment, marketing and branding. 

Ghulati has an awesome CV. 
He started his banking career 
with  Citibank in India before 
moving on to HSBC where he 
was one of a select group of glob-
al managers and was parachuted 
in to spearhead businesses across 
the world. He was responsible for 
credit and risk for 14 countries out 
of Hong Kong for the bank and, as 
operations manager international, 
he guided chief executives in coun-
tries across the Asia Pacific region 
with their operating plans.  He was 

involved with several acquisitions 
for HSBC including the US$33 bil-
lion consolidation of Marine Mid-

land Bank USA with HSBC Bank 
USA.

Heading up HSBC Premier, he 

managed clients’  assets of over 
US$40 billion and was also tasked 
with developing a consistent cross 
border international capability 
for the bank. He was headhunt-
ed to become global boss UTI 
International Ltd, subsidiary of 
India’s largest asset management 
company, managing assets of over 
US$2.4 billion with offices in Lon-
don, Guernsey, Singapore, Dubai, 
Bahrain and Mauritius. He then 
became vice chairman of a bank in 
Africa, a continent for which he is 
a big cheerleader.

Ghulati has worked in the Mid-
dle East, Asia-Pacific, Europe and 
Africa. Closer to home he is a 
member and former deputy chair-
man of the Chamber’s Asian Busi-
ness Association and a past board 
member of The Indus Entrepre-
neurs, the world’s largest network 
fostering entrepreneurship.

Strategy, marketing and branding
Spotlight on ABA committee member Tarun Ghulati 

Tarun Ghulati – in his own words
On his passion for business 
and what is keeping him busy
“I am inspired by the Roman god 
Janus who has two faces, looking 
both to the future and the past.

I believe in keeping a sharp eye 
looking ahead to the future with 
an eye on the past. I want to 
open new doors of opportunity, 
assist others to navigate through 
the maze of difficulties and 
create success. I am the catalyst 
that keeps many engines 
running and helps invigorate and 
galvanize businesses when they 
begin to splutter. 

To this end I am the president 
and chief executive of Squared 
Watermelon, a company which 
I co-founded with Preeti Rana. 
We assist clients internationally 
with their strategy, business 
development, marketing and 
branding. We make the journey 
easier for those looking to give 
their fledgling businesses a 
story. A key focus is the next 
generation of inheritors, the 
dynamics of which are unique 
and exciting. 

I am also championing education 
and empowering the young. I 
am co-founder and chairman of 
the Corporate Training Academy 

providing a platform for students 
to accelerate into the banking 
and financial services industry.” 

On lateral thinking
“I am constantly engaged in 
discussions with banks, fund 
managers, private equity firms, 
family offices and other financial 
service entities. I only provide 
the bridge that links the entity 
to the financial institution and 
do not provide any financial 
advice. It is all about lateral 
thinking for me, solving problems 
by thinking creatively and finding 
inspired solutions.  We create 
strategy to boost businesses, 
engineer strategic partnerships 
and alliances and propel 
business development initiatives 
internationally.” 

On his fascination with the 
transition of wealth 
“I have a deep understanding 
of the ultra-high net worth 
segment and indeed the next 
generation of inheritors. This 
is backed by years of hands-on 
experience across continents, 
research, focus group sessions, 
personal interactions and direct 
engagement either at the behest 
of the successful entrepreneurs 

or their inheritors. There 
is an eye-watering $1 
trillion transfer of wealth 
expected to the next generation 
every year for the next 50 
years. I am actively engaged in 
this passage of wealth between 
baby boomers (born between 
1946 and 1964) and the next 
generation.”  

On the spirit he tries to 
harness in the next generation 
of inheritors
“The next generation fascinates 
me and makes me want to 
imbibe and ingest the new 
order. You can’t turn back your 
age clock but you can take 
years off your brain age. These 
people are positive in their 
approach, go-getters without 
shackles and risk takers without 
fear. It is this spirit that we try 
and harness, encourage and 
support. We ensure the next 
generation of inheritors realize 
their passion by assisting them 
to set up new businesses or 
hone their skills and abilities 
to take on enterprises set up 
by their forebears. They need 
life coaching, lifestyle mantras, 
strategic input, and advice on 
business planning, branding, 
and managing conflict between 

living one’s dream against 
stewarding their parents’ dream. 
There is also a need to temper 
their enthusiasm when they are 
hoisted into running large family 
businesses and they also need 
fast track leadership skills.” 

On his mantras
“I have some simple mantras 
which I am putting into a book. 
I have travelled the world and 
met some amazing people 
including young entrepreneurs, 
industrialists, politicians, artists, 
sports personalities, royalty, and 
film stars. Successful individuals 
have qualities that set them 
apart. This book will assist those 
who are trying to go through any 
door that is not getting any wider 
and showcase tangible solutions.”

On other future projects
“I am in ongoing discussions to 
open a bank which will primarily 
provide clients with merchant 
banking and investment banking 
services. 

An Africa-focused infrastructure 
fund and an affordable housing 
fund are also actively being 
considered.” 

www.squaredwatermelon.com
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Geeta Sidhu-Robb and Rupa 
Ganatra were the key note 
speakers at a recent Asian 
Business Association Women 
in Business networking 
evening hosted by Tony 
Matharu

A rapt audience in the Jaipur 
Room of the Mint Leaf res-
taurant in Haymarket heard 

how Rupa Ganatra had grown up 
in a family of entrepreneurs and 
worked in investment banking for a 
number of years after graduation be-
fore co-founding Millennial 20/20, a 
global event management compa-
ny which is going from strength to 
strength.

Networks
The lessons from her path to suc-

cess she shared with the audience 

included the maxim: revenue is van-
ity, profit is sanity. She also advised 
business people to build their net-
works before they needed them, and 
not to be afraid to move out of their 
comfort zones.

Wellbeing
Geeta Sidhu-Robb had started out 

as a corporate lawyer before found-
ing Nosh Detox, an award-winning 
wellbeing company a fifth of whose 
clients are household names. Her 
business was the result of becom-
ing interested and expert in dealing 
with food in relation to allergy treat-
ments for her son. Her sales process 
started with building solutions for 
clients – clients then became buyers 
and, subsequently, subscribers.

www.millennial20-20.com 
www.noshdetox.com

Asian Business Association factfile
The Asian Business Association 
(ABA) is a special interest 
group within the London 
Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry which was created 
in 1995 by Lord Noon in 
recognition of the huge 
contribution Asian businesses 
make to London’s economy. 

It has since developed to 
become the premier voice and 
forum for Asian businesses in 
London. The ABA specialises in 
the needs of Asian businesses 
and helps create the best 
economic conditions in which 
businesses can flourish, locally, 
nationally and globally. 

Objectives
• provide a voice for the London 

Asian business community 
and represent their views to 
the media, local and central 
government

• provide business networking 
events that enable companies 
to make new business 
connections and to enhance 
their business skills and 
competitiveness

• facilitate international trade 
and investment

• attract Asian businesses to 
London Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry membership.

ABA services
The ABA’s activities include 
business networking events 
including dinners, meetings and 
receptions with inspirational 
and high-profile speakers. Past 
guests include James Caan, David 
Cameron, Gucharan Das, Shekhar 
Kapur, Nick Clegg, Boris Johnson, 
Sir Mervyn King, Atul Kochar, 
Anwar Pervez, Trevor Phillips, 
Alec Stewart, Lord Sugar, Sir 
Mark Tully and Danny Alexander. 
ABA events attract audiences 
from Asian and non-Asian 
businesses. 

The ABA also provides practical 
advice and help for Asian 

businesses through information 
and targeted campaigns. It works 
in close partnership with the 
Mayor of London’s office and 
has produced reports on the 
contribution of Asian businesses 
to London’s economy.

As the ABA membership is a 
part of the London Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry 
membership, ABA members get 
access to all the benefits of the 
Chamber membership. 

For further information contact 
Nick Charles at ncharles@
londonchamber.co.uk

Follow ABA on Twitter @LCCI_ABA

Inspirational

Rupa Ganatra Geeta Sidhu-Robb
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Brexit 
Q&A

Government wins Brexit Bill 
vote
n http://bbc.in/2wRqxJi

Brexit: EU Repeal Bill wins 
first Commons vote
n http://bbc.in/2w2QpRV

Brexit: MPs urged not to 
‘frustrate’ Repeal Bill
n http://bbc.in/2wTgIXN

What is the purpose of 
the EU Withdrawal Bill?
As its informal name suggests, the 
Bill will repeal the 1972 European 
Communities Act which took the 
UK into the EU and meant that 
European law took precedence 
over laws passed at Westminster. It 
will also end the jurisdiction of the 
European Court of Justice.

All existing EU legislation will 
be copied across into domestic 
UK law to guarantee a smooth 
transition on the day after 
Brexit occurs. The government’s 
intention is to avoid a “black hole 
in our statute book” which could 
result in upset for businesses and 
individuals when the UK leaves 
the EU i.e. the so-called ‘cliff-edge’.

The UK Parliament will then be 
free to “amend, repeal and improve” 
the laws as it sees fit.

European Union (Withdrawal) 
Bill
n http://bit.ly/2x3vRaO

EU Withdrawal Bill: A guide to 
the Brexit repeal legislation
n http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-

politics-39266723

The European Union 
(Withdrawal) Bill
n https://fullfact.org/europe/

european-union-withdrawal-bill/

What happens next? 
MPs will consider the Bill in a 
Committee of the whole House on 
a date yet to be fixed. This will give 
MPs the chance to try to amend the 
Bill. The Bill will then proceed to a 
Report Stage and a Third Reading 
in the Commons. After this, the Bill 
will be sent to the House of Lords 
where there will be First, Second 
and Third Readings, together with a 
Committee Stage and a Report Stage. 
There will then be consideration of 
amendments before the Bill is given 
the Royal Assent and Brexit takes 
effect.

European Union (Withdrawal) 
Bill 2017-19
n http://bit.ly/2tlZQG0

What are Henry VIII 
Clauses?
These are provisions that the 
government sometimes adds to 
a Bill to enable the government 
to repeal or amend it after it has 
become an Act of Parliament.

Henry VIII Clauses
n http://bit.ly/2w4OPyS

What policy papers 
has the government 
issued on various 
aspects of Brexit?
On 7 August, 10 Downing Street 
confirmed that the government 
would publish a series of key policy 
position papers on issues such as 
the customs union and Northern 
Ireland. These policy documents 
would be made public to deflect 
criticism that the UK was failing 
to make clear to the EU what it 
wanted post-Brexit and that it 
was inadequately prepared for 
negotiations. 

Government to release key 
Brexit policy papers in next 
few weeks 
n http://bit.ly/2vejq9G
Seven policy papers were issued 
between 15 and 24 August on the 
following issues: post-Brexit customs 
arrangements; Northern Ireland 
and Ireland; the continuity of the 
availability of goods for the UK and 
the EU; confidentiality and access 
to documents; providing a cross-
border civil judicial co-operation 
framework; enforcement and dispute 
resolution; and the exchange and 
protection of personal data.

Government publishes post-
Brexit customs arrangements 
policy paper
n http://bit.ly/2ypYIUD

The first policy paper to be published 
was entitled “Future customs 
arrangements: a future partnership 
paper” and looked at the issue of 
post-Brexit customs arrangements. 
The paper outlined two possible 
approaches for future customs 
arrangements that would ensure 
“the freest and most frictionless 
trade possible in goods between the 
UK and the EU”. It also propfosed 
transitional customs arrangements 
for an interim period after the UK’s 
official departure from the EU in 
March 2019.

Future customs arrangements: 
a future partnership paper
n http://bit.ly/2i2zqZq

The second policy paper outlined 
the UK’s position on addressing the 
unique border situation between 
Northern Ireland and the Republic 
of Ireland in the light of the UK’s 
impending departure from the EU.

Northern Ireland and Ireland: 
position paper
n http://bit.ly/2uOQxQv

The third policy paper outlines the 
UK’s position on continuity in the 
availability of goods in UK and EU 
markets at the point when the UK 
exits the EU in 2019.

Continuity in the availability of 
goods for the EU and the UK: 
position paper
n http://bit.ly/2vWKNoY

The fourth policy paper outlines 
the UK’s position on the ongoing 
confidentiality obligations and 
access to documents.

Confidentiality and access to 
documents: position paper
n http://bit.ly/2g2bvbT
The fifth policy paper outlines the 
UK’s position on cross-border 
civil judicial co-operation in the 

future partnership between the UK 
and the EU.

Providing a cross-border 
civil judicial co-operation 
framework: a future 
partnership paper 
n http://bit.ly/2x8Krvw

The sixth policy paper considers 
options for enforcement and dispute 
resolution mechanisms for UK-
EU agreements.

Enforcement and dispute 
resolution: a future 
partnership paper 
n http://bit.ly/2wxnFR9

The seventh policy paper discusses 
options for protecting personal data 
in the future partnership between 
the UK and EU.

The exchange and protection 
of personal data: a future 
partnership paper
n http://bit.ly/2wAs6Lb

At time of writing, three more 
policy papers have been published 
during September. 

The Collaboration on science and 
innovation: future partnership paper 
outlines the UK’s plans for an ambitious 
science and innovation agreement 
with the EU. It provides examples of 
where the UK sees potential benefits 
to both the UK and the EU through a 
close working relationship. This paper 
invites discussion with the EU on 
how best future partnerships could be 
formed in this area.

Collaboration on science 
and innovation: a future 
partnership paper
http://bit.ly/2xNVqLf

Foreign policy, defence and 
development: a future partnership 
paper looks at options for foreign 
policy, defence and development 
collaboration in the future UK-
EU partnership.

Foreign policy, defence 
and development: a future 
partnership
http://bit.ly/2ff62eD
The most recent paper to date, 
Security, law enforcement and 
criminal justice: a future partnership 
paper considers how best to maintain 
internal collaboration between the 
UK and EU.

Security, law enforcement 
and criminal justice: a future 
partnership paper
n http://bit.ly/2xaXhtX

To download new Brexit policy 
papers as they are published, see 
the Gov.UK website at: http://bit.
ly/2fn0RsP

Brexit Q&A is researched and written by Alexa Michael, LCCI business information executive. LBM readers are invited to submit their own 
questions for responses to be published in future issues. Send them to amichael@londonchamber.co.uk

On 11 September 2017, the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill (known 
informally as the ‘Great Repeal Bill’) passed its Second Reading in the 
House of Commons. MPs voted in favour of the Bill by 326 votes to 
290, despite warnings by opponents that it represented a “power grab” 
by government ministers (popularly referred to as ‘Henry VIII powers’ 
after the English monarch who broke with Rome to establish the Church 
of England). No Conservatives voted against the bill, although seven 
Labour MPs defied their leader’s orders to oppose it and voted with the 
Conservatives.
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October 2017

03/10/17 Time 09.00-13.00 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Pitching Skills for International Success
Venue: London Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
33 Queen Street, London EC4R 1AP
Nearest stations: Mansion House, Cannon Street  
and Bank
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and Non-
member: Complimentary
Contact: Marta Zanfrini Tel: 020 7203 1822
Email: mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk

04/10/17 Time 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS 

Business Briefing: Break the Rules and Sell More
Venue: DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel London - Ealing, 
2-8 Hanger Lane, London W5 3HN
Nearest station: Ealing Common
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member 
and Member’s Guest: £12.00
Non-member £36.00
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

04/10/17 Time 12.30-14.30 ALL MEMBERS

Time To Talk Business
Venue: Tobacco Dock, Wapping 
Lane, London E1W 2SF
Nearest station: Shadwell 
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and 
Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Irene Fatuzzo Tel: 020 7203 1965
Email: ifatuzzo@londonchamber.co.uk

05/10/17 Time 09.30-11.00 LOCAL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Maximise Your Membership
Venue: Jurys Inn, Wellesley Road, Croydon CR0 9XY
Nearest station: East Croydon
Local Member, Member’s Guest and Non-member: 
Complimentary
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

10/10/17 Time 17.00-20.30  LCCI PA CLUB MEMBERS 
(PAs, EAs & Office Managers)

LCCI PA Club Showcase Evening
Venue: Radisson Blu Edwardian New Providence Wharf Hotel,  
5 Fairmont Avenue, London E14 9JB
Nearest station: Blackwall
LCCI PA Club Members and Non-members (PAs, EAs & Office 
Managers only): Complimentary
Contact: LCCI PA Club Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: lccipaclub@londonchamber.co.uk

How to book your place(s) at a London Chamber of Commerce event
Visit londonchamber.co.uk/events to book your place/s on any of the above events following the instructions below.
• For ticket fee events use our online booking facility or download and complete a booking form and fax, post or scan it back to us with your payment. 
• All prices are inclusive of VAT
• For free events book by following the instructions under each event’s entry on our online events diary

11/10/17 Time 08.15-09.30  ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Capital 500 Quarterly Economic Survey Presentation, Quarter 
3 2017
Venue: Metro Bank Holborn, One Southampton Row,  
London WC1B 5HA
Nearest station: Holborn
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and Non-
members: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

11/10/17 Time 09.30-16.30* ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

*pre booked, 30 minute individual appointments only

Mexico: one-to-one business clinic 
Venue: London Chamber of Commerce and Industry,  
33 Queen Street, London EC4R 1AP
Nearest stations: Mansion House, Cannon Street and Bank
Patron Member and Premier Plus Member: Complimentary
Local Member and Non-member: £7.50
Contact: Marta Zanfrini Tel: 020 7203 1822
Email: mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk

11/10/17 Time 11.00-11.45  ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Maximise Your Membership
Venue: Metro Bank Fulham, Unit 3, Fulham 
Broadway Retail Centre, Fulham Broadway, 
London SW6 1BW
Nearest station: Fulham Broadway
Patron Member, Local Member, Member’s Guest 
and Non-members: Complimentary
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

11/10/17 Time 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS 

Connect 4 Lunch
Venue: Metro Bank Fulham, Unit 3, Fulham 
Broadway Retail Centre, Fulham Broadway, 
London SW6 1BW
Nearest station: Fulham Broadway
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

FULLY BOOKED

11/10/17 Time 17.45-20.30  ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Networking Training: How To Work A Room
Venue: etc.venues Fenchurch Street, Fenchurch Place,  
London EC3M 4PB
Nearest station: Fenchurch Street
Patron Member and Premier Plus Member: £66.00
Local Member: £102.00
Non-member: £150.00
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

* Members are welcome to bring a non-member guest to a Changing Places/Cereal Networking event. Please note that non-member guests are only able to attend one 
Changing Places/Cereal Networking event per year. If they wish to attend more than this they will need to join the London Chamber of Commerce.
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12/10/17 Time 12.00-14.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Executive Club Lunch with guest speaker Jonathan 
Sharrock, Chief Executive, Coast to Capital
Venue: Hallmark Hotel, 680 Purley Way,  
Croydon CR9 4LT
Nearest station: Waddon
Sponsored by: Gatwick Airport
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, 
Local Member and Member’s Guests: 
£50.00
Non-member: £68.00  
*Special member rate, book a table of 10 for £450.00
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

17/10/17 Time 14.30-17.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Promoting Your Business Using 
Google
Venue: London Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, 33 Queen 
Street, London EC4R 1AP
Nearest stations: Mansion House, Cannon Street and Bank
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and 
Member’s Guest: £15.00
Non-Member: £39.00
Contact: Irene Fatuzzo Tel: 020 7203 1965
Email: ifatuzzo@londonchamber.co.uk

18/10/17 Time 08.15-10.00 PATRON AND PREMIER PLUS MEMBERS

Property and Construction Breakfast Club with guest speaker 
Mary Finnigan, Director of European Transactions, WeWork
Venue: CBRE, Henrietta House, Henrietta Place, London W1G 0NB
Nearest station: Bond Street
Sponsored by: Bond Bryan Architects, CBRE 
and Willmott Dixon Interiors
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and 
Member’s Guests: £45.00
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk 
 

18/10/17 Time 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS 

Afternoon Tea and Networking
Venue: DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel London - Ealing, 
2-8 Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5 3HN
Nearest station: Ealing Common
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member 
and Member’s Guest: £17.50
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

19/10/17 Time 12.00-14.00 PATRON AND PREMIER PLUS MEMBERS

Changing Places Lunchtime Networking
Venue: FORA Space, 71 Central Street, London EC1V 8AB
Nearest station: Old Street
Sponsored by: Defence Relationship Management
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member and Member’s 
Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

24/10/17 Time 09.00-16.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

International Business Training: Letters of Credit 
Venue: London Chamber of Commerce and Industry,  
33 Queen Street, London EC4R 1AP
Nearest stations: Mansion House, Cannon Street and Bank
Patron Member and Premier Plus Member: £354.00 
Local Member and Non-member: £414.00
Contact: Marta Zanfrini Tel: 020 7203 1822
Email: mzanfrini@londonchamber.co.uk

25/10/17 Time 09.30-11.30 LOCAL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Maximise Your Membership
Venue: Hilton London Canary 
Wharf, South Quay, Marsh Wall, 
London E14 9SH
Nearest station: South Quay
Local Member and Non-Member: Complimentary
Contact: Irene Fatuzzo Tel: 020 7203 1965
Email: ifatuzzo@londonchamber.co.uk

26/10/17 Time 12.00-14.00 ALL MEMBERS

The Grapevine Network
Venue: Farleigh Golf Club, Farleigh Common, 
Farleigh CR6 9PE
Nearest station: Upper Warlingham
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local 
Member and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

November 2017

01/11/17 Time 12.30-14.30 ALL MEMBERS

Time To Talk Business
Venue: Porsche Centre East London, 
Gallions Park, 101 Woolwich Manor 
Way, London E6 6EY
Nearest station: Gallions Reach
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and 
Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Irene Fatuzzo Tel: 020 7203 1965
Email: ifatuzzo@londonchamber.co.uk

07/11/17 Time 18.00-20.00 ALL MEMBERS

Spice Up Your Networking
Venue: Rich Mix, 35 - 47 Bethnal 
Green Road, London E1 6LA
Nearest station: Shoreditch High 
Street 
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and 
Member’s Guest: £20.00
Non-Member: £30.00
Contact: Irene Fatuzzo Tel: 020 7203 1965
Email: ifatuzzo@londonchamber.co.uk

* Members are welcome to bring a non-member guest to a Changing Places/Cereal Networking event. Please note that non-member guests are only able to attend one 
Changing Places/Cereal Networking event per year. If they wish to attend more than this they will need to join the London Chamber of Commerce.

Continued...
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07/11/17 Time 18.00-20.00 ALL MEMBERS

Changing Places Evening Networking
Venue: London Capital Club, 15 Abchurch Lane, London EC4N 7BW
Nearest station: Cannon Street
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member and 
Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

08/11/17 Time 12.00-14.00  ALL MEMBERS 

Connect 4 Lunch
Venue: Crowne Plaza London - Ealing, Western 
Avenue, Hanger Lane, London W5 1HG
Nearest station: Hanger Lane
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member, Local Member 
and Member’s Guest: Complimentary
Contact: Donna Subero Tel: 020 7556 2394
Email: dsubero@londonchamber.co.uk

14/11/17 Time 09.00-11.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Workshop: GDPR and Marketing, How to be 
Compliant
Venue: TMRW Hub, 75-77 High Street, Croydon 
CR0 1QQ
Nearest station: East Croydon
Patron Member, Premier Plus Member,  
Local Member and Non-member: Complimentary
Contact: Linda Saran Tel: 020 7556 2393
Email: lsaran@londonchamber.co.uk

22/11/17 Time 18.30-21.00 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Prestige Reception with Harriett Baldwin MP
Venue: Central London venue to be confirmed upon registration
Sponsored by: CH2M
Patron and Premier Plus Member: £99.60
Local Member: £138.00
Non-member: £174.00
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

28/11/17 Time 18.00-20.30 ALL MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS

Annual Winter Reception
Venue: Berry Bros. & Rudd, 3 St James’s Street, London SW1A 1EG
Nearest station: Green Park
Sponsored by: Defence Relationship Management  
(GL RFCA)
Patron and Premier Plus Member: £99.60
Local Member: £123.60
Non-member: £159.60
Contact: Events Team Tel: 020 7203 1700
Email: events@londonchamber.co.uk

How to book your place(s) at a London Chamber of Commerce event
Visit londonchamber.co.uk/events to book your place/s on any of the above 

events following the instructions below.
• For ticket fee events use our online booking facility or download and complete 

a booking form and fax, post or scan it back to us with your payment. 
• All prices are inclusive of VAT
• For free events book by following the instructions under each event’s entry 

on our online events diary

n Property and Construction 
Breakfast Club
The next breakfast will hear 
from Mary Finnigan, Director of 
European Transactions, WeWork 
on Wednesday 18 October. 
Sponsored by Bond Bryan 
Architects, CBRE and Willmott 
Dixon Interiors the event is 
open to Patron and Premier Plus 
members only at £45.00 inclusive 
of VAT per person.

n Changing Places Lunchtime 
Networking
The next lunchtime reception 
of the year will be hosted at 
FORA Space on Thursday 
19 October from 12.00pm - 
2.00pm. Sponsored by Defence 

Relationship Management this 
complimentary event is open to 
Patron and Premier Plus members 
only.

n Changing Places Evening 
Networking
Our bi-monthly flagship 
networking receptions are 
regularly attended by up to 100 
members from a wide range of 
industry sectors. London Capital 
Club will play host on Tuesday 7 
November. This complimentary 
event is open to members only.

n Annual Winter Reception
Celebrate the festive season in 
style at our prestigious Annual 
Winter Reception, being held 

exclusively at Berry Bros. & Rudd 
on Tuesday 28 November.  The 
historic yet truly modern cellars 
make it the ideal location for 
guests to network and generate 
new business contacts.  Sponsored 
by Defence Relationship 
Management the event is open 
to all members and non-members 
with prices starting at £99.60 
inclusive of VAT per person.

n Property and Construction 
Winter Reception
Guests will hear from guest 
speaker Elliot Lipton, Managing 
Director, First Base Limited at the 
Winter Reception on Thursday 
7 December from 6.00pm – 
8.00pm. Sponsored Bond Bryan 

Architects, CBRE and Willmott 
Dixon Interiors the event is 
open to Patron and Premier 
Plus members only with tickets 
at £99.60 inclusive of VAT per 
person.

n Prestige Reception with 
Harriett Baldwin MP, Minister 
for Defence Procurement 
This reception will provide 
a unique opportunity for 
members to hear first-hand 
from the minister about current 
defence and security plans and 
priorities.  Sponsored by CH2M 
the reception will take place on 
Wednesday 22 November. Tickets 
start at £99.60 for Patron and 
Premier Plus members.

LCCI events highlights

n Asian Business Association  
Winter Reception
Join members are guests at the ABA Winter 
Reception on Wednesday 5 December at 
Bombay Brasserie.  Hosted by Tony Matharu 
(pictured), ABA Chairman and Managing 
Director, Grange Hotels up to 100 
guests will enjoy an evening of high level 
networking. Open to all members prices 
start at £66.00 inclusive of VAT per person.
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Looking to sell your 
business?
If you’re thinking about selling 
your business, you have a couple 
of choices when it comes to your 
route to market. 

You can employ the services 
of a business broker or transfer 
agent. They will value and market 
your business, prepare your 
documentation and negotiate 
on your behalf – for a fee or 
commission. 

This isn’t for everyone and can 
prove costly to the small business 
owner. Another option is a more DIY 
approach. 

Toundjel Chimen found a buyer 
for his dry cleaning business 
through BusinessesForSale.com 
– an online listings service that 
advertises over 68,000 businesses 
for sale and attracts over 1.5 
million buyers every month. 

“We found BusinessesForSale.com 
very user friendly and convenient.  
I could edit my listing at will. 

“I could see how many people 
were looking at my business. After 

2-3 weeks we’d had over 750 hits 
on the actual business page and 
8 offers!” 

This approach meant that 
Toundjel had to respond to and 
manage all the enquiries on his 
Richmond based business. 

“Well, I could tell which ones 
were timewasters and who were 
the genuine ones. The timewasters 
basically wanted to know how much 
we made and that’s it. 

“I didn’t want them to look at 
just that. I wanted them to look 
at the shop, what we provided 
to the community and what sort 
of service we provide. Basically, 
finding someone to take over the 
business and carry on the good 
work that I’ve put in over the last 
25 years. 

“I did it all by myself, I’ve been 
in the business 38 years and 
dealing with the public is one of my 
specialities.” 

To find out more contact  
www.businessesforsale.com/sell

ADVERTISEMENT

We help more than 
1,500 owners sell their
businesses every month

www.BusinessesForSale.com/sell
Free trial available

Sell Your Business

Toundjel Chimen

Former owner of a well 

established dry cleaners

“BusinessesForSale.com is very easy 
to use and very user friendly.

I had off ers the day after I listed and 
I took it off  the market after 3 weeks. 
Ended up with 8 serious off ers.

I have recommended the site to 
many friends and they’ve all been 
impressed by how quickly my 
business sold.”

n The Economist
The Energy Summit
The age of abundance
November 28th 2017 • The HAC 
• London
The energy market has several 
technological revolutions taking 
place simultaneously, which 
promise a future of abundance, 
rather than scarcity. So how 
should big oil companies adapt to 
this new era? What is the outlook 
for shale? Can renewables prosper 
without subsidies? Are electric 
vehicles on the verge of a Model-T 
moment and how are pollution 
and climate change transforming 
the outlook for energy? The 
Energy Summit will bring together 
industry majors, policymakers 
and independent experts, to 
debate and discuss the big topics 

affecting the industry today.
London Chamber of Commerce 
members will receive a 25% 
discount; quote code LCC/DC 
when booking. 
Register here with code LCC/DC:  
https://goo.gl/trjL53
For more information visit: 
energysummit.economist.
com. Join the conversation 
#EconEnergy

n Chat Find
Viral Vote is THE photo 
competition app that grows 
your brand exponentially, and 
engages your followers. Create 
a competition with any theme 
and watch your fan base grow 

as competitors race for votes to 
win.  The photo with the most 
votes wins, PLUS there is the 
Lucky Loser and Liker prizes 
which increases the chances 
of players winning. Contact us 
to create your cost effective 
and impactful competition 
on info@viralvote.com.

n Rentuu
Rentuu.com 
aims to make 
renting online 
easy and 

hassle-free. 
Creating a simple 

platform (marketplace) where you 
can rent different products like, 
strollers, espresso machine, bbq, 
projectors, camping tent and etc. 
online.
Rentuu is signing partnerships 
with rental companies and listing 
their products on the website. 
Rentuu would also support the 
logistics (Delivery & Pick Up) 
thanks to partnerships with other 
logistic companies.

We mostly work with the 
hospitality industry, serviced 
apartments and AirBnB to allow 
clients to customise their stay.
Rentuu supports these “partners” 
by providing a better online 
experience for final customers, a 
better online marketing strategy 
and payment platform offering an 
all-online services.

n Westfield UK 
A Westfield Gift Card is the 
ultimate way to make an 
impression, whether it’s for your 
staff, clients or customers. It can 
be loaded with any value you 
like so whatever your business 
needs, a Gift Card from Westfield 
is the ideal way to show your 
appreciation. 
Visit: https://uk.westfield.com/
london/services/all-services/the-
westfield-gift-card/691 ] for more 
information.

Members’ noticeboard
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The impact of British business 
as educators abroad

The education and training 
footprint of British compa-
nies around the world has a 

significant impact on communities 
and economies and is often taken 
for granted. Yet, as the UK ramps up 
its trade rhetoric and a ‘Global Brit-
ain’ emerges, these key strengths are 
being overlooked.

The penny dropped for me as I at-
tended a meeting of the Iraq British 
Business Council members to find 
that one after the other, each com-
pany was committed to the concept 
of a learning organisation that is lo-
cally integrated. Not only are British 
companies employing as many local 
people as possible, but also training 
them to deliver increasingly complex 
managerial and technical roles.

Transformative
Oil and gas companies, Shell 

and BP in particular, deliver a huge 
amount of training in Iraq alone. 
The effect on the local communities 
and national economies is a massive 
injection of know-how and a source 
of social stability, development, 
prosperity and economic progress, 
let alone the transformative power 
training confers on individuals, fam-
ilies and communities. 

 Not only are our companies a 
source of prosperity but when part-
nered with UK universities they of-
fer a double benefit for the delivery 
of global standards and expertise 
that  few countries can match in 
country and via external courses, 
such as delivered by Oxford Brooks 
and Northampton universities.

Emerging economies appreciate 
this expertise, as it raises business 
operations to global standards and 

enables them to compete with the 
best, to encourage inward invest-
ment and generate employment op-
portunities in their regions.

Standards
Oil and power companies in par-

ticular make a big social impact on 
their suppliers. Osama Kadhum 
managing director of Ratba’ Con-
tracting in Iraq says his staff received 
3,885 hours of training in Majnoon 
Oilfield from Shell alone, ensuring 
the highest technical and superviso-
ry standards are applied.

GE Power likewise employ 
over 90 per cent of local staff, of-
ten sent for technical training in 
USA or  for 6-12 month stretches 
supporting local recruitment , di-
versity of employees, and women 
for, increasingly, leadership and 
supervisory roles. Shell in Iraq 
train over 7,900 local staff in Basra 
for whom they are delivering over 
200,000 training days per year. BP 
and its Partners are developing the 
Rumaila field which is supported 
by a 93 per cent Iraqi workforce.  
Around 2,400,000 training hours 

have been delivered to staff in a 
variety of technical disciplines, 
core skills, leadership and safety.  
And these figures do not include 
community initiatives such as an 
extensive community vocational 
training programme that has been 
running for three years, or 400 
women from a remote community 
that have been trained in the Ru-
maila-funded Qarmat Ali Wom-
en’s Training Centre.

Quality
In Baghdad Serco have set up an 

ATC Academy for air traffic control-
lers. Multiply this scale of training 
globally in just Iraq and you begin 
to see the scale and quality of train-
ing that British companies deliver 
among International, emerging and 
frontier markets.

More widely, Rolls-Royce has 
committed an ambitious plan to 
reach six million people worldwide 
through their STEM – science, tech-
nology, engineering and maths – ed-
ucation programmes between 2014- 
2020. This bold target will encourage 
a more creative and engaging out-
reach through the company’s sup-
ply chain, through the wider STEM 
sector and to inspire society to attract 
talented young people from around 
the world. 

Businesses are often castigated by 
the media but the reality is that they 
are usually a force for good, prosper-
ity and ultimately stronger commu-
nities. The important impact British 
companies’ commitment to educa-
tion and training brings to millions 
of people and their ability to change 
the world should be celebrated.

Ashley Goodall is marketing 
consultant to the Iraq Britain 
Business Council 
www.webuildiraq.org

by Ashley Goodall

Baghdad

Bayji

Peru: Lima
February 2018 (exact dates tbc)
Register your interest with Vanessa Vlotides
Tel: 0207 203 1838
Email: vvlotides@londonchamber.co.uk

LCCI trade missions

Vietnam - Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi
Sectors: food and drink
Monday 29 January –  
Saturday 3 February 2018
Register your interest with Vanessa Vlotides
Tel: 0207 203 1838
Email: vvlotides@londonchamber.co.uk

Ho Chi Minh City Peru
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The Business Benefits 
of Building Trust

If you are ready to start your journey of trust, 
contact the AoEC team at

thetrustedexecutive@aoec.com  
+44(0) 20 7127 5125

Discover the nine habits that support the 
development of a trust culture in your 
organisation with John Blakey, the top thought 
leader globally on organisational trust. 

3-Part Webinar Series 
starting 16th October 2017 – Online
www.aoec.com/developing-trust-webinars/ 

One-Day Workshop 
8th November 2017 – London
www.aoec.com/developing-trust-workshop/

“ “
Leaders can no longer trust in power; 
instead, they must rely on the power of trust  
Charles Green

Business Benefits
The business impact of improving the trustworthiness of an 
organisation have been well documented. These impacts can 
be summarised under the triple bottom line headings of results, 
relationships and reputation:-

Results
“Since 2009 America’s most trustworthy organisations 
have delivered 81.6% ROI compared to 46.3% ROI of the 
500 largest companies in the US in the same period.”  
- Trust Across America

Relationships
“Compared to employees of low trust organisations, 
employees of high trust organisations report 74% less 
stress, 50% higher productivity, 13% fewer sick days and 
76% more engagement.” 
- HBR (Dec 2016) The Neuroscience of Trust

Reputation
“75% agree a company can take specific actions that 
both increase profits and improve economic and social 
conditions in the community where it operates” 
- 2017 Edelman Annual Trust Barometer 

Businesses need 
to be prepared 
for the flu season
Bupa has seen a significant 

increase in the number of 
employers looking to pro-

tect their employees from the flu 
vaccinations ahead of winter. In 
the past five years, the healthcare 
company has seen a 353 per cent  
increase in the number of em-
ployers providing employees with 
flu jab vouchers as part of their  
corporate health and benefits 
package.

Figures from the Office of Na-
tional Statistics show that minor 
illnesses, such as the flu were the 
most common reason for people 
taking sick leave at work last year. 
This accounted for 34 million lost 
working days. Hospitals across 
the UK are bracing themselves for 
this year’s flu season which is set 
to be one of the worst and Bupa 
has already seen many businesses 
offering vouchers to employees, to 
enable them to get their flu jabs at 
participating pharmacies and su-
permarkets.

Resilient
As part of its commitment to 

helping businesses to create a 
healthy and resilient workforce, 
Bupa also provides a team of nurs-
es to set up on-site clinics, mean-
ing employees can be vaccinated 
at work. This on-site service was 
established over a decade ago and 
has proved popular with employers 
and employees.

Dr Steve Iley, Bupa UK’s medical 
director said: “Flu is highly conta-
gious and can easily be spread with-
in an office so it is reassuring to see 
that businesses are taking steps to 
help their people stay well over the 
flu season.”

“Flu is one of the most common 
reasons for someone to be off work 

which can have a serious impact on 
productivity, however it is easily pre-
ventable. We expect demand for flu 
jab vouchers and our on-site nurses 
to grow as more businesses recog-
nise the value of encouraging their 
people to be vaccinated each winter.”

Dr Iley provides advice on the 
other ways that people can prevent 
the flu from spreading in the work-
place. 

Encourage a clean hand culture
To prevent the spread of germs, 
everyone should be frequently 
washing their hands. Hand san-
itisers can also do the trick; it’s a 
good idea to have sanitisers located 
in easy to access places around the 
workplace.

Stay at home if you’re unwell
If someone is unwell, it’s best for 
them to stay at home. Not only will 
that help them recover, it will also 
prevent them from spreading the flu 
to colleagues. Most people with the 
flu are able to return to work within 
a week, if you’re worried or symp-
toms continue you should see your 
doctor.

Keep a clean workspace
The flu is highly contagious and can 
be caught by touching the same area 
as someone with the illness. En-
courage people to wipe down their 
workspace, especially if they work 
in a shared environment. Sanitised 
wipes are a great way to make sure 
the space is clean and helps prevent 
the spread of germs.

www.bupa.co.uk

“Flu is one of the 
most common 
reasons for someone 
to be off work which 
can have a serious 
impact on 
productivity.”
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Who are you?
For the last ten years I’ve been 
the Managing Director of 
Thomann-Hanry UK. We operate 
a patented façade cleaning system 
which does not require scaffolding, 
as well as restoration and interior 
stone floor cleaning divisions.

What is your connection 
with the London Chamber of 
Commerce?
Working with many iconic institu-
tions in London, and with so many 
prestigious projects taking place in 
the capital, Thomann-Hanry joined 
the LCCI to engage to the exclusive 
networking opportunity the cham-
ber provides to its members. 

What was your first job in 
London?
During my gap year I started work 
for a small property auctioneers in 
Wandsworth — Sullivan Mitchell. It 
was there I developed my interest in 
property and construction.

Which one recent business 
achievement are you most 
proud of and why?
Ten years ago, one of the first proj-
ects I quoted was Roxburghe House 
in Regent Street for the Crown Es-
tate. Our scaffold-free process was 

relatively new to the UK back then 
and the Crown went with the tra-
ditional methodology. Ten years 
later and we are now carrying out 
the work. Working on many build-
ings for the Crown Estate on Regent 
Street really shows how far we have 
come.

“If there is one thing I hate about 
my job it’s …
 …there’s really nothing I hate. Ev-
ery day is different and the projects 
are always interesting.”

How is your business reacting to 
Brexit?
We make a lot of purchases in Euros 
and these costs have increased sub-
stantially. However, business seems 

to have been otherwise unaffected 
and these higher prices are a subtle 
proportion of our costs.

How do you think the transport 
system in London can be 
improved?
I don’t think strikes have any place 
in a modern capital city and should 
be banned. Job losses are inevitable 
following the introduction of new 
technology but the city can’t stand 
still and needs to change with the 
times.

Which piece of red tape 
causes most problems for your 
company and why?
We are completely reliant on the 
city councils to process permits and 
licences and sometimes these don’t 
happen as quickly as they could.

What is your favourite and least 
favourite thing about London? 
I love the energy and speed at 
which everything changes. My least 
favourite thing is the pollution. 
Living in Central London there are 
days I can feel the pollutants in my 
lungs, and I worry about the long-
term effects on my children grow-
ing up here.

If you were Mayor of London for 
the day, which one thing would 
you change?
London should be less noisy, have 
more pollutant-capturing green 
spaces and fewer vehicles as well 
as more affordable and connected 
transport. I’d ban cars for the day 
and make everyone think about how 
they plan their travel and see how 
peaceful the city could be.

Tell LBM readers more about 
Thomann-Hanry 
Thomann-Hanry is an award-win-
ning external restoration main 
contractor, cleaning and restoring 
hundreds of London's prestigious 
building façades such as the Bank of 
England and The Ritz Hotel using a 
unique patent protected, non-scaf-
fold façade cleaning system. 

We have also expanded to offer in-
terior stone care. Specialist Stone 
Care, our interiors division, has 
worked in a number of iconic build-
ings including the National Portrait 
Gallery.  

www.thomann-hanry.co.uk

Two minute interview

Mark Styles, managing director, Thomann-Hanry® UK

“London should be 
less noisy, have more 
pollutant-capturing 
green spaces and 
fewer vehicles as 
well as more 
affordable and 
connected 
transport.”
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What not to eat in the office
Fish, fast food and re-heated 

leftovers are some of the foods 
that office employees are en-

joying on their lunch breaks – at the 
expense of their co-workers. 

Londonoffices.com have com-
piled a selection of the lunches that 
staff members love to eat at their 
desk or in the cafeteria, that annoy 
their colleagues. 

The list includes lunches that 
leave a potent smell in the office, 
such as fish, eggs and fast foods, as 
well as some foods that we can’t help 
but eat noisily, such as crisps and 
soups.

Completing the list of foods that 
you shouldn’t eat in your office are 
leftovers, curries, baked foods, on-
ions or garlic and sauce based foods. 

A spokesperson for Londonoffic-
es.com said: “When you’re working 
five days a week, having a cheese 
sandwich every day for lunch 
doesn’t quite cut the mustard, so 
more and more office workers are 
looking for something new to try.

Potent
“The problem is that whilst you 

might be enjoying your leftovers 
of last night’s dinner, or a meal-to-
go from that new fast food place 
in town, if it has a potent smell or 
is noisy to eat this probably means 
that your colleagues aren’t enjoying 
it as much as you are.

“Many office staff choose to eat 
their lunch at their desk now, which 
some workers might find irritating, 
as it can be very off-putting having 
to listen to someone chomp away at 
their food.

“If you think that you might’ve 
bought in a lunch that could cause 
a stink and distract your colleagues, 
perhaps consider eating it away 
from your office.”

Top ten ‘no nos’
1. Leftovers
Last night’s dinner may have smelt 
delicious when you served it, but it’s 
unlikely to smell as good when you 
take it to work the next day. 

Blitzing your leftovers in the of-
fice microwave sends the smell of 
your food flying round the build-
ing, so perhaps consider leaving it 
at home. 

2. Fast food
Having to sit through the unpleas-
ant greasy smell of burger and 
chips is a real annoyance for your 
colleagues, so next time you decide 
on a local fast food chain for lunch 
you might want to eat in instead of 
taking away.

3. Fish
No matter how much you like it, it’s 
an undeniable fact that fish reeks. 
Whether it’s a tuna salad or leftover 
salmon, it’s going to stink out your 
office and for quite some time, so 
maybe bring in a lunch with a less 
distinctive smell.

4. Baked goods
Baked goods won’t have an adverse 
effect on your colleagues, although 
it may make them jealous, but the 
high sugar and fat content will even-
tually leave you sluggish and low on 
energy.

5. Eggs 
Work in an office for long enough, 
and you’re bound to run into some-
one who inexplicably thinks boiled 
eggs are acceptable to eat with-
in smelling distance of their col-
leagues. Sadly, they’re not. 

6. Onions or garlic
The smells of onions and garlic may 
not necessarily prove an issue to 
your co-workers whilst you’re tuck-
ing into your lunch, but be wary if 
you have an important meeting or 
face-to-face chat in the afternoon, as 
that smell will linger on your breath 
for some time. 

7. Sauce based foods 
Foods such as Burritos, chicken 
wings and pastas can all come with 
a large amount of different sauces, 
which aside from getting all over 
your face can also ruin your work 
clothes. Avoid at all costs if you 
need to look presentable around the 
office.  

8. Crisps
Crisps are a packed lunch staple, 
but if you work in a quiet office the 
sound of the bag rustling and the 
crunch of you eating them can be 
extremely irritating to anyone work-
ing in close quarters with you.   

9. Soup
Slurping your food is one the most 
off-putting sounds you can make 
whilst eating, so it might be best to 
eat it away from your desk if you 
can’t help but eat it noisily. 

10. Curry
Curries make a delicious and filling 
lunch, but much like a lot of cooked 
foods, the smell can travel around 
your office. If it’s not distracting 
your colleagues, it’s probably mak-
ing them envious. 

www.londonoffices.com

“The problem is that 
whilst you might be 
enjoying your 
leftovers of last 
night’s dinner, if it 
has a potent smell or 
is noisy to eat this 
probably means that 
your colleagues 
aren’t enjoying it as 
much as you are.”
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There is uncertainty surround-
ing a number of legal issues 
in the UK at the moment 

following the country’s vote to leave 
the EU.

Whilst many are focused on the 
economic aspects of the deal, fam-
ily law has so far been neglected by 
many Brexit pundits.

Like a large amount of legislation, 
many of the rules that the family 
law courts abide by have links to 
the overarching legislation issued by 
the European Union and interpreta-
tions laid down by the Court of Jus-
tice of the European Union (CJEU).

Family law is also connected to 
the EU in a number of ways that 
will undoubtedly be affected by the 
UK’s departure, such as access to the 
courts and reciprocal recognition of 
enforcements and judgments in oth-
er member states. 

Conflict
One of the most significant forms 

of legislation guiding family law in 
EU member states is Brussels IIa or 
Brussels II bis.

This is the European Union’s 
regulation on conflict of law issues 
in family law between member 

states, in particular those related to 
divorce, child custody and interna-
tional child abduction.

Introduced in March 2005, it lays 
out the rules in relation to jurisdic-
tion, recognition and enforcement 
of judgments in matrimonial mat-
ters and in matters of parental re-
sponsibility for children.

As a member of the EU, the UK 
courts are currently guided by these 
rules and the CJEU’s interpretations 
of them, but the big question is what 
happens when the UK leaves the 
Union?

As no other nation has attempted 
this monumental task before, it is 
unclear what the new relationship 
between Europe and the UK may be 
post-Brexit. 

Bastion
It is believed that there may be 

around 400 legislative pieces relat-
ing to family law that may need to 
be considered on top of the thou-
sands of other rules and regulations 
relating to trade and commerce.

This has led many to question 
what priority will be placed on this 
area of legislation and whether 
proper consideration will be given 
to all aspects of family law before 
separation occurs. 

Currently families can rely on 
the last bastion that is the CJEU to 
provide a single interpretation of the 
law distinct from the differing inter-
pretations of each of the 28 member 
states. 

This process allows for disputes 
over the law to be settled in a rela-
tively straightforward manner with-
out additional interpretation, but 
once we leave, the new system in the 
UK whatever that may be, may no 
longer have this to rely on.

Alternatives
If some form of agreement isn’t 

reached for access to the UK courts, 
then dealing with matters across 
member states is likely to get more 
complicated.

One alternative is the Lugano 
Convention, which currently ap-
plies between the EU and Norway, 
Switzerland and Iceland, who while 
not members, benefit from the EU’s 
single market.

This relies upon the ‘persuasive’ 
arguments of the CJEU’s judgments 
to guide these nations’ interpreta-
tion of the law.

The other option, although less 
likely, is reliance on the jurispru-
dence of the European Court of Hu-
man rights to decide family matters, 
but this would require significant 
changes that might not be politically 
acceptable for other member states.

However, if no alternative is 
found then the 27 remaining mem-
ber states will continue to follow the 
doctrines of exclusive external com-
pliance and universal application. 

This may mean that they are pro-
hibited from entering into individu-
al agreements with the UK in areas 
where the EU has already legislated, 
the result of which may be that bi-
lateral agreements on the law with 
individual states will not be allowed 
to take place and will instead need 
to be handled with the EU acting as 
a single body. 

Jurisdiction
The UK is a hot spot for ‘forum 

shopping’, where parties choose 
their legal jurisdiction by prefer-
ence, thanks to its interpretation 
of matrimonial and child custody 
matters, with many people choosing 
the UK courts to handle their legal 
matters.

The current arrangements for 
divorce, covered within Article 3.1 
under Brussels IIa, assist with this 
by helping to establish where juris-
diction lies within the EU on these 
matters.

This concept relies on a qualita-
tive test i.e. where the person’s inter-
ests are centred, which differs from 
the more quantitative international 
rules, which are based upon the 
number of days a person is resident 
in a country.

This qualitative test has opened 
up the UK as a divorce jurisdiction 
for far more people, who while not 
resident long-term in the UK, i.e. 
90 days or more a year, have their 
interests centred in the UK. Howev-
er, it is important to note that it can 
also sometimes work against some 
litigants based upon what the courts 
see as their common domicile.

In a post-Brexit Britain, it is 
therefore conceivable that those in 
the EU’s other member states hop-
ing to take advantage of the UK’s 
enviable family court system will 
find themselves facing the standard 
quantitative test, which may restrict 
their access.

The EU has also assisted with 
child matters. Prior to the introduc-
tion of Brussels IIa the courts in the 
UK determined habitual residence 
based upon the parent’s intentions. 

However, its introduction saw 
the introduction of a new test under 
Article 8 which instead focuses on 
the degree of integration a child has 
in a social and family environment, 
which is more tied to the needs of 
the child rather than the parent.  

A move back to the older system 
could adversely affect children and 
parents, while also causing conflict 
with other jurisdictions.

Next steps
Let’s jump ahead several years 

and we are now at the point of Brex-
it, we have agreed the final negotia-
tions and signed on the dotted line; 
what happens to the law in the areas 
we have discussed?

In January 2017 Theresa May said 
that as the UK repealed the Euro-
pean Communities Act the govern-
ment would convert the body of EU 
law into British law to ensure “max-
imum security” when we leave the 
Union. 

She said it will then be for the 
Government and Parliament to 
decide after this date which rules 

“Whilst many are 
focused on the 
economic aspects of 
the deal, family law 
has so far been 
neglected by many 
Brexit pundits.”

by Manisha 
Hurchurn

UK family law post-Brexit  – what happens next?
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“About 80 per cent of 
consumers say they 
would buy a product 
from an unknown 
brand if it has strong 
social impact 
commitments.”

should be repealed, amended or re-
placed.

This may leave the law in limbo 
and create uncertainty over the fu-
ture of the current family arrange-
ments and more importantly the 
relationship between jurisdictions.

Unenforceable? 
So once we are out, will the orders 

made in the UK still carry the same 
clout or will they just be ignored by 
other member states?

Well currently thanks to Brussels 
IIa, Brussels 1R and the Mainte-
nance Regulation, all orders made 
in any member state are automati-

cally recognised by all other mem-
ber states. 

This makes the enforcement of 
orders far more straightforward, 
as the other jurisdictions treat the 
order as if it was made within their 
own courts and can therefore, in 
most cases, be enforced in the same 
way. 

Outside of these agreements 
countries must rely on each nation’s 
interpretations of the law and must 
establish a link such as nationality, 
residence or domicile. In the UK 
this is established under Section 
46 of the Family Law Act 1986, 
which requires a connecting factor, 

as listed above, within the country 
granting the divorce. This and sim-
ilar rules rely on each nation’s in-
terpretation creating an element of 
flexibility that is not welcomed by 
claimants. 

Concerns
So what will happen to family law 

in a post-Brexit world? Well despite 
the pledges of the government that it 
will be business as usual, not enough 
is yet known about the long-term 
future of the UK’s agreements with 
the EU and there are concerns that 
some of the positive elements may 
be lost in order to remove some of 

the less productive elements of the 
current EU legislation.

Whatever the reality is, the UK as 
one of the centres of international 
family law is likely to continue to 
be a popular jurisdiction thanks to 
its favourable rules on maintenance 
and the splitting of matrimonial 
assets, but solicitors and litigants 
should take heed of any changes just 
around the corner.  

Manisha Hurchurn is a solicitor 
in the family law department of 
Mackrell Turner Garrett, a  full 
service law firm 
www.mackrell.com

UK family law post-Brexit  – what happens next?

The unexpected kindness which 
increases your company value

Most businesses today are 
aware of corporate so-
cial responsibility (CSR) 

programmes. Started by and usu-
ally connected to the bigger com-
panies of this world (as the name 
would suggest) such initiatives are 
sometimes seen as unrelated to 
core business and hard to manage. 
Both could not be further from the 
truth. 

Recent research has shown a 
direct relation between a business 
success in terms of company val-
ue as seen by the investors who 
require a social responsibility pro-
gramme, as well as from a custom-
er success and employee retention 
prospective. About 80 per cent of 
consumers say they would buy a 
product from an unknown brand 
if it has strong social impact com-
mitments. The same percentage of 
young employees want to work for 
a company that cares about how it 
impacts and contributes to society. 
And it would seem that businesses 
are getting the message: recent re-
search shows that roughly 78 per 
cent of UK business donates to a 
charity in some form. 

So what can those businesses do 
in terms of social initiatives to sat-
isfy investors and customers, and 

how do they make this an integral 
part of their strategy and employee 
engagement programme? Here are a 
few ideas.

Alignment
To start, as a business you need 

to strategically align your charity 
cause to your business rather than 
just picking any charity at random. 
Examples of for a successful stra-
tegic alignment include Tesco who 
had received flak from the media 
about obesity  so they partnered 
with British Heart Foundation and 
Diabetes UK to support  healthier 
lifestyles. Royal Mail partnered with 
Prostate Cancer as they have a very 
male-biased workforce with a high 
average age. Such alignment re-
quires buy-in from senior manage-
ment – a key factor for a successful 
business social programme.

Make your initiative official by 
creating a policy which is signed 
by both the board and employees. 

This is also a good exercise to ensure 
compliance with any government 
recommendations and policies. 
A helpful free tool available to all 
companies is available through a 
UK charity – B Corp certification. 
They have a check-list to help put-
ting a CSR programme in order and 
give ideas on how companies can be 
more socially responsible.

Core
Dedicate a team-member to take 

care of the process which is now a 
core part of your business, approved 
by senior management, welcomed 
by your employees and expected 
by your customers and investors. 
In order for your CSR to drive your 
business and brand forward it needs 
to be executed just like any other 
branch of your business. Employ a 
person who is fully responsible for 
the programme – if you do not have 
the resources or think your pro-
gramme is too small for a dedicated 
person, make it a part of someone’s 
role. If you have multiple locations 
ask one team member from each lo-
cal office to volunteer to be the local 
CSR champion.

The last step is the execution of 
your social programme and telling 
the world about it. Just like any oth-
er business initiative the CSR pro-
gramme needs to be well planned. 
All initiatives – from fundraising 
marathons and bake-offs in the of-

fice through volunteering days and 
cleaning the local park – should be 
all well thought through. Make sure 
you have synced up with HR so 
that all employees are aware of your 
plans, and with marketing and PR to 
promote those externally, in order 
to increase your brand awareness 
and ROI of the programme. 

Trends
It is also important to use online 

tools and social media for manag-
ing your CSR initiatives. Both your 
customers and employees are on-
line and expect your company to 
be in line with the newest trends. 
In order to save you and your team 
time for managing and promoting 
all your social initiatives there are 
a number of online tools (from 
social media to CSR management 
platforms) you can employ for the 
purpose of organising fundraising, 
volunteering and recording the data 
of how much your company is giv-
ing back. 

Iskren Kulev is founder and chief 
executive of KindLink which 
provides businesses with an 
online platform to manage and 
promote their corporate social 
responsibility, organise fundraising 
and employee volunteering events 
for their charities, and streamline 
their impact reporting. 
www.kindlink.com

by Iskren Kulev

Your business
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The Emperor’s New Marketing

When was the last time you 
had a ‘conversation’ with 
a brand?

For me, it was the other day, when 
a red mist descended and I wrote a 
rather fruity tweet to Great Northern 
for cancelling the Cambridge train I 
was already sitting on.

We all know social media is great 
for mouthing off. But is it any good for 
marketing? Can it ever communicate 
positive stuff? Stuff that might actual-
ly get someone to buy your product? 
A lot of people are telling you that it 
does, and that it represents the future 
of marketing. 

My view is rather more nuanced. I 
know I’ve never ‘engaged’ with a brand 
enough to tell them that I loved them 
(unless I was being paid to do so). 
And as a matter of principle I wouldn’t 
share on social media the make of, say, 
toilet paper I buy, because I’d look like 
a narcissistic idiot.

Irrelevant
And when it comes to busi-

ness-to-business products like drains, 
or farm antibiotics, or industrial 
cleaning equipment – simply to men-
tion the product categories is to know 
that consumer social media like Face-
book are utterly irrelevant.

I also know, as an ad man of some 
long standing, that people hate being 
sold to. Which is why, throughout my 
career, I’ve had to charm my audienc-
es, shock, excite, and interest them 
into noticing my messages and, hope-
fully, at some point, acting on them.

But in that time I have never based 
my criterion for success on a reader 
actively cutting out my ads and send-
ing copies to all his friends.

Fallacy
As the refreshingly acerbic Profes-

sor of Marketing, Mark Ritson, has 
written:“In the happy, completely 

detached world of digital marketing 
there is a common fallacy that the 
sarcastic, brand-hating bastards who 
populate the planet are actually an 
army of jovial optimists who simply 
cannot wait to engage with your or-
ganisation on social media.”

Indeed. People hate being sold 
to. They hate traditional advertising 
(with some notable exceptions). But 
what they really, really hate are mar-
keting messages poorly disguised as 
FUN CONTENT! that beep and pop 
up and clutter their screens when 
they’re actually trying to enjoy their 
social media.

Now, maybe – just maybe – some-
one goes online every so often to say 
something nice about a product. But 
it’s rare and spontaneous and some-
thing that is almost impossible for 
your average marketeer to control.

Even in the world of consumer 
marketing: even when rich, inter-
esting, already-famous brands are 

using social media to spread some 
sort of almost relevant message, the 
numbers reached are a tiny percent-
age of the people they could have 
got at through traditional mass mar-
keting. Just ask Pepsi, who diverted 
all their ad budget into getting ‘likes’ 
on Facebook, only to see their mar-
ket share drop by five per cent in a 
year. (They did get an awful lot of 
likes, though).

It’s not my purpose to defend 
mass consumer advertising. I work 
mostly in business-to-business mar-
keting where the internet has deci-
mated the trade press and adver-
tising is now very much less viable. 
What I want people to understand is 
that the false promises made for so-
cial media and other digital delights 

are having an actively destructive ef-
fect on marketing – and sales.

Revolution
I know how it is. When the cold 

wind of an unprecedented media 
revolution is blowing through your 
career, you naturally want to hud-
dle down with the herd and do what 
every other marketing person seems 
to be getting away with.

Which is fine if you want a quiet 
life. But it is not a short cut to pros-
perity.

Copying your competitors should 
be the very antithesis of marketing. 
You may have a better product than 
them, but that’s irrelevant. Unless 
your product is different, or you mar-
ket it differently, no one will notice.

The danger with the digital slops 
bucket of ‘content marketing’, social 
media, and email automation is that it 
simply adds to life’s daily clutter, and 
therefore gets ignored. The metric of 

success thus becomes the number 
of tweets, likes and shares you can 
achieve, rather than how much your 
sales have gone up.

In our crazy internet world, faced 
with more information, more noise, 
more distraction than ever before, 
human beings have become living, 
breathing spam filters. If you actually 
do want your sales to go up – rath-
er than your likes or shares – then a 
ruthless, single-minded focus on your 
product’s point of difference is now 
more important, not less.

It’s not easy working out what 
makes you different. You have to 
consider your competitors, your au-
dience, and a host of other factors. It 
takes careful thought, research, and 
testing. But you should always have 

reached some sort of conclusion be-
fore you even consider how to com-
municate your message (the creative), 
or where to place it (the media).

Differentiation
However, once you’re armed with 

that differentiation, everything af-
terwards becomes so much easier – 
whether it’s working out what Google 
searches to optimise for, or writing the 
home page of your website.

A big differentiating idea – like 
Volvo’s ‘safety’– can feed every aspect 
of your marketing and will persist for 
years in the memory. As a brief for 
Volvo it generated great ads for dec-
ades, but more importantly, to this 
day, if you type “what is the safest 
car?” into search engines, it’s still Vol-
vo that comes out top.

Imagine a social media campaign 
today that focused on Volvo’s vehicle 
safety (because social media is a won-
derful, albeit shark-infested, PR medi-

um). Imagine the impassioned tweets, 
the stories of lives saved, the launch of 
new safety features – all working to-
wards one message. That really could 
work, couldn’t it?

Instead, Volvo discarded safety, 
tried to look like BMW, went bust, 
and were bought out by the Chinese. 

So, next time you hear an ‘expert’ 
spouting guff about engagement, con-
versations, and the like, just remem-
ber: people hate being sold to.

But also remember: if you have 
something different to say that’s inter-
esting, they might just be prepared to 
listen.

Jon Shallcross is an award-winning 
copywriter and strategist 
www.stantonshallcross.com

by Jon Shallcross

“When the cold wind 
of an unprecedented 
media revolution is 
blowing through 
your career, you 
naturally want to 
huddle down with 
the herd and do 
what every other 
marketing person 
seems to be getting 
away with.”
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Why marketing can be your best 
friend or your worst enemy

Giving birth to a new product 
can feel awesome. You're full 
of pride as your idea comes 

to life, passes important tests and 
gets ready for the big wide world. 
But your product needs a partner. 
Someone who will help them to 
blossom. As a proud parent, you 
want the best. So when a flashy in-
dividual called ‘marketing’ steps out 
from the shadows, you've got mixed 
feelings.

Love it or hate it, marketing is es-
sential. It translates great products 
into great sales. 

But few small and medium-sized 
companies have a chief marketing 
officer. Often, it's the owner or MD 
that decides what to do - or maybe 
the sales manager.

If you're about to launch a new 
product then, most likely, you've 
wisely set aside some funds for 
marketing. But maybe you're not 
sure what to do next? And everyone 
wants your money. Some may even 
promise instant results.

It's wise to be very cautious about 
what you spend - and how you 
spend it. Things can go horribly and 
expensively wrong, getting com-
pletely out of control. You can even 
damage your product and company 
reputation in the process. So here 
are four principles to help you get 
it right.

#1: Hold yourself back. Think 
strategy first

In some ways, marketing has never 
been easier. Making announcements 
on Facebook and Twitter means you 
can start promoting your new prod-
uct within seconds of reading this 
blog. You can send emails to a list of 
targets in moments. And then there's 
pay-per-click, print advertising, trade 
shows, websites and much more.

No-one likes to curb enthusiasm. 
But don't start marketing before 
you've developed your strategy and 
your 'story'. Without this, you'll waste 
budget, get poor results and your 
stress levels will rocket.

Good marketing is based on solid 
products, backed by promises that en-
hance your reputation.

I'd go as far as to say that a market-
ing strategy is as important as a busi-
ness plan. In fact, it's the client-fac-

ing, flip-side of your business plan. 
You have to tell your story to clients, 
explaining 'why' you're doing what 
you're doing - and how you're doing 
it. Work out the problems that your 
product solves for clients.

This isn't 'fluffy' stuff. Marketing is 
about aligning resources across your 
company (from sales to operations) 
to gain new clients, solving their is-
sues and making them happier. Rec-
ognise the need for a strategy - and 
find someone to help who specialises 
in business growth and marketing for 
smaller companies.

#2: Avoid a marketing misfire. 
Define the opportunity and 
fine-tune your proposition 

With your new product ready for 
market, you've probably got some 
good ideas about messaging, ap-
proaches and target clients. This is 
all helpful. But you may be so close 
to your product that you miss some-
thing obvious. Also, if your main job 
isn't marketing, then there will be vital 
factors at play that you just don't know 
about. 

If you simply rush in, there's a risk 
your marketing will be off-balance, 
miss the target and confuse the mar-
ketplace. You'll be in a worse state 
than when you started.

A business growth 
specialist can help you 

in key areas:
• They can assess where you are, 

your goals and business model. 
They can give you a snapshot 
of the industry you're trying to 
disrupt, position you apart from 
your competitors, assess your 
current and future capabilities, 
and find the best marketing  

approach. 
• A specialist will also define your 

ideal clients, how to segment and 
target your client base, who are 
the decision makers and what are 
the touch points - from pre-sales 
to delivery and invoicing that can 
impact the overall experience and 
the trust they place in you.

• From these guidelines, the full 
marketing mix can be fine-tuned: 
your value proposition, pricing, 
messaging and timescales.

#3: Find the best way to 
execute your plan

Once you have your marketing 
message honed, how will your reach 
potential clients? Again, a business 
growth specialist can prove invaluable 
- helping you find answers to ques-
tions like these:
• What sort of campaigns do you 

need?
• How can you position yourself in 

the minds of prospects?
• How can you deal with any obsta-

cles or objections they raise?
• What marketing channels should 

you use? 

This last question should provoke 
a discussion about your content strat-
egy, which is more important than 
a 'social media strategy' or any oth-
er marketing discipline. A content 
strategy looks at the big picture and 
establishes how your core messaging 
can stay consistent and undiluted as it 
cascades down into marketing chan-
nels, such as social media, websites, 
public relations, events, videos, blogs 
and more. 

#4: Get creative, make it 
happen

This is the fun bit of course. As 
chief executive or senior manager of 
a start-up or a small business, you 
are an all-rounder and want to get 
involved. However, at some point, the 
workload forces you to delegate, and 
you need the right people for this.

Successfully delivering a marketing 
strategy is like winning gold medals 
in several disciplines at the Olympics: 
you can't do it with one individual. 
Rather, you should find someone 
able to put together a team of gold 
medal winners. Again, your business 
growth specialist will probably know 
tried-and-tested creative professionals 
who'll understand your business goals 
very quickly. 

In marketing, these people are 
usually available as freelancers. They 
need to be given some bandwidth to 
unleash their creativity, while staying 
tightly coordinated.

That's why it's really important 
that your marketing plan and content 
strategy are in place first. Use them to 
brief your designer and copywriter - 
so they stay on-message while adding 
their own creative ideas. This will save 
time, money, mistakes and stress. 

Management
So who's going to manage your 

Olympic marketing team of freelanc-
ers – and liaise with you and your 
colleagues? Who's able to set clear 
responsibilities, deadlines and mile-
stones, reporting back on a weekly 
basis?

It could be someone within your 
team already who's developing a pas-
sion for marketing - or it could be your 
helpful business growth specialist. Af-
ter all, by now they'll understand your 
marketing goals inside out. What's 
more, as a small company, you don't 
need to add them to your permanent 
workforce. Simply tap into their skills 
for a few days every week or month. 
That way, you've got flexible, scalable 
expertise that's totally committed to 
your cause.   

Find that person and you'll have 
found your 'chief marketing officer' or 
whatever you decide to call them. 

You'll see new revenues coming in. 
And there's more good news for you 
on a personal level – you'll have much 
more time and energy to run your 
business. 

Stefano Maifreni is founder and 
director of Eggcelerate 
www.eggcelerate.com

by Stefano Maifreni
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Five benefits of design and 
manufacturing in the UK

Peter van der Kolk believes 
that using design and 
manufacturing based in the 
UK has given his company key 
strategic advantages.

Design for manufacturing – 
product efficiency 

With over 25 years business expe-
rience I have been involved in several 
sub-contract manufacturing projects 
across the globe. Manufacturing 
abroad can come with perceived cost 
savings, however it also comes with a 
set of additional challenges that are 
often underestimated. Challenges can 
include language skills, lack of regu-
latory know-how, quality assurance, 
time zone differences, international 
shipments and reacting to changes. I 
am not saying it is impossible to have 
sub-contract manufacturing abroad, 
yet if for example the wrong ship-

ment is made from the Far East, or 
the quality assurance of the incoming 
goods is not satisfactory, then it typi-
cally takes a lot to correct.

Business agility – reacting 
quickly to changes and getting 
it right the first time
Within the UK, design teams and 
manufacturing teams can also work 
much closer together enabling an it-
erative process whereby we strive to 
get the product right the first time. 

Cost efficiency – be smart with 
how you save costs
Cost efficiency does not come by 
putting e.g. an SMT (surface mount 
technology) manufacturing ma-
chine abroad, as this machine will 
have the same capital expenditure 
compared to a UK manufacturer as 
well a Chinese manufacturer. How-
ever, the real cost savings come from 

smart procurement of the critical 
components and raw materials. By 
closely integrating the design pro-
cess with its manufacturing process, 
it is possible to find savings through 
commonality of components, thus 
create economies of scale. Further-
more, by working in close partner-
ship it is possible to align the design 
process with its manufacturing 
process, thus achieving efficiency in 
manufacturing.

Collaborative partnerships – 
generate intellectual property
Another positive deliverable has been 
that by having our design teams col-
laborating closely with our UK man-
ufacturing partners, we have been 
able to create Intellectual Property 
(IPR).  From securing registered de-
signs through to patents, this ensures 
that our products are protected from 
appearance through to functionality.

Corporate social responsibility 
– support young talent in 
Britain
Another aspect is that designing in 
the UK helps contribute to our stra-
tegic corporate social responsibility 
objective of supporting young tal-
ent. One practical example includes 
working with Brunel University 
students in product design. Each 
year we employ an undergraduate 
on their year in industry to work 
in our product design department.  
This not only benefits the student 
but brings fresh ideas to the com-
pany.

In summary my manufacturing 
experience has taught me that SME 
businesses can actually run far 
more effectively by keeping manu-
facturing in the UK. Manufactur-
ing challenges may still occur, how-
ever by keeping the manufacturing 
close to home, it is possible to be 
more agile and resolve issues more 
quickly.

Peter van der Kolk is chief 
executive of John Cullen Lighting, 
a British lighting specialist with 
branded LED fittings which are all 
manufactured in the UK 
www.johncullenlighting.com

Invite only
The Studio Room at Andaz London Liverpool Street was the venue 
for last month’s By Invitation Only reception at which LCCI chief 
executive Colin Stanbridge welcomed over 90 guests.
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Curating a productive workplace

The workplace is seeing huge 
changes as modern tech-
nologies create new ways of 

communicating with colleagues 
and customers, allowing us to work 
with greater agility and to be more 
flexible. The need for employees to 
always be physically present in the 
office is over, resulting in opportu-
nities for businesses to use space 
more effectively and creatively, to 
meet varied workstyle needs.

At the same time there is a great 
deal of focus on improving the 
productivity of UK workplaces 
through the creation of environ-
ments that facilitate rather than 
hinder efficient working. 

Positive
Workplace culture is key to a 

productive workplace, and a pos-
itive culture can really encourage 
individuals and teams to thrive. 
Workplaces where people are 
friends as well as colleagues can 
inspire people to share informa-
tion and ideas, challenge tradition-
al approaches, support each other 
and ultimately perform better. In 
today’s competitive marketplace, 
attracting and retaining talent is 
vital to business success and a pos-
itive culture is high on most candi-
dates list of requirements. Building 
this requires strong and supportive 
leadership, with opportunities for 
individuals to get to know col-
leagues better and for people to 
work more together. 

Productive
The physical environment plays 

a vital role in building and sus-
taining a culture, and developing a 
productive workplace. Businesses 
need to be attuned to what their 
employees want, and this may vary 
in different parts of an organisa-
tion. Office design is often led from 

an aesthetic and design point of 
view, rather than fully understand-
ing the needs of the occupants 
and putting these at the forefront. 
Bright colours, pool tables and 
funky furniture design look great, 
but frequently do little to improve 
the long term functionality of the 
workplace or motivation of em-
ployees as they do not address 
their fundamental needs.

Individuals with predominant-
ly desk-based roles may welcome 
the opportunity to use a sit-stand 
workstation to provide them with 
varied working positions to sup-
port body posture and comfort 
throughout the day. Being able to 
set up their working area ergo-
nomically thus meeting their spe-
cific needs ensures that frequently 
used-items on the desk, including 

computers and monitors being 
in easy reach, reduces the risk of 
musculoskeletal injuries. Sit-stand 
workstations in hot-desking ar-
eas enable individual ergonomic 
height changes; and chairs with 
intuitive adjustments can support 
the employee during long sitting 
periods.

Distractions
Noise in offices, particularly 

when made by colleagues, ranks as 
the top distraction in the workplace 
in many surveys. The increasing 
popularity of open plan offices has 
exacerbated the problem, and for 
employees where detailed, individ-
ual work is a core part of their role, 
distractions can have a very nega-
tive impact on their productivity 
and job satisfaction. Reducing the 
transmission of noise through the 
office should be considered at the 
design stage but if the base design 
cannot be changed there are ways 
to reduce the problems. The addi-
tion of acoustic ceiling and wall 
panels, and privacy panels between 
desks will reduce overall noise 
transmission,

Adapt’s quiet zone pods can pro-
vide employees with privacy and 
an aid to concentration when they 
need to perform detailed work – a 
significant number of people now 
have this as part of their role.

Communication
Social spaces, such as coffee 

areas, are important to allow em-
ployees to meet and chat, spark-
ing off new ideas and building 
working relationships. Planning 
these carefully will enable different 
functions and teams to meet up in-
formally, improving communica-
tion throughput the organisation. 
Collaborative working areas, with 
comfortable chairs, such as Adapt’s 
Ole chair, allow small teams to 
work together in an informal but 
practical environment, outside of 
the confines of a meeting room.

Curating a productive workplace 
requires time and focus on many 
elements, with ongoing employee 
feedback essential throughout the 
journey. Giving individuals free-
dom and control of where and how 
they work day-to-day is crucial to 
a thriving business in today’s world 
of work.

Lynne Rushen is regional director 
of Adapt 
www.adapt-uk.com

by Lynne Rushen

“Curating a productive workplace requires 
time and focus on many elements, with 
ongoing employee feedback essential 
throughout the journey. Giving individuals 
freedom and control of where and how they 
work day-to-day is crucial to a thriving 
business in today’s world of work.”



In response to the ever 
increasing demand for travel 
to Japan from the UK and 
Europe, Japan Airlines has 
announced that it will increase 
the number of non-stop flights 
operating between London 
and Tokyo to two daily, 
starting 29 October 2017.

The new flight from London 
Heathrow (JL042) will depart at 
09:30 and arrive into Tokyo Haneda 
at 06:25 the next day. Meanwhile 
the return flight (JL041) from Tokyo 
Haneda will depart at 02:45, arriving 
into London Heathrow at 06:25 on 
the same day. With the addition of 
these flights JAL will offer a total 
of four non-stop flights between 
London and Tokyo, in partnership 
with British Airways.

The introduction of this new 
service will enable JAL to provide 
both greater seat capacity and 
more travel options for customers 
travelling between Europe and 
Japan. The early arrival times into 
both Haneda and Heathrow mean 
that travellers can make the most 
of the whole day, either for work 
or sightseeing, or to connect to 
onward flights. Customers travelling 
to Japan can easily connect to 
JAL’s extensive domestic network, 
offering access to 36 cities across 
Japan. Meanwhile those travelling to 
Europe from Japan have easy access 
to onward flights within the UK or 
to European destinations, thanks 
to Japan Airlines’ partnership with 
British Airways. 

Boeing 787-8 Dreamliners will be 
used for the new flights, divided 

into three cabins: Business Class, 
Premium Economy and Economy 
Class. Each cabin is fitted with 
Japan Airlines’ award-winning 
seats: fully flat seats with 23 inch 
touchscreen TV and guaranteed 
aisle access in Business Class; 
shell seats with the most 
generous leg room in their class 
in Premium Economy; and the 
Skytrax 2017 award winner in 
Economy Class.

Exclusively for the JL041 late night 
departure from Haneda airport, 
all customers will have access to 
the JAL Sakura Lounge in Haneda 
airport after 23:30 on the evening 
before departure. Economy Class 
customers will have access to their 
own area of the lounge where 
complimentary hot and cold food, 
beer, wine and soft drinks will be 
available. Business and Premium 
Economy Class passengers will have 

access to the whole lounge as usual, 
including shower and massage 
chair facilities.

Also, for a limited time only, all JL041 
customers will have complimentary 
access to the natural hot spring spa 
facilities at Hot Spring Heiwajima, 
located approximately 20 minutes 
from Haneda airport by bus. 
Customers will make their own way 
to the hot spring where they can 
soak away the fatigue of a long day 
in Tokyo in true Japanese fashion. A 
free shuttle bus will take customers 
to the airport, refreshed and relaxed 
ahead of the flight.

In commemoration of the new 
flights, for a limited time only Japan 
Airlines is offering return flights 
to Japan from only £529 indirect 
and £649 direct in Economy 
Class, £999 indirect and £1,359 
direct in Premium Economy Class, 
and £2,949 direct in Business 
Class. Hurry though, offer ends 
14 October 2017!

To reserve flights and for full 
details about JAL’s services 

and fare terms and conditions 
please visit JAL’s UK home page 

(www.uk.jal.com).

JAL doubles daily flights amid 
soaring demand for Japan travel

ADVERTISEMENT



You asked. We Listened.

New Morning Flight from London to Tokyo

Starting from 29th October.

Visit www.uk.jal.com for more information
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How businesses should keep employee 
data as private as possible

For most businesses, handling 
an employee’s confidential data 
can present a number of chal-

lenges. 
It is important to understand the 

importance of handling data to en-
sure confidence to not have to face 
any of the legal implications of a 
data leak.

How should a business keep 
DBS data private?
First and foremost, in line with the 
DBS code of practice, businesses 
need a formal written policy on the 
secure handling of any information 
provided. 

The DBS (Disclosure and Barring 
Service) was formed after the merge 
of the CRB (Criminal Records Bu-
reau) and ISA (Independent Safe-
guarding Authority) as a means for 
employers to make informed and 

safe recruitment decisions. Carrying 
out DBS checks allows businesses to 
safeguard their organisation by pre-
venting unsuitable candidates from 
working with vulnerable people.

Companies would usually re-
quest DBS checks for successful job 
applicants, at which point they must 
make the details of this policy avail-
able to the applicant in question.

The employer must handle all in-
formation provided to them by DBS 
in line with the obligations under 
Data Protection Act 1998.

What can a business do with 
DBS data?
To keep a record, businesses that re-
ceive DBS information can log:
• The date of issue of a disclosure
• The name of the subject
• The type of disclosure requested
• The position for which the disclo-

sure was requested
• The unique reference number of 

the disclosure
• The details of the recruitment de-

cision taken.

What can’t a business do with 
DBS data?
A business cannot reproduce a DBS 
certificate or related information in 
such a way that it infers that it is a 
certificate issued by DBS.

Disclosure information should 
never be kept on an applicant’s per-
sonnel file and should be kept sep-
arately and securely, in a lockable, 
non-portable storage container with 
access strictly controlled and limit-
ed to those who are entitled to see it 
as part of their duties. 

How long are companies 
allowed to keep hold of DBS 
data?
Once a recruitment decision has 
been made, organisations should 
not keep disclosure information for 
any longer than is absolutely neces-
sary. This is generally for a period 
of up to six months to allow for the 
consideration and resolution of any 
disputes or complaints.

How should they dispose of it?
Organisations should ensure that 

the information is destroyed via se-
cure means, i.e. by shredding, pulp-
ing or burning.

Employee files should be kept in 
a secure, locked cabinet, and access 
should be restricted to trusted in-
dividuals. In line with regulations, 
DBS reports should be securely de-
stroyed after six months.

What are employers legally 
allowed to do if they find 
criminal information on a DBS 
check?
The DBS code of practice states that 
employers must ensure that all ap-
plicants for relevant positions are 
notified in advance of the require-
ment for a disclosure.

Employers should also notify all 
applicants of the potential effect 
of a criminal record history on the 
recruitment and selection process 
and any recruitment decision. The 
content of the disclosure should be 
discussed with the applicant before 
withdrawing any offer of employ-
ment.

As outlined in the Recruitment 
of Ex-Offenders Act 1974: “All em-
ployers must treat  Disclosure and 
Barring Service (DBS) check appli-
cants who have a criminal record 
fairly and not discriminate auto-
matically because of a conviction or 
other information revealed.”

What should a company do 
with an employee who leaks 
DBS data?
A leak of any applicant’s personal 
information should mean discipli-
nary action against the employee 
responsible. This could even lead to 
the termination of that employee’s 
contract.

It is an employer’s responsibility 
to ensure all staff understand their 
responsibility when handling con-
fidential data and the consequences 
they should expect if they breach 
guidelines.

Before any disciplinary action can 
begin, however, a full and proper in-
vestigation should take place to de-
termine whether formal procedures 
are necessary.

Breach of confidentiality is gross 
misconduct, and the company in 
question must make a decision 
based on the severity of the breach. 

Michelle Mellor is managing 
director of Personnel Checks 
www.personnelchecks.co.uk

by Michelle Mellor

Gathering momentum
LCCI patron member adviser Hardeep Kalsi successfully 
completed the Great North Run in Newcastle last month. 
Hardeep’s chosen charity is Momentum which supports children 
with cancer and life-limiting conditions, and their families, in 
Surrey and South West London.

www.moment-um.org
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The new rules of meeting 
room etiquette

Meeting and conference 
rooms are an essential part 
of the fabric of most mod-

ern office spaces. With many busi-
nesses choosing to go open plan, 
they provide professional spaces for 
meeting with clients, collaboration 
hubs for co-workers and private 
work spaces when confidentiality is 
required.

As with any shared space, there 
are certain rules that need to be ap-
plied if they are to work well. But, 
while much common sense meeting 
room etiquette remains relevant, 
advances in technology mean that 
some of the old, more bureaucratic 
rules can be thrown out.  

So in a world where the nature 
of work and meetings is changing, 
what are the new rules of meeting 
room etiquette?

Be spontaneous
The old rules would have said 

think carefully about whether you 
should have a meeting at all and 
then to make sure you book well in 
advance.

Ducking into a vacant room for 
an impromptu catch-up with col-
leagues would be a big no-no.   

But there’s a reason we’ve all been 
guilty of doing this … and that’s 
because we like working this way.  
It makes sense to get together to 
discuss a pressing issue when it is, 
indeed pressing. Or to take the op-
portunity of everyone being in the 
office at the same time to catch up 
on a project.   

Instead of rigid and bureaucrat-
ic systems, modern offices should 
support the way employees need to 
work.  Flexibility and collaboration 
can be promoted by creating plen-
ty of bookable and casual meeting 

spaces whose availability can be 
monitored by colleagues in real time 
via screens and apps.  

 
Don’t waste time 

managing complex 
booking systems

How many times have you been 
in trouble for not booking a meet-
ing room properly or irritated col-
leagues for not cancelling it on the 
system when you no longer needed 
it? Or trawled through days of book-
ings to find a clear spot only to find 
the room sits empty because others 
haven’t cancelled their bookings?

New sensor based technologies 
do away with the need for com-
plex booking systems that require 
lots of proactive intervention from 
employees by auto detecting when 
meetings start and finish and releas-
ing space if it is not being used. 

If you need a room and one is 
free, you can just take it. The aim 
should be to allow people to work 
how they want rather than imposing 
rules that impede productivity and, 
frankly, cause high levels of frustra-
tion.

And, if you are to avoid awkward 
encounters with colleagues in the 
corridor, there are some old rules 
that still apply.

Stick to a schedule
Make sure you allow enough 

time for your meeting, including 
setting up and clearing away, and 
make sure it doesn’t overrun.  Even 
if you don’t cover everything on 
your agenda, vacate the room as 
soon as your time slot comes to an 
end. Your colleagues won’t appre-
ciate having to wait to start their 
meeting, especially if it’s with im-
portant clients.

Don’t hover at the door 
“I found myself over-running by 

barely a minute before someone was 
knocking on the door. He muttered 
“I waited” in ill-concealed frustra-
tion as we left.  It didn’t look good in 
front of my clients!”

If you’re early to your meeting, 
avoid hovering at the door.  It will 
put unfair pressure on your col-
leagues to finish up before time and 
you should also be mindful that 
the meeting could be confidential. 
If the meeting is running late, be 
careful how you bring this to your 
colleagues’ attention, remaining 
professional and courteous.

Tidy up
As your mother might say, ‘leave 

it as you would wish to find it’! Clear 
away coffee cups, water glasses and 

food, put away any equipment you 
have used and be sure to wipe clean 
whiteboards or clear flipcharts of 
your notes, plans or doodles!  

Don’t use a meeting 
room as your own 

private office
“I wouldn’t want to mention any 

names, but certain, senior members 
of staff just use our meeting rooms 
like their private office.”

If you work in an open plan envi-
ronment, booking a meeting room 
can be a great way to get some quiet 
space to make a phone call, write a 
confidential report or focus on get-
ting a piece of work completed. But 
blocking out a room for days on end 
and turning it into your own per-
sonal office is a no-no as it removes 
an important resource for your col-
leagues.  

If you need a private office, make 
the case to your manager about get-
ting the right space to meet your 
needs. He or she should be recep-
tive. After all, it’s in their interests 
to ensure you have the right work 
environment to be your most pro-
ductive.

Tony Booty is director of Abintra, 
space management consultants 
www.abintra-consulting.com

by Tony Booty
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EU funds for fast and free internet connection all over Europe
A financial scheme for local 
wireless access points in the 
EU, free of charge and offered 
without discrimination, is on 
its way following a vote by the 
European Parliament.

The funds will be used in a 
“geographically balanced manner” 
in more than 6,000 communities 
across member states on a ‘first 
come, first served’ basis to finance 
free wireless connections in 
centres of public life, including 

outdoor spaces accessible to the 
general public (libraries, public 
administrations, hospitals etc.

The budget of the WiFi4EU 
scheme is €120 million between 
2017-2019, to support the 
installation of state-of-the-art 
Wi-Fi equipment in the centres of 
community life.

To be eligible, public bodies 
should cover operating costs for 
at least three years and offer 
free, easy to access and secure 

connectivity to users.
Local authorities will be 

encouraged to develop and 
promote their own digital services 
in areas such as e-government, 
e-health and e-tourism through a 
dedicated app.

EU funds can also only be 
used if commercial advertising 
or the use of personal data 
for commercial purposes are 
excluded. Projects duplicating 
similar free private or public offers 

in the same area are excluded 
from this financial support.

Access should be provided 
in the relevant languages of 
the member state concerned 
and, if possible, in other official 
languages of the EU institutions.

The WiFi4EU scheme will be 
delivered through simple and non-
bureaucratic procedures such 
as online applications, payments 
by vouchers and light-touch 
monitoring requirements.

New simpler and faster small claims rights for consumers and SMEs
The European small claims 
procedure (ESCP) is for anyone 
who orders a product online 
from another EU country 
who wants a refund because 
the product fails to meet the 
advertised description and 
the trader refuses to pay a 
refund, or businesses seeking 
payment for goods from EU 
customers who refuse to pay. 
The procedure could also be 
used to help settle cross-border 

claims for damages arising from 
an accident.

The revised rules introduce 
a new threshold of €5,000 
up from €2,000 which will 
allow more consumers and 
businesses to solve cross-border 
problems and enable the use of 
online procedures and video-
conferencing which cut out 
unnecessary travelling to courts 
saving time and money.

Andy Allen, service director at 

the UK-ECC said: “The ESCP is a 
very useful tool for consumers, 
both in giving consumers a 
mechanism to pursue problems 
they encounter and, by the 
existence of an easy equivalent 
to the UK system, in giving 
them confidence to shop across 
borders knowing there are such 
mechanisms if things go wrong. 
The nature of cross border 
purchases means that many are 
of high value and a rise in the 

threshold to €5,000 makes this 
already useful tool much more 
appropriate for the range of 
issues we see.”

The simpler, faster and more 
user-friendly rules update 
the small claims procedure 
introduced in 2009 which were 
responsible for a 50 per cent 
reduction in the average length 
of, very often costly, court 
proceedings to two and a half 
years.

Farmers, citizens and other 
interested parties are invited 
to share their views on the 
functioning of the food supply 
chain through an online 
consultation that runs until 17 
November.

There are indications that the 
added value in the food supply 
chain is not adequately distributed 
across all levels of the chain 
due, for instance, to differences 
in bargaining power between 
smaller and thus more vulnerable 
operators including farmers 
and small businesses, and their 

economically stronger and highly 
concentrated commercial partners.

Agriculture and rural 
development Commissioner Phil 
Hogan said: “Farmers are the 
first link in the chain and without 
them, there would not be food 
to process, sell and consume. 
However, we notice that they 
often remain the weakest link. It 
is to address the shortcomings 
in the food supply chain that we 
are leading the way to act, in 
accordance with the Commission’s 
longstanding position to stand by 
European farmers. I encourage all 

EU citizens, farmers, stakeholders 
to share their views with us 
through this online consultation.” 

The European Commission 
is interested in gathering input 
to assess the necessity and 
expedience of possible measures 
to be taken at the EU level to 
address or regulate unfair trading 
practices with respect to agri-food 
products.

The Commission is also keen 
to assess the level of market 
transparency across the chain 
and where it can be improved. 
Considering the need for some 

degree of competition, the 
consultation will help judging 
whether the introduction of 
supplementary EU market 
transparency arrangements is 
necessary.

Finally, the questionnaire 
scans the level of interest in 
producer cooperation and the 
use of so-called value sharing 
agreements (namely the sharing 
of market bonuses and losses 
resulting from evolutions of the 
relevant market prices), which are 
already in use in some sectors 
such as sugar.

Towards a fairer food supply chain: European Commission asks for input

EVENTS
Sur Exporta Business Matchmaking Meeting 
24 October 2017 – Cusco, Peru

Sur Exporta Business Matchmaking Meeting is a b2b (business to 
business) event organized by the Export Promotion Commission of 
Peru - PROMPERU, as part of the Enterprise Europe Network in 
Peru, to present the export offer of Peruvian producers, processors 
and exporters of clothing and decoration products of Alpaca 
from the south of Peru to the International buyers, importers and 
distributors invited for this meeting. 
Registration Deadline: Saturday 7 October 2017
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Smartcity – Expo World Congress
14-16 November 2017 – Barcelona, Spain

ACCIÓ, the business support agency of the Catalan Government, 
organises with the support of Enterprise Europe Network a new 
edition of the Brokerage Event Smart City.
The Brokerage Event will consist of 20-minute one-to-one pre-
scheduled meetings, where organizations can explore potential 
business and technological co-operation opportunities with 
companies from all over the world.
Registration Deadline: Monday 30 October 2017

Sur Exporta Business Matchmaking Meeting 
22-25 November 2017 – Jakarta, Indonesia

EIBN is organising a European Pavilion at SIAL InterFood Jakarta 
in November 2017, for European companies to get first hand 
impressions of the Indonesian market, get in touch with major 
players and potential business partners and to attend relevant 
business events. 

A large Indonesian audience will be present: end-consumers but 
also distributors and importers as well as retail companies.  The 
European pavilion will provide a comprehensive platform for all EU 
representing companies to introduce their home country and their 
products.
Registration Deadline: Tuesday 31 October 2017

Ecobuild
6-8 March 2018 – London, UK

A chance to meet potential business partners in one day.
Enterprise Europe is organising  a B2B matchmaking during Ecobuild, 
one of the biggest event in the world for sustainable construction.
The free matchmaking event give the opportunity to meet potential 
business and technology partners during pre-arranged 20 minute 
meetings and create real opportunities between companies, active in 
the construction sector and energy efficiency.  
Registration Deadline: Monday 5 March 2018

Registrations for all events are now open. 
For further information please contact 
the Enterprise Europe Network London 

office at E: enterprise.europe@londonchamber.co.uk

Join the Nominet Digital Neighbourhood  
to connect with young digital talent

To register or find out more, email digitalneighbourhood@livity.co.uk

Partnered with

Get free support 
to grow your 

business online
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Abelian
13 Camberwell Trading Estate,  
London SE5 9LB
T: 020 7501 9999
tina.aleksandrova@abelian.com
www.abelian.com
Facilities management

Asian Resource Centre 
of Croydon Ltd
CVA Resource Centre, 82 London Road, 
Croydon, CR0 2TB
T: 020 8684 3784
info@arccltd.com
www.arccltd.com
Charity

Bioline Reagents Limited
Unit 16, The Edge Business Centre, 
Humber Road, London NW2 6EW
T: 020 8830 5300
info@bioline.com
www.bioline.com
Biology products

Capable Travel
4 Old Bailey, London EC4M 7BG
T: 020 7489 8787
mh@capabletravel.com
Corporate Travel Management 

Connected Space Limited
SINC Bulding, 12-16 Addisombe Rd, 
Croydon, CR0 0XT
T: 07400 64335
david.gregory@connected-space.co.uk
www.connected-space.co.uk
Technology

Cowley Manor
Cowley , Cheltenham, GL53 9NL
T: 01242 870900
tracy@curioushotels.com
www.cowleymanor.com
Hotel

Creditspring
519 Grand Union Studios,  
332 Ladbroke Grove, London W10 5AJ
T: 020 3735 5142
info@creditspring.co.uk
www.creditspring.co.uk
Consumer finance

Crowne Plaza London Docklands 
Royal Victoria Dock, Western Gateway, 
London E16 1AL
T: 020 7055 2000
sales@cpdocklands.co.uk
www.cpdocklands.co.uk
Hotel

Davenport Solicitors Ltd 
68 Lombard Street, London EC4N 9LJ
T: 020 7868 2868
contact@davenportsolicitors.com
www.davenportsolicitors.com
Employment and immigration solicitors

Detack GmbH
The School House, 3 High Street,  
West Malling, ME19 6QH
T: 07557 947164
info@detack.de
www.detack.com
IT security

Exaactly
Mulberry House, Kilcott Lane,  
Wotton-under-Edge, GL12 7RJ
T: 07816 224907
bea@exaactly.com
www.exaactly.com
Delivery addresses

Fortuous Chartered 
Certified Accountants
408 Hoe Street, Walthamstow,  
London E17 9AA
T: 020 8521 3454
info@fortuous.co.uk
www.fotuous.co.uk
Chartered certified accountants

Hanx
Office 7, 35-37 Ludgate Hill,  
London EC4M 7JN
T: 07929 245863
hello@hanxofficial.com
www.hanxofficial.com
Healthcare

Hire Creative Ltd
3rd Floor, 86-90 Paul Street,  
London EC2A 4NE
info@joboundu.com
www.joboundu.com
Creative industries

IPC Consultants Limited
17 Minster Drive, Croydon, CR0 5UP
T: 07899 962834
ipcconsultantslimited@gmail.com
www.ipcconsultantslimited.co.uk
Insurance consultancy

Landmass 
48 Beak Street, London W1F 9RL
T: 020 7439 8095
info@landmass.co.uk
www.landmass.co.uk
Interior design and architecture

Landon Bespoke
65 Hetlier Avenue, SM4 6HY, 
T: 08448 844863
lisa.so@landonbespoke.com
www.landonbespoke.com
Event organisation

Life Residential 
Unit 2, Portal West Business Centre,  
6 Portal Way, London W3 6RU
T: 020 8896 9990
info@liferesidential.co.uk
www.liferesidential.co.uk
Estate agents

London School of Digital 
Business Ltd
152-160 Kemp House, City Road, 
London EC1V 2NX
T: 020 8144 1166
info@lsdb.co.uk
www.lsdb.co.uk
Digital business management courses

Luvia Digital
5 Kew Road, Richmond, TW9 2PR
T: 07456 360482
vinoop@luvia.com
www.luvia.com
Digital marketing

Matt n Gloss Ltd
33 Junction Road, Ealing, W5 4XP
T: 07816 783447
info@mattngloss.co.uk
Printing services

MD Trading
Airport House, Purley Way,  
Croydon, CR0 0XZ
T: 020 8781 1884
info@mdtradinguk.com
www.mdtradinguk.com
Currency trading training

Millnet Document Services
6-7 Princes Court, 11 Wapping Lane, 
London E1W 2DA
T: 020 7422 8840
donna.smilley@millnet.co.uk
www.millnet.co.uk
Document services

Mr Backup (UK) Ltd
5 Arlington Square, Downshire Way, 
Bracknell, RG12 1WA
T: 033 3121 1041
info@mrbackup.biz
www.mrbackup.biz
Data backup 

Omyague
2 Boulevard Jean-Jacques Bosc,  
Begles, 33130, France
T: +33 556 94 43 19
isabelle@omyague.com
www.omyague.com
Corporate gifts

Oxygen Boutique
51 Eastcastle Street, London W1W 8EB
T: 020 7580 3808
joanna@oxygenboutique.com
www.oxygenboutique.com
Fashion and beauty website

Phil Mowat Action Coach Ltd
24 High Street, London E11 2EA
T: 020 8257 0973
philmowat@actioncoach.com
www.actioncoach.co.uk
Business coaching

Refteck Solutions Limited 
43 Wilhelmina Avenue, Croydon, 
CR5 1NL
T: 020 3303 0318
nshah@refteck.com
www.refteck.com
Procurement solutions

Rentuu
99-101 Regents Street, London W1B 
4EZ
T: 07414 893150
info@rentuu.com
www.rentuu.com
Online rental

SIB UK PVT Ltd
55 Old Broad Street, London 
EC2M 1RX
T: 07824 839 697
ckumar@schoolofib.com
www.schoolofib.com
Training institute

Smartway Pharmaceuticals 
Limited
10 Lyon Road, Wimbledon, 
London SW19 2RL
T: 020 8545 7711
hitesh@smartwaypharma.co.uk
www.smartwaypharma.com
Pharmaceutical wholesaler

Snap Group Limited
7-11 Lexington Street,  
London W1F 9AF
T: 020 3409 7249
alma@snap.com
www.snap.com
Camera company

St John’s Hospice
60 Grove End Road, London NW8 9NH
T: 020 7806 4040
www.stjohnshospice.org.uk
Charity

Taylor James Financial Services
AMP House, 4th Floor, Dingwall Road, 
Croydon, CR0 2LX
T: 020 3859 3311
toby.keate@taylorjamesfs.co.uk
http://taylorjamesfs.co.uk
Financial services

Technorizon UK Ltd
83 Baker Street, London W1U 6AG
T: 020 3657 2564
sales-uk@technorizongroup.com
www.technorizongroup.co.uk
IT security solutions

The Universal Group 
86 Rafaelo Batino, 1060, SKOPJE
Macedonia
T: +00389 2204 0518
info@theuniversalgroup.net
www.theuniversalgroup.net
Export

Vertice Development 
Management
29th Floor, One Canada Square,  
Canary Wharf, London E14 5DY
T: 020 7712 1561
www.
verticedevelopmentsmanagement.co.uk
Quantity surveyors

Vinam Solutions Ltd
12 Copperlight Apartments, London 
SW18 4PY
T: 07456 360482
info@vinamsolutions.com
www.vinamsolutions.com
IT 

WB Wealth Ltd
40 Bank Street, Canary Wharf,  
London E14 5NR
T: 07825 251473
P.Thompson@sjpp.co.uk
www.wbwealth.co.uk
Finance

White Cobalt Limited
109B Business Design Centre,  
52 Upper Street, London N1 0QH
T: 0845 568 5000
hello@whitecobalt.com
www.whitecobalt.com
Software development

Wynne-Jones IP
Level 17, Dashwood House, 69 Old 
Broad Street, London EC2M 1QS
T: 020 3146 7888
london@wynne-jones.com
www.wynne-jones.com
Intellectual property
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Mr Backup
Replicate • Recover • Restore

3 Simple steps to protect your business  
from ransomware and data loss

Educate – Protect – Report

“Fraud affects 1 in 4 small businesses every year. Last year fraud losses to 
SMEs were estimated at £18.9 billion” – Action Fraud

Education 
Most cybercrime infections and data loss are 
instigated by your employees.  In most cases 
phishing and hacking attempts start with 
emails sent to your employees.  The emails 
often appear to come from known sources 
like your bank, suppliers or other colleagues.  
Never click on web links in emails, instead 
go to the web site via your web browser and 
find the page you need.   A very common 
tactic is connection requests from LinkedIn or 
Facebook that look genuine but go to the site 
and you may find the connection request is not 
there.  

For more tips of protecting your business 
go to www.actionfraud.police.uk/small-
businesses-know-your-business

Protect
Using virus protection tools and firewalls is 
your first defence against cybercrime but 
they cannot protect your business when 
employees click on email links, or use public 
WIFI hotspots.  Recently successful hacking 
attempts have been made via Bluetooth mobile 
devices and is predicted to become even more 
popular in the coming months.   

The ultimate protection is to have a backup plan 
in place where you can revert back to the last 
saved backup and restore your data to a point in 
time before the infection happened.   While you 
may assume your backup system is adequate 
when did you last test a backup?  If you are 
storing your data in the cloud or backup to the 
cloud then will it protect you should an infection 
occur.   Please read the following section 
highlighting the pitfalls of some cloud storage 
providers and what you should be aware of.  This 
is where Mr Backup has the expertise to advise 
you on the best way to protect your data.

Report
Action fraud estimates 6 million malicious 
infections of ransomware took place in 2016 
on UK businesses but only 3,000 cases were 
reported.  If you are targeted then do not pay 
the ransom, in most cases of the WannaCry 
ransomware more than half of the victims 
never received the key promised to unlock 
their data.  

Report any ransomware to  
www.actionfraud.police.uk

FACT: 54% of UK companies have been hit by 
ransomware

SCENARIO: The number of ransomware 
attacks on companies has doubled since 2015. 
Ransomware attacks result in downtime as well 
as data and revenue loss.

OUTCOME: When ransomware hits you can 
pay the ransom or simply restore systems from 
your most recent backup in minutes. Which 
would you choose? 

Protecting Your Business Data
In today’s business there are many ways to 
create a backup of your business data from 
copying to a removable hard drive, use a tape 
backup system or replicate to another machine 
or to the cloud.  The options are limitless but 
any system that requires manual intervention 
could fail if employees do not adhere to them.    

The 3-2-1 Rule of data protection.

To be fully protected you should have 3 or 
more copies of your data, held on 2 types 
of media, and at least one copy of your 
data off site. 

With the popularity and low cost associated 
with cloud storage like Google Drive, DropBox, 
OneDrive and others many of these systems 

will not protect you against ransomware.  All 
these solutions rely on replicating your data 
and as such will replicate a virus, file corruption 
and users inadvertently deleting files.   While 
all good cloud storage providers will back up 
your data this is normally held for their own 
protection for 30 days and will not necessarily 
restore your data if you have a problem. 

For this reason, you need to choose a Cloud 
Backup provider that will automate data 
backup and provide an air gap between data 
sets so that an infection will not spread through 
your entire backup.

Also consider that if you store any financial 
records then you may need to provide a 
backup going back 12 months to 7 years if you 
are in a regulated business.  

Everyone’s data is unique so we treat each 
customer as an individual at Mr Backup and 
choose the best technology to fit your business 
needs and provide ongoing monitoring and 
management of your data backup should you 
require it. 

Mr Backup provides robust, cost effective data 
backup and archive solutions no matter where 
your data resides from PCs to Servers, in the 
cloud or mobile devices. 

For a no obligation assessment that includes a detailed report of your current vulnerabilities, best practise 

guidelines contact us today on 0333 121 1041 or email Markd@mrbackup.biz

www.mrbackup.biz
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HSF health plan – a benefit to 
save you money, every day!
LCCI Member company employees can 
now benefit from a health cash plan that 
saves even more.

At HSF health plan, we provide schemes that 
help people with their everyday healthcare which 
is more important now than ever before. With 
HSF health plan, you get an extensive range 
of benefits to help with everyday health care 
costs, access to a real Doctor 24 hours a day 
and exclusive discounts and offers on everyday 
shopping, fitness and days out plus much more.
 
Getting money back for visits to the dentist, 
optician, physiotherapist, chiropodist and many 
more helps with the household budget, but HSF 
health plan’s saving ethos doesn’t stop there. 
There are other ways to save! HSF health plan 
now includes HSF Perkbox, which provides a 
vast selection of discounts and special offers. For 

example, our health cash plans start at £52 a year. 
With every plan, you get HSF Perkbox, which gives 
you 5% discount at Sainsbury’s. With an average 
weekly grocery bill at £100 you would get £5 off 
a week, giving a saving of £260 a year. Minus the 
£52 for the plan, you would still save £208 a year! 

When it comes to things like accessing a GP, there 
can be a long wait: we hear every day that GPs are 
under huge pressure to provide services against 
an impossible budget. Worryingly, the average 
projected time to see a GP is going to lengthen 
over the next 12 months. Within a HSF health 
plan, you can also access elements of healthcare 
such as a GP advice line, giving you an immediate 
point of contact to get medical advice. And this is 
available 24 hours a day, all your round.

 

For more details, contact HSF health plan 
on 0800 917 2208

Protecting your business 
during divorce
If you divorce, your business will usually 
be considered a matrimonial asset 
and a value ascribed to it.  This value 
will be taken into account by a judge 
when they order a financial settlement. 
The more valuable your business, 
the greater the divorce settlement 
your spouse is likely to receive. 

Whilst a judge is very unlikely to order the sale 
of a business as part of a divorce settlement 
- and will therefore want the business to be 
able to continue trading after the divorce - 
the value of your business and how much 
money you can raise through the business 
(liquidity) will be important factors.

The best way to protect your business during 
divorce is for you and your fiancé/fiancee to sign 
a prenuptial agreement before you marry. Having 
a prenuptial agreement can significantly reduce 
the financial settlement that your spouse receives 
if you divorce. If you are already married and do 
not have a prenuptial agreement you and your 
spouse can enter into a post nuptial agreement.

If there is no pre or post nuptial agreement 
you can still potentially reduce your spouse’s 
claims by instructing a divorce lawyer who 
regularly deals with businesses on divorce.  For 
example an independent accountant will be 
instructed to value your business and to look 
at liquidity. Valuing a business is an art not 
a science and therefore some accountants 
are more conservative than others in their 
approach. You therefore need a divorce lawyer 
who knows which expert to instruct. 

Hannah Cornish
Slater and Gordon

0800 916 9055
slatergordon.co.uk

Mr Backup
Replicate • Recover • Restore

3 Simple steps to protect your business  
from ransomware and data loss

Educate – Protect – Report

“Fraud affects 1 in 4 small businesses every year. Last year fraud losses to 
SMEs were estimated at £18.9 billion” – Action Fraud

Education 
Most cybercrime infections and data loss are 
instigated by your employees.  In most cases 
phishing and hacking attempts start with 
emails sent to your employees.  The emails 
often appear to come from known sources 
like your bank, suppliers or other colleagues.  
Never click on web links in emails, instead 
go to the web site via your web browser and 
find the page you need.   A very common 
tactic is connection requests from LinkedIn or 
Facebook that look genuine but go to the site 
and you may find the connection request is not 
there.  

For more tips of protecting your business 
go to www.actionfraud.police.uk/small-
businesses-know-your-business

Protect
Using virus protection tools and firewalls is 
your first defence against cybercrime but 
they cannot protect your business when 
employees click on email links, or use public 
WIFI hotspots.  Recently successful hacking 
attempts have been made via Bluetooth mobile 
devices and is predicted to become even more 
popular in the coming months.   

The ultimate protection is to have a backup plan 
in place where you can revert back to the last 
saved backup and restore your data to a point in 
time before the infection happened.   While you 
may assume your backup system is adequate 
when did you last test a backup?  If you are 
storing your data in the cloud or backup to the 
cloud then will it protect you should an infection 
occur.   Please read the following section 
highlighting the pitfalls of some cloud storage 
providers and what you should be aware of.  This 
is where Mr Backup has the expertise to advise 
you on the best way to protect your data.

Report
Action fraud estimates 6 million malicious 
infections of ransomware took place in 2016 
on UK businesses but only 3,000 cases were 
reported.  If you are targeted then do not pay 
the ransom, in most cases of the WannaCry 
ransomware more than half of the victims 
never received the key promised to unlock 
their data.  

Report any ransomware to  
www.actionfraud.police.uk

FACT: 54% of UK companies have been hit by 
ransomware

SCENARIO: The number of ransomware 
attacks on companies has doubled since 2015. 
Ransomware attacks result in downtime as well 
as data and revenue loss.

OUTCOME: When ransomware hits you can 
pay the ransom or simply restore systems from 
your most recent backup in minutes. Which 
would you choose? 

Protecting Your Business Data
In today’s business there are many ways to 
create a backup of your business data from 
copying to a removable hard drive, use a tape 
backup system or replicate to another machine 
or to the cloud.  The options are limitless but 
any system that requires manual intervention 
could fail if employees do not adhere to them.    

The 3-2-1 Rule of data protection.

To be fully protected you should have 3 or 
more copies of your data, held on 2 types 
of media, and at least one copy of your 
data off site. 

With the popularity and low cost associated 
with cloud storage like Google Drive, DropBox, 
OneDrive and others many of these systems 

will not protect you against ransomware.  All 
these solutions rely on replicating your data 
and as such will replicate a virus, file corruption 
and users inadvertently deleting files.   While 
all good cloud storage providers will back up 
your data this is normally held for their own 
protection for 30 days and will not necessarily 
restore your data if you have a problem. 

For this reason, you need to choose a Cloud 
Backup provider that will automate data 
backup and provide an air gap between data 
sets so that an infection will not spread through 
your entire backup.

Also consider that if you store any financial 
records then you may need to provide a 
backup going back 12 months to 7 years if you 
are in a regulated business.  

Everyone’s data is unique so we treat each 
customer as an individual at Mr Backup and 
choose the best technology to fit your business 
needs and provide ongoing monitoring and 
management of your data backup should you 
require it. 

Mr Backup provides robust, cost effective data 
backup and archive solutions no matter where 
your data resides from PCs to Servers, in the 
cloud or mobile devices. 

For a no obligation assessment that includes a detailed report of your current vulnerabilities, best practise 

guidelines contact us today on 0333 121 1041 or email Markd@mrbackup.biz

www.mrbackup.biz
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With its unique strengths 
and ideal location in 
Asia, Hong Kong enables 
businesses to tap into the 
multitude of opportunities 
in Mainland China and 
throughout the rest of 
the region. InvestHK, the 
government department 
tasked to attract foreign 
direct investment (FDI) into 
the city, is here to help.

Belt and Road refers to the land-
based “Silk Road Economic Belt” 
and the seafaring ‘21st Century 
Maritime Silk Road”. The routes 
cover more than 60 countries 
across Asia, Europe and Africa, 
accounting for 30 percent of global 
GDP and more than 30 percent of 
the world’s merchandise trade. It is 
forecast that by 2050, the countries 
and regions along the Belt and 
Road will contribute 80 percent of 
global GDP growth. 

The Belt and Road Initiative 
seeks to promote market 
integration and forge new ties 
among different economies, with 
the objective of driving deeper 
regional development by promoting 
cooperation in a variety of areas, 
expanding business opportunities 
and encouraging people-to-people 
exchanges among different 
regions. 

Hong Kong companies, across 
many different sectors, are in 
a unique position to benefit 
from and contribute to this 
initiative. Many of the current 
and near-term opportunities lie 
in infrastructure-related projects, 
and in time opportunities will also 
arise in sectors as wide-ranging 
as healthcare, education, logistics, 
finance, business and professional 
services.

Opportunities Arising from 
the Greater Bay Area

Another great opportunity 
comes from the Greater Bay Area 
which comprises 11 prosperous 
cities in Guangdong, Hong Kong 
SAR and Macao SAR, with a total 
population of 66 million. With Hong 
Kong’s openness and strength in 
international connections, together 
with the strong manufacturing base 
in the Greater Bay Area, the initiative 
will create an even more dynamic 
economy and bringing exciting 

opportunities to Hong Kong.
Hong Kong plays a unique role 

as the springboard between the 
Mainland and global markets. Local 
and overseas companies can use 
Hong Kong to access the Mainland 
through CEPA (Closer Economic 
Partnership Agreement) and other 
market opening measures, while 
Mainland firms can use Hong Kong 
as their launch pad to fulfil their 
regional and global ambitions.

Overseas companies and 
entrepreneurs can take advantage 

of the on-going economic 
integration brought by the Belt and 
Road Initiative, together with the 
establishment of the Greater Bay 
Area, and to scale their businesses 
globally from Hong Kong.

Contact us now
Andrew Davis, Head of 
Investment Promotion
Tel: +44 20 7290 8207
Email: andrew_davis@
hketolondon.gov.hk
www.investhk.gov.hk 

Pictured above (left to right): Juwan Lee, Founder & CEO, NexChange; Shu-pui Li, Executive Director, Hong Kong Monetary Authority; 
John Leung, CEO, Insurance Authority; Charles d’Haussy, Head of FinTech, Invest Hong Kong; Stephen Phillips, Director-General of 
Investment Promotion, Invest Hong Kong; Julia Leung, Executive Director of Intermediaries, Securities and Futures Commission; Henri 
Arslanian, Member of the temporary board, Fintech Association of Hong Kong; Anthony Sar, CEO & Founder, Finnovasia

Exciting Happenings 

From 23-27 October, the second Hong Kong FinTech Week will take place at the Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre. Featuring an expanded programme of events and activities that will highlight the distinctive 
and dynamic qualities the city offers the global FinTech community, the week will be the first of a series of three 
consecutive weeks of FinTech activities in Hong Kong to be attended by regulators, entrepreneurs, investors, 
start-ups, academics and service providers from Hong Kong and around the world.

http://fintechweek.hk/

Hong Kong FinTech Week 2017

Hong Kong: a key link 
for the belt and road

Spotlight on Hong Kong October 2017



Invest Hong Kong has the expertise to help you 
set up or expand smoothly in our city. Our services are 

free, confidential and tailored to your needs.

Get in touch at investhk.gov.hk

Setting up Your Business 
in Hong Kong

Where Business Goes to Grow

London office: 
Andrew Davis, Head of Investment Promotion 
Tel: (44) 20 7290 8207     
 Email: andrew_davis@hketolondon.gov.hk 

Hong Kong office: 25/F, Fairmont House, 
8 Cotton Tree Drive, Central, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3107 1000     Email: enq@investhk.gov.hk
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The Hong Kong Government 
encourages free enterprise. 
The formalities and 
requirements for establishing 
a business are simple and 
straightforward. Generally 
there are no regulations 
concerning a company’s 
minimum capital, the 
degree of local/overseas 
participation in the ownership 
or capital structure, or 
the relative proportion of 
local to overseas staff. 

There are no exchange control or 
money market restrictions inhibiting 
the free flow of capital into or out 
of Hong Kong, dealings in foreign 
exchange may be freely carried 
out and capital can be held in any 
currency. Efficient local banks and 
branches of most multi-national 
banks provide highly competitive 
banking services. Every investor has 
a wide range of business vehicles 
to choose from when wishing to 
set up business in Hong Kong. All 
enterprises are subject to the same 
rules. 

The most common forms of 
business vehicles foreign investors 
choose are: 
• Private limited companies 
• Branch offices of overseas 

companies 
• Representative offices

Private Limited Company 
Incorporating a new company is 
the most common and preferred 
method of establishing a business 
presence in Hong Kong.

To establish a Hong Kong 
company, a minimum of one 

shareholder, one director and a 
secretary is all that is required. 
Neither the shareholder(s) nor the 
director(s) need to be resident 
in Hong Kong. Shareholders and 
directors can be either individuals 
or companies. However, at least one 
director must be a natural person.  
There is no prescribed minimum 
amount for share capital. 

A limited liability company in 
Hong Kong is not required to file 
its accounts with the Registrar 
of Companies in Hong Kong 
(although it must do so with the 
Inland Revenue Department for 
tax assessment purposes) and 
therefore such information remains 
confidential. 

Branch Office 
Where a company incorporated 
outside Hong Kong establishes a 
place of business or branch office in 
Hong Kong as an extension of the 
investing company, it is referred to 
as a “non-Hong Kong company”. 

Such branch offices are generally 
subject to the same legal and tax 
consequences as limited liability 
companies incorporated in Hong 
Kong. Non-Hong Kong companies 
must register their branch with the 
Registrar of Companies within one 
month from commencement of 
business in Hong Kong. Branches 
are legally required to file returns 
and, if required in their home 
jurisdiction, audited accounts, on an 
ongoing basis. 

The non-Hong Kong company 
remains fully liable for all the 
obligations of the Hong Kong 
branch office. 

Representative Office 
Like a branch, this is a means by 
which a company incorporated 
outside Hong Kong establishes a 
place of business in Hong Kong. 

A representative office however 
can only fulfil a limited range of 
functions. “Representative offices” 
are particularly useful for foreign 
companies that wish to analyse 
the Hong Kong market prior to 
committing itself to making a 
bigger investment in the city. 

Whereas a branch and Hong 
Kong company can conduct full 
operations, a representative office 
may only collect information or 
maintain contacts with customers, 
so-called promotional and liaison 
work. A representative office cannot 
enter into contracts, except for 
employing staff and contracts 
necessary for running the office (for 
instance renting office space and 
for utilities).  Since a representative 
office cannot undertake business in 
Hong Kong, it should not generate 
any profits. 

Taxation 
The Inland Revenue Department is 
responsible for tax matters in Hong 
Kong. Hong Kong has a different tax 
regime and is treated as completely 
separate to the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC). 

Hong Kong operates a territorial 
basis of taxation under which taxes 
are only imposed on profits or 
income with a Hong Kong source. 
Foreign-sourced income generally is 
not taxable. 

Hong Kong has a simple, 
predictable and low tax system.  
The principal direct taxes are profits 
tax on business profits, salaries 
tax on salaries and property tax 
on income from property (apart 
from miscellaneous duties such as 
stamp duty).

Doing business in Hong Kong

About Tanner De Witt
Tanner De Witt is an established and 
recommended independent law firm in 
Hong Kong. Our firm and lawyers, many of 
whom have international law firm backgrounds, receive top ratings from 
industry publications such as Chambers and Partners and Legal 500.

Our primary focus is business law in Asia. We provide legal advice 
and representation in the following areas: Corporate and Commercial; 
Litigation and Dispute Resolution; Insolvency and Restructuring; 
Employment; Immigration; Family and Private Client; Wills and Trusts; 
Financial Services Regulatory; Hospitality including Liquor Licensing; 
White Collar Crime and Criminal.

Our clients include public and private companies, multinationals, 
partnerships and individuals involved in a wide range of activities, both 
within Hong Kong and internationally. As an established Hong Kong law 
firm, we operate in many industry sectors. These vary from Hospitality to 
Aviation; from Banking and Insurance to Fashion; and Food and Beverage 
to Private Equity.

www.tannerdewitt.com
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Big Buddah on Lantau Island, Hong Kong

Chi Lin Nunnery in  
Kowloon,Hong Kong

Hong Kong high rise buildings from below
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Are you ready for the automatic exchange 
of financial account information per 
1 January 2017 / 1 July 2017? 

Hong Kong is one of the more than 100 jurisdictions that will 
participate in the automatic exchange of financial account 
information (“AEOI”) for the purpose of enhancing tax 
transparency and fighting against cross-border tax evasion. 
Pursuant to the AEOI, certain information in relation to financial 
accounts held by individuals and entities with overseas 
financial institutions may be automatically exchanged, on an 
annual basis, to tax authorities of jurisdictions in which those 
individuals and entities are a tax resident. 

Reportable jurisdictions 

As at August 2017, Hong 
Kong has 14 AEOI partners 
that all have signed a bilateral 
Competent Authority Agreement 
(“CAA”). These are: Japan, the 
United Kingdom, Belgium, 
Canada, Guernsey, Italy, 
Indonesia, Ireland, New Zealand, 
Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, 
Portugal and South Africa. Hong 
Kong intends to have about 74 
AEOI partners with a priority for:

(i) those jurisdictions that 
have indicated interests in 
conducting AEOI with Hong 
Kong;

(ii) Hong Kong’s existing double 
tax treaty partners that are 
also committed to AEOI; and

(iii) the member states of the 
European Union.

Please note that a jurisdiction 
shall only become a ‘reportable 
jurisdiction’ under the Hong 
Kong AEOI rules after a CAA 
has been signed and after 
relevant domestic legislation 
has been enacted.

Start of the period during 
which information is being 
exchanged 

The earliest period that Hong 
Kong will start providing financial 
account information is 1 January 
2017 to 31 December 2017 and 
will be with the countries Japan 
and the United Kingdom. As 
for the other 72 AEOI partners, 
the first financial account 
information to be exchanged 
by Hong Kong will relate to 
the period 1 July 2017 to 

31 December 2017.
It should be noted that the Hong 
Kong financial institutions will be 
required to submit the reportable 
financial account information, 
covering the aforesaid periods, 
to the Hong Kong Inland Revenue 
Department in May 2018, 
which department will then 
subsequently exchange the 
information to the respective 
‘reportable jurisdictions’ in 
September 2018. 

 
Initiatives to be taken by 
account holders 

Various financial institutions 
in Hong Kong have been 
conducting due diligence 
procedures in order to be able 
to identify the reportable 

financial accounts, held by 
corporates and individuals 
(including existing and new 
financial accounts). It is however 
suggested for account holders 
to ensure that the information 
maintained with the financial 
institutions is correct and 
complete. In addition, account 
holders are recommended to 
ascertain their tax residency 
as well as thoroughly review 
their tax position, so as to 
ensure that the required 
tax reporting and payment 
obligations will be fully complied 
with and/or is complete. 

E: willem-jan.hoogland@ 
hkwj-taxlaw.hk 
T: (852) 28040889 
W: www.hkwj-taxlaw.hk
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Croydon based logistics 
provider, Diamond 
Distribution,continues to 
shine in the South East, with 
its growing business success 
leading to investment in new 
vehicles and people. Diamond 
is a Palletways member and 
part of Europe's largest and 
fastest growing express 
palletised freight network. 

Diamond’s Managing Director, Keely 
Priestman, says: “An opportunity 
arose recently to extend our 
geographic reach and customer 
base within the Palletways network. 
This has led to the creation of new 
jobs at our head office and a fleet 
expansion to cater for increased 
demand.”

Diamond has purchased six 
trucks, resulting in a 50 per cent 
fleet increase from 12 to 18 vehicles.  
Ms Priestman comments: “We’ve 
taken delivery of a mixed range of 
MAN and IVECO trucks from 7.5t 
to 26t and articulated, all for our 
Palletways business. This represents 
a significant investment, enabling us 
to deliver increased pallet volumes 
from our existing customers and 
gear up for new business, including 

growing aggregate, equine and 
agricultural deliveries.”

Six new full-time positions and 
two apprenticeship roles have 
also been created.  Diamond 
welcomes five new drivers and one 
warehouse person. It’s also working 
with Croydon College to offer 
apprenticeships in operations and 
accounts. 

Ms Priestman continues: “We’re a 
growing business in the region and 
now employ 26 members of staff. 
Development and training is very 
important to us, which is why we’ve 
reinvigorated our apprenticeship 
commitment.”

Keely is a finalist in October’s 
Croydon Business Excellence 
Awards 2017 in the newly created 
Women in Business category. 
Diamond too is a finalist for 
Best SME. The award aims to 
acknowledge the ongoing role that 
all SME businesses play in growing 
and sustaining the economy.

“I’m delighted to be nominated 
alongside my peers. To even be 
nominated is an accolade for me 

personally, and for the business. 
I strive to lead by example, and 
support the whole team through 
our working policies and practices,” 
she concludes. 

Dave Walmsley, Palletways 
UK Managing Director, adds: 
“Palletways is a people-based 
business centred around a network 
of hubs and depots. Investment in 
high quality people is where we can 
differentiate and drive customer 
service excellence and business 

growth, whilst fleet investment 
ensures we continue to remain at 
the forefront of new technology and 
efficiency.”

For more information, visit: 
www.ddistribution.co.uk 
info@ddistribution.co.uk

Local logistics provider 
continues to shine

One of Diamond’s new driver team members

Diamond has invested in a new fleet 



Hampered for years by 
a lack of investment and 
often unwarranted negative 
perceptions, Croydon’s 
reputation is on the rise as a 
result of being the focus of 
a £5.2bn public and private 
investment programme over 
the next five years.   

With its gradually changing street 
scene and heightened interest 
in its growing arts and cultural 
credentials, the town is undergoing 
a steady renaissance as people sit 
up and take note of advice from 
a growing number of national 
commentators that Croydon is a 
good place to invest.  

This gradual shift in opinion is 
a major milestone for the town, 
triggered to some degree by 
joint proposals from developers, 
Westfield and Hammerson to invest 
£1.4bn into transforming the town’s 
two main shopping centres into 
what they describe as a ‘world class 
retail and leisure destination’.  

The 1.5m sq ft scheme will 
incorporate three levels of retail 
space to accommodate over 300 
shops, including a flagship purpose-
built Marks & Spencer store, as well 
as restaurants, cafés, a multi-screen 
cinema and up to 1,000 new 
homes.   

While the new shopping centre 
plans have yet to be approved, one 

look around the town centre and 
the evidence of Croydon’s economic 
resurgence is already plain to see. 
Significant levels of investment 
have already been made into 
injecting new life and introducing 
new audiences into the town, 
through the creation of new homes, 

shops, bars, restaurants and offices.  
The shiny new HM Revenue 

& Customs regional office on 
Dingwall Road accommodating 
a total of 3,000 employees is just 
one example of several major 
construction schemes that are 
either nearing completion or in 

the process of being occupied. A 
number of major employers – EDF, 
The Body Shop and Superdrug to 
name just a few – have also already 
moved their headquarters to 
Croydon.

Another landmark deal 
announced earlier this year, will 
result in the creation of a further 
1,000 new homes on the site of 
Croydon’s iconic Nestlé Tower and 
adjoining land. 

The 200,000 sq ft tower (officially 
known as St George’s House) which 
has stood empty for the past five 
years, was acquired together with 
the neighbouring Grade II listed 
SEGAS House and 250,000 sq ft St 
George’s Walk development site by 
Chinese developer R&F Properties 
as part of a £60million deal.  

In the meantime, the arrival of 
Boxpark Croydon in October 2016 
has introduced a dynamic new 
eating and drinking experience into 
the heart of the town, following on 
from the company’s successful first 
venture in Shoreditch.  

Assembled from refitted shipping 
containers, the fashionable two-
storey pop-up shopping mall 
houses over 40 small, independent 
restaurants and bars serving up 
modern street food, fine dining, 
craft beer and drinks, all arranged 
around a covered piazza where all-
weather music events have already 
succeeded in attracting new and 

by Gill Murphy, Croydon Business Improvement District (BID)
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Rooftop Cinema event
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young audiences into Croydon.
Further new eateries have started 

to appear along the high street too, 
with popular Caribbean restaurant 
chain Turtle Bay throwing open 
the doors of its 160+ seater diner 
to hungry customers in January, 
followed in July by well-known 
fast food chain Five Guys with its 
restaurant accommodating over 
200 people.  

“With so much change already 
happening in the town and the 

scale of development that is yet 
to come, Croydon is a fantastically 
exciting place to be,” says Matthew 
Sims, chief executive of the Croydon 
Business Improvement District 
(BID). 

“Although the pace of 
regeneration is never as fast as 
many would like, there are very 
clear signs that Croydon has 
begun on a remarkable journey 
that will radically transform the 
appearance and ambience of the 

town centre and ultimately lead to 
a step-change for all the businesses 
operating here.  

“The challenge for us is to ensure 
we are able to anticipate and meet 
the day to day operational needs 
and strategic requirements of the 
local community so that we can 
support businesses through what 
is likely to be one of biggest – and 
possibly lengthiest - periods of 
disruption seen for some years.” 

The BID, which is funded by 

and represents 550 of the town’s 
biggest firms, was set up ten 
years ago with a mandate from 
the business community to make 
a real difference to Croydon town 
centre so that it is regarded as one 
of the premier destinations in south 
London in which to work, live, visit 
and do business.  

“From our discussions and 
consultations with businesses on 
how best we can support them 
through regeneration, the need to 
improve people’s experiences and 
impressions of Croydon is regarded 
as being more crucial than ever over 
the next five years,” adds Mr Sims. 

To that end, the BID together 
with Croydon Council, The 
Whitgift Foundation and The 
Croydon Partnership (Westfield 
& Hammerson’s joint venture 
company) along with other local 
partners have put significant 
resources into promoting the 
transformation that is steadily 
taking place as well as celebrating 
Croydon’s long and distinguished 
heritage and its  blossoming arts 
and cultural credentials. 

Staging events such as the 
London-leg of the international 
Pearl Izumi Professional Cycle Tour 
Series and outdoor screening 
of some of the world’s biggest 
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Airport House, Purley Way, Croydon, CR0 0XZ   ■   Phone 020 8288 3591   ■   Email info@dtx-electrical.com

www.dtx-electrical.com

With extensive knowledge and experience, all our 
electricians are qualified to BS 7671:2008 (2011) + A3:2015 
IEE Seventeenth Edition Wiring Regulations. Each individual 
project is carefully surveyed and then designed taking 
into account the specific details of the environment to 
ensure that our Health and Safety and Quality policies are 

stringently adhered to for the wellbeing of both customer 
and employee alike.

DTX Electrical is dedicated through its skilled workforce to 
supplying, installing and supporting a wide range of electrical 
systems to accommodate your exact requirements.

■ Design & Build 

■ Commercial, Industrial and Residential

■ Small power 

■ LV Switchgear

Our services

■ Busbar Systems 

■ Lighting design & installation

■ Emergency Lighting 

■ UPS Installation

■ Periodic Inspection and Test (EICR)

■ PAT Testing 

■ Maintenance 

■ Infrastructure Cabling



sporting tournaments, for example, 
have helped to put Croydon on 
the map for sports fans as well 
as introducing the town to TV 
audiences worldwide.   

Meantime, outdoor festivals 
and music events such as CROWD, 
Croydon PrideFest, Croydon 
Craft Beer Festival, Croydon Food 
Festival, Croydon Rooftop Cinema 
and the highly popular Croydon 
Heritage Festival, now in its fifth 
year, have helped to demonstrate 
the town’s cultural diversity as well 
as underlining its strong but often 
overlooked historical connections. 

As this edition of London 
Business Matters went to press, 
Warhol Croydon – a month-long 
series of free events designed to 
break down barriers to popular 
art – was being celebrated in the 
town with the aim of attracting 
art enthusiasts and new and wider 
audiences.  

The initiative, curated by 
Croydon’s award-winning 
RISEgallery commemorates the life 
and work of world-renowned artist 
Andy Warhol and is spearheaded 
by a ground-breaking exhibition of 
12 giant street artworks by leading 
artists paying homage to Warhol. 
Lectures, films, guided tours and an 
exhibition of Warhol originals also 

feature as part of the 114-event 
schedule.

“Delivering free public art has not 
really been done this way before 
but it encourages new audiences 
and helps engage with people in 
Croydon,” says RISEgallery founder 
Kevin Zuchowski-Morrison.  

“Warhol wasn’t afraid to explore 
new things. He wanted always to 
be progressive, move forward and 
explore new ideas and Croydon is 
very much like that.” 

Through various collaborations, 
other artworks and installations 
have been steadily introduced 
across the town centre, initially 
starting in St George’s Walk but 
subsequently spreading across the 
town centre helping to create what 
has now become known as the 
Croydon Arts Quarter. 

“Through the delivery and 
sponsorship of a wide and varied 
series of arts and cultural events, 
the sustained efforts of our Street 

Ambassadors to provide a warm 
welcome to visitors and significant 
improvements that have been 
made to the street scene through 
the introduction of colourful 
year-round floral displays, all our 
efforts are focused on ensuring 
that everyone who comes here 
has a positive experience and an 
improved impression that they are 
keen to share with others and will 
encourage them to return time and 
time again,” Mr Sims concludes.  
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L–R: Councillor Mark Watson, 
Cabinet Member for Economy and 
Jobs, Kevin Zuchowski-Morrison, 
founder of the RISEgaller and 
Matthew Sims, chief executive of 
Croydon BID

Airport House, Purley Way, Croydon, CR0 0XZ   ■   Phone 020 8288 3591   ■   Email info@dtx-solutions.com

www.dtx-solutions.com 

DTX Solutions aims to offer your organisation the highest levels of 
expertise, innovation, experience and value for all our solutions. 

We have a wealth of experience and best practice expertise 

in design, integration, installation, project management, 
maintenance and support for all our solutions and we take 
pride in our knowledge, understanding and conformance to the 
relevant standards that apply to our industry.

■ Infrastructure Cabling Category 5e, Category 6, Category 6a and 
Category 7 Copper Cabling Systems and 
Fibre Optic Systems 

■ Electrical Installation Commercial and Residential

■ Security Systems Access Control Systems, CCTV Systems

■ Wireless Systems Wireless Site Surveys, Wireless Networks, 
Wireless Network Security Testing

■ Data Centre Services Initial design, cost modelling and 
justification, Assistance in vendor selection, 
Pre-termination – purpose-built Logistics 
Centre for both copper and fibre.

■ Audio Visual Video walls, Smart interactive boards,  
Digital displays, Room booking systems

Our services
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South London Export Club – supporting 
businesses trade internationally
South London Export Club was 
launched in 1998 at Nestles 
HQ in Croydon by Trevor Baylis 
– inventor of many products 
including the clockwork radio. 
It has continued to meet in 
and around Croydon some 
10 times a year and helped 
many individuals, sole traders 
and companies into markets 
around the world – its policy 
that it should be a “ two-way 
street” has ensured that all 
Importers get the same help 
and assistance. 

With the large ethnic population 
of Croydon Trade Visits to the 
Caribbean, Africa both East and 
West, Bulgaria, Singapore and 
Vietnam plus the Baltics and 
Scandinavia we have produced large 
amounts of Business for Croydon. 

BREXIT is proving a challenge to 
anyone who exports or imports 
and our phones have been ringing 

asking for advice, which in general 
is “do something don’t sit on your 
hands” take advantage of the 
situation as it is TODAY! 

Whatever happens paperwork will 
be important so take advantage 
of any training on INCOTERMS, 
certificate of origins, EUR 1 ATA 
Carnets and if you are importing 

goods make sure you have 
someone inspecting in the country 
of origin.

We are here to help new 
exporters/importers small and 
large companies and if we can’t 
help we will normally know 
someone who can, we are 
members of the Institute of Export 

and via COBCOE have access to 
many Chambers of Commerce 
worldwide and through Innovate 
European Enterprise Network 
many International Projects.

Bryan Treherne MBE
www.southlondonexport.org.uk 
South London Export Club
0203 747 4700

London Learning Consortium 
has been an essential part 
of the education, skills and 
employment services landscape 
for over a decade. We are 
London’s only Community 
Interest Company, delivering 
skills and training recognised by 
OFSTED as a ‘Good’ provider. 

Based in Croydon we operate at 
the heart of some of the most 
socially disadvantaged areas of 
the region focusing on delivering 
impact and opportunity to 
residents and local employers 
across London and the South East. 

Funded directly by the 
government, we are recognised 
as being adept at delivering high 
quality training, development 
and employment related 
services directly ourselves and in 
partnership with a wide range of 
other trusted organisations. 

LLC works mainly with SMEs 
in both the Private and Public 
sectors and also works with Local 
Authorities in vocational areas that 
deliver social impact. 

As well as Apprenticeship provision 
and wide range of part-time or full-
time vocational programmes, LLC 
offer a full range of professional 
and higher level qualifications and 
units, as well as short accredited 
and bespoke employer led 
programmes. Our qualifications are 
fully accredited, vocationally based 
and highly valued by employers.

Our programmes are taught by 
highly qualified, experienced 
and committed Training and 
Development Consultants, and are 
designed to be flexible as well as 
providing great value for money.  

Training is delivered at our venues 
across London, through our 

E-Learning Platforms and also 
offered as ‘in house’ delivery 
solutions, located entirely at an 
employer’s premises. 

Our programmes are suitable for 
professionals who want to acquire 
new skills and knowledge, to help 
them and their organisation to 
progress and ensure they are up to 
date with sector developments. 

Discounted rates are available 
for corporate groups and LLC 
members and in addition there 

may be government funding 
available to support an organisation 
to up-skill its workforce and 
prepare for the future.

Whatever your learning and 
development needs are, LLC and 
its wide range of partner providers 
have the solutions to provide ‘Your 
Next Step’.  

For more information please 
call LLC on 0208 774 4040, 
e-mail on courses@londonlc.
org.uk or visit our website 
www.londonlc.org.uk.

LLC – improving prosperity 
for all through learning



▪ LLC programmes are taught by highly
experienced and dedicated Training &
Development Consultants

▪ LLC programmes are designed to be

▪
groups and LLC members

▪ LLC provide in-house bespoke delivery
solutions at an employers premises in
venues across London

▪ Our training delivers measurable outcomes
which can improve your business

▪ Government funding may be available to
support your organisation’s training needs

The London Learning Consortium 

training, as well as short accredited

LLC PROFESSIONALLL
c

London Learning Consortium

CALL US NOW
020 8774 4040 

courses@londonlc.org.uk 
www.londonlc.org.uk

and non-accredited programmes.
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Croydon is changing

Looking back over the last 
five years, since I joined the 
team at Croydon Chamber 
of Commerce, it’s interesting 
to reflect on just how 
much Croydon has, and is, 
changing. For the benefit 
of businesses who haven’t 
yet visited London’s largest 
borough, here are some 
reasons why they should 
make a point of exploring 
the opportunities there.

The borough has embarked 
on a £5.25bn regeneration 
programme that will offer huge 
economic benefits to residents and 
businesses, including the creation 
of 23,500 new jobs and 8,000 
homes. The first of the Mayor’s 
Growth Zones, the borough is 
benefitting from £350 million 
worth of investment which is made 
up of 39 key projects, including 
transport, schools and community 
infrastructure, regeneration and 
public realm improvements, and 
support for small businesses. At the 
heart of the regeneration is a £1bn 
transformation of Croydon’s high 
street by the Croydon Partnership, 
a collaboration between developers 
Hammerson and Westfield, which is 
on the horizon.

There are other impressive 

statistics. Last year, Accountancy 
firm, UHY Hacker Young reported 
that according to their research, 
Croydon has the UK’s fastest 
growing economy as it increasingly 
becomes a leading business 
hub for technology companies. 
Croydon is now home to over 1,800 
digital, creative and technology 
companies. 

Over the last 12 months Croydon 
has continued to prove that it 
is a sought-after alternative to 
central London for businesses, 
attracting companies of all sizes, 
including large corporates to the 
borough. The quick links to central 
London, Gatwick Airport, lower 
cost rents and the momentum of 
development are very enticing. Of 
particular note are newcomers Body 
Shop, HMRC and Superdrug. Box 
Park Croydon was also launched; 
a pop-up mall entirely constructed 
out of refitted shipping containers, 
offering an eclectic choice of food 
outlets. Located next to East 
Croydon station it has become a 
vibrant destination for locals and 

visitors and I can’t help noticing 
it also often appears now on TV 
channels as a lively backdrop, 
making a change from the rather 
lovely but sedate Queen’s Gardens.

Croydon has a strong business 
community and from the 
Chamber’s perspective, this is 
also key to Croydon’s ongoing 
success. There is a commitment 
and drive from within the business 
community, the Council and 
community organizations to 
champion Croydon’s growth.  A 
prime example of this is Croydon 
Tech City, whose founders 
volunteer their time and have 
created a dynamic organisation 
and movement over the last five 
years that has led to Croydon being 
called ‘the Silicon Valley of South 
London’.  The narrative could 
continue but my recommendation 
is that businesses make time 
to investigate Croydon for 
themselves. The Chamber prides 
itself on helping businesses 
make useful connections 
and is there to assist.

By Annabel Fogden,  
Head of Branch Chambers 
Team, London Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry.

Selsdon Building Contractors Limited is a privately owned building company formed in 2010 based in Croydon, Surrey.

As well as traditional building construction services, our particular field of expertise is in providing design and build 
packages for new residential developments, particularly in the South London Boroughs, Kent, Surrey and Sussex, for 

Local Authorities, Housing Associations and Private Clients of between £0.5M and £5M.

We pride ourselves on our personal approach to customer service, offering a service that is tailored to fit the individual 
requirements of our clients, tenants and end users.

The Company is ISO 9000 Acredited and is a full member of Constructiononline and the Considerate Constructors 
Scheme from whom we recently won a National Award.

CALL 020 8406 0600
E: info@selsdonpm.co.uk

www.selsdonbc.co.uk

South London’s most dynamic businesses can now take advantage of flexible office 
accommodation designed to provide inspiring workspaces for entrepreneurial companies of all 
sizes.

The Business Xchange Hub is perfectly located adjacent to East Croydon station and between 
Boxpark and the site of the new Westfield shopping development.

It features 15,000 sq ft of of high-quality office accommodation, event space, meeting rooms, 
communal chill-out area with kitchens and even access to an on-site gym, hotel, restaurant 
and coffee shop – all just 15 minutes from central London.

Stylishly fitted out with Humanscale’s Diffrient World chairs, which use the laws of physics 
to utilise your body weight to offer balanced back and lumbar support, alongside top-quality 
Herman Miller Abak desks, The Business Xchange Hub provides a range of hassle-free 
membership options to enable companies to focus on what’s important – their growth and 
development.

With a selection of high-quality meeting rooms and space to host events and conferences, the 
new facility is set to become a highly-valued resource for the Croydon business community.

Spread over five floors of Marco Polo House in Lansdowne Road just a couple of minutes’ 
walk from East Croydon railway station, The Business Xchange Hub provides a prestige yet 
cost-effective workspace for companies of all sizes with the ambition to be a community, not 
just an office.

A range of membership options aims to provide the perfect support package for each stage 
of a business’ growth – from initial hotdesking, business advice and networking opportunities 
through to full-scale workspace pods for businesses employing between two and eight 
staff – fulfilling a need for ‘grow-on space’ recently identified in the borough by the Croydon 
Council’s Small Business Commission.

The new centre is being brought forward by Guildhouse Rosepride, long-established investors 
in the borough, as a meanwhile use project on the site where One Lansdowne, a landmark 
residential, commercial and leisure development, will ultimately stand.

“The Business Xchange Hub will help to create an entrepreneurial 
ecosystem for SMEs from across south London as well as established 
businesses. The hub will provide flexible, open-plan co-working  
spaces for a range of business use, embracing start-up, growing and 
established, which is currently in short supply in Croydon. The  
facility will also provide much-needed corporate hotdesking and  
meeting rooms during the town’s transformation, as well as  
much-needed events space while Fairfield Halls is unavailable.”

Mark Waterstone, partner, Guildhouse Rosepride

Marco Polo House, 3-5 Lansdowne Road, Croydon, Surrey, CR0 2BX    |    T: 0208 680 4411    |    E. info@tbxh.co.uk    |    www.tbxh.co.uk

Flexible
Office Space 

Meeting
Rooms

Hotdesks

Prestige new workspaces 
launched to inspire Croydon’s 
dynamic SME market.
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TELSA
THE FUTURE TODAY
MEDIA

FEATURED 
              SERVICES

Pay Per Click Marketing Social Media Marketing

Website Developments Mobile Custom Apps

Reputation Management

Content Production

Brand Creation and PR

Advanced Digital Advertising 
& Call Tracking

Contact Us Today For 
Digital Marketing Services 

and get A FREE QUOTE 

hello@telsamedia.com
www.telsamedia.com

0208 686 4577

WE ARE A MEMBER 
OF LCCI

20%
  TO LCCI 
MEMBERS

OFF

TODAY

Telsa Media are a Croydon 
based digital marketing 
agency, with an extensive 
portfolio consisting of 
businesses located within 
and around Croydon. 

With a clear purpose to drive local 
business forward, Telsa Media 
use their 30+ years of online and 
offline marketing experience to 
bring their clients up to where 
they need to be through a fully 
optimised website, mobile 
application, and search engine 
and social media presence. Telsa 
Media are dedicated to cultivating 
business reputation, revenue and 
reinforcement in Croydon, and are 
excited about the coming changes 
to the area.

With the current regeneration 
plans in place to remodel the 
Whitgift and Centrale shopping 
centres over the next few years, 
these already popular destinations 
are set to become attractions that 
will bring visitors for shopping, 

food and leisure, as well as 
satisfy those living and working 
in the zone. With new housing 
developments and improved 
transport links, the area is set to 
benefit from incomers who will 
no doubt relish the creation of 
the jobs and opportunity that the 
rejuvenation project allows. As an 
established business themselves, 
Telsa Media have been long time 
supporters of industry in Croydon, 
targeting local firms specifically to 
aid in their success, and as a result 
impact on the district as a whole.

Croydon as an area is in the 
position for businesses to cross 
connect and achieve common 
goals, and Telsa Media have the 
expertise to bring businesses 
of any size and budget up 
to date in the online world, 
helping extort every possible 
area of potential growth.

For more information, 
telephone 0208 686 4577 or 
visit www.telsamedia.com

Telsa Media –  
the future today

How culture is the glue to 
Croydon’s regeneration plans

60 Spotlight on Croydon October 2017

Croydon is redefining life on the  
edge of London – and its strapline of  
‘putting culture at the heart of regeneration’  
is far from being ‘just a soundbite.’
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For more information contact us:
Telephone: 020 3747 4747
Email: info@startupcroydon.co.uk
Web: www.startupcroydon.co.uk

Weatherill House Business Centre
New South Quarter
23 Whitestone Way
Croydon CR0 4WF

Pay Living 
Wage

Employ Local

Buy Local Include All

Pay the London Living Wage

Create employment and 
training opportunities for 

local people

Invest in the local supply 
chain and local business

Implement equality and 
diversity best practice

We are delighted to add “Good Employer” status to our list of attributes. As a huge advocate of business 
and community spirit within the Croydon borough, this accolade highlights the ethos and values of 
StartUp Croydon as a not-for-profit charity. Although we are only a small team, we value and respect 
each other and work interactively to make our organisation a happy and productive environment.

In addition to training and mentoring aspiring entrepreneurs, we 
position ourselves to bid for projects that will enhance opportunities 
for those who are considering self-employment or who are long term 
unemployed. We also aim to strengthen our business relationships 
by holding networking and other events at our modern business 
enterprise centre, Weatherill House, which is located in close 
proximity of Wandle Park Tram Station.

Our Chairman, David Robinson, commented:

“It is a great achievement for StartUp Croydon to be one of the first companies to have received this accreditation. For over 33 years, we 
have supported the Croydon economy and thereby the community by helping people achieve their dreams by starting their own business, 
with many of them going on to be signficant employers in their own right.”

By endorsing the Good Employer Croydon Charter, we are committed to supporting the success of Croydon’s local economy 
through using local supply chains, creating job opportunities, ensuring employees are paid a fair wage and by promoting fairness, 
equality and sustainability through our business practices.

That was the clear message 
from Councillor Tony 
Newman, leader of Croydon 
Council, when he recently 
launched a bid for the title of 
‘Borough of Culture, 2019’.

If successful, the title bid would 
bring in excess of £1.5 million of arts 
funding to Croydon for the year – as 
well as shining a spotlight on the 
way Croydon’s art scene is currently 
transforming.

Put in context the full scale of 
Croydon’s regeneration dwarfs this 
budget. 

Croydon: London’s Growth 
Borough
Croydon is already officially 
London’s ‘Growth Borough’ and 
its recently-implemented Growth 
Zone, a government-backed project 
that is injecting £500 million into 
39 key infrastructure projects, 
includes road schemes, upgrades 
to public transport interchanges, 
public realm improvements, and 
pedestrianisation projects. 

Many of these are already complete, 
but consultation is now underway 
on further changes that will help 
underpin the £5.25 billion being 
spent by developers who are 
building 10,500 new homes and 
millions of square feet of new 
offices and retail centres, bringing 
some 23,000 jobs to the area.

Already home to over 14,000 
businesses, Croydon is one of 
the UK’s fastest-growing centres 
for technology start-ups and is 
attracting leading companies to 
locate their headquarters in the 
town. These include The Bodyshop, 
Superdrug, EDF Energy and Optivo 
(following the recent merger 
between AmicusHorizon and 
Viridian Housing).

HMRC has recently relocated 2,500 
staff to the new Ruskin Square 
offices next to East Croydon station, 
joining other government teams 
such as from the Department for 
Work and Pensions which have also 
recently moved into the area.

To support this influx of workers and 
new residents, bars, cafes, street-
food stalls and restaurants are also 
increasing in numbers. Boxpark 
Croydon is a huge success story, 
Surrey Street Market is going from 
strength-to-strength following a £1 
million upgrade, and the restaurant 
quarter continues to thrive.

Bidding to become Borough 
of Culture, 2019

The Borough of Culture initiative, 
sponsored by the Mayor of London, 
is inspired by the UK City of Culture 
and European Capital of Culture 
programmes. Two winners (one 
for 2018 and one for 2019) will 
each receive over £1m from the 
Mayor of London to deliver a huge 
programme of events.

Importantly, the title won’t go to a 
borough just because of their past 
cultural record, rather it’s set to be 

awarded to those who show they 
can best use the investment to 
enact real change.

Regardless of whether Croydon 
secures the culture crown, the 
borough already has big plans for 
2019 as it will mark the first full 
year of operation of the newly 
refurbished Fairfield Halls. 

This iconic venue, sister to the Royal 
Festival Hall, is currently undergoing 
a £30 million upgrade and will re-
open its doors at the end of 2018.

Croydon is confident that this, along 
with an already growing programme 
of events scheduled to run alongside 
the opening, will put it in a strong 
position when the Mayor and his 
advisors come to judge the bids.

If public opinion holds any sway 
Croydon is already way out ahead. 
At the time of going to print an ITV 
poll asking viewers which borough 
they most think deserves the title 
had Croydon on 36% of the overall 
London vote.

This may be because Croydon is 
already starting to attract some big 
names and amazing events.

Tony Newman

continued on page 62



LSDN is a successful and experienced Apprenticeship 
training Organisation providing an end to end 
Apprenticeship service from recruitment through 
to achievement of qualification together with a full 
support programme for Employers.

• Business Administration Level 2/3
• Childcare and Early Years Level 2/3
• Finance and Accounting Level 2/3
• Digital Learning Design  Level    3
• Railway Engineering Level    3
• Learning and Development Level    3

Looking for New Talent?
WE ARE HERE TO HELP

LONDON SKILLS &
DEVELOPMENT  
NETWORK

Call Us Today! 
020 3784 1294 
For more information visit

A summertime rooftop cinema has 
hosted classic films and DJ sets, 
a month-long Warhol exhibition 
recently took over the town centre, 
the Colors Croydon International 
Mela wowed thousands, Dance 
Umbrella stunned audiences with 
one of their magical set-pieces, 
and The London Mozart Players 

recently stormed venues across the 
borough with a series of dramatic 
collaborative shows, including 
one with top-selling international 
producer, Shift-Key.
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Councillor Tony Newman, leader 
of Croydon Council said: “This 
is where Croydon’s strengths 
really lie. We’re already seeing a 
huge level of new interest from 
artists and promoters wanting 
to work here – and we have a 
huge and diverse population who 
are fiercely proud of their home 
borough. We are also currently 
going through one of the most 
significant periods of capital 
investment in our history. New 
offices, homes, and retail centres 
are being linked by a fresh and 
modern public realm – and we’ve 
already stated very publicly 
how we see culture as being at 
the heart of this transition.

“This is why we’ve committed £30 
million to the refurbishment of 
Fairfield Halls, where the final phase 
of construction work and fitting 
out is about to start. So, with a re-
opening on track for late next year, 
what better time for us to celebrate 
in style if our Borough of Culture bid 
is successful!”

On top of the Mayor’s promised 
funding, a further £500K is also 
expected to be handed to the top 
borough by backers including the 
Heritage Lottery fund and the Paul 
Hamlyn Foundation. 

Croydon has already committed to 
match that cash with £1 million of 
partnership investment. 

In total that would put £2.5 million 
into Croydon’s cultural pot – more 

than enough to deliver a series 
of events and activities that 
would leave a lasting legacy and 
completely reshape the way people 
see the borough.

Paula Murray, Croydon’s cultural 
director, said: “Given the wide 
range of festivals and events 
already staged regularly in Croydon, 
the total value of the year’s 
programme for 2019 if we secure 
this title will be truly enormous. 
It would completely reinvigorate 
our many venues as well as instil 
increased confidence in promoters 
looking at staging shows here in 
future years. We have the largest 
youth population in London so 
we’re going to be focusing heavily 
on young people’s contribution to 
the arts. This is an investment in 
the future, because this is where 
tomorrow’s talent lies.”

Although past successes are 
not key to a successful bid, it is 
remarkable how much of modern 
popular culture finds its roots in the 
borough.

The first punk single was released 
by Croydon’s The Damned, the 
global Dubstep phenomenon was 
born out of a small record shop on 
Surrey Street Market, and Stormzy 
claimed the first ever MOBO award 
for grime music.

All of this sits alongside Croydon’s 
growing reputation as a centre 
for spoken word performers to 
test their material and hone their 
skills – whilst street artists flock to 
the town centre to work on walls 
and shutters that are catching 
the attention of the world as the 
emerging arts quarter cements its 
position as one of the most active 
in Europe.

Councillor Newman added: “Our 
overall aim is a once-and-for-all 
reputational change that will 
transform the way people view 
Croydon and create the right 
environment for future investment. 

“We need to work in partnership 
with the business community to 
help make this a reality.
“Croydon 2019 will happen 
regardless of whether we secure 
borough of culture status – so we 
want you to be part of it.”

Partnership opportunities for 
Croydon’s 2019 year of culture 
include packages ranging 
from sponsorship of all events 
throughout the year down to 
support for individual events. 



In 2007, Paul founded Whiston Solutions: a multi-disciplinary client adviser business. Integrating architecture, 
engineering, technology and business continuity services. He is a highly experienced leader and respected 
figure with over 30 years’ knowledge in the corporate real estate industry. His career has spanned building 
services, corporate real estate both, projects and operations with expertise and experience gained from working 
as contractor, consultant and client. He is a technically qualified multi-disciplinary engineer; a qualification 
gained through an indentured design apprenticeship.

Whiston Solutions – Independent client advisers specialising in PropTech and emerging technologies. We 
specialise in very early client engagement, understanding their challenges to develop bespoke solutions 
realising true project value. We overview to ensure our clients requirements are met, protecting their interests 
once a consultant team and contractor have been appointed. Whiston Solutions deliver one-stop-shop continuity 
and contact for our global clients through our network of trusted expert partners, operating across international 
property markets, with a strong focus on integrating digital transformation into the real estate industry. Core 
client base: Global corporates and HNWI.

Paul explains “Independent client advisers can be invaluable in helping guide the client during the early 
feasibility and project inception stages. Providing high level expert, multi-disciplinary advice when crucial 
decisions are being made about the direction of the project, which may be difficult to reverse later. Decisions 
such as setting a realistic budget, developing a ‘tight’ brief and identifying both business and cyber risk.” He 
further explains, “This is different to the role of the ‘project manager’, who is responsible for the day-to-day 
management of the project, or the role of ‘client representative’ responsible for managing the project on behalf 
of the client as if they are the client. In this digitally dominated age it has to be questioned whether architects 
alone are experienced to understand and advise around client operational projects.”

Paul is a member of the Institute of Directors City of London Property Group leadership team, Regional partner 
in the Digital Leaders Global Programme, which helps strengthen and empower the regional community in 
driving digital transformation and digital inclusion, and sits on the Constructing Excellence committee.

INDEPENDENT CLIENT ADVISERS IN
BUILT ENVIRONMENT & PROPERTY

PAUL WHISTON

+44 (0)20 3478 9205

adviser@whiston-solutions.com

www.whiston-solutions.com

@WhistonSolution
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Established in 2013 Kingfisher 
APS Ltd is a leading aerial 
drone photographic company 
in the UK. Based in London we 
provide services nationwide 
and abroad.

We are focused on providing 
services to the property and 
construction sectors conducting 
aerial inspection operations using 
a range of multi-rotor medium lift 
aircraft / sensor platforms.

Kingfisher APS Ltd have a 
specialism for inspections and 

for working in complex urban 
environments with clear risk 
assessment processes, good 
knowledge of local airspace and 
excellent communications with 
local air traffic control and the CAA

As well as holding a Permission 
for Commercial Operations from 
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), 
which allows us to operate in 
congested areas, Kingfisher APS 
are CHAS and Safecontractor 
accredited. All operational staff hold 
CSCS cards.

Our pilots all hold the required 
UK qualifications to fly drones 
commercially and are required to 

carryout currency and competency 
training for close proximity flying. 
In addition to this our on-site 
operators are highly qualified 
and experienced building and 
photographic professionals.

As a commitment to 
professionalism in the commercial 
drone industry we are proud to 

be members of ARPAS-UK the 
professional body for operators 
and manufacturers in the UK. 
We support their goal of raising 
standards and improving 
professionalism throughout  
the industry.

Expertise & Services:

• Close proximity aerial 
photography and video

• Development views with/without 
laser tracking Aerial and ground 
based qualified thermographic 
surveys

• Aerial time-lapse photography 
Marketing & promotional 
photography and video

• Aerial visual surveys with/
without supporting reports

• Photogrammetry
• 3D modelling

Kingfisher APS - commercial drone surveys

info@kingfisheraps.co.uk
020 8603 2600
Adam Bailey (Director) 
07793651041
www.kingfisheraps.co.uk

Last chance to buy at Morello in Croydon
Morello, the highly sought-
after development in the 
heart of Croydon, built by 
award-winning property 
developer, Redrow, is almost 
fully sold. Morello is a 
substantial contemporary 
collection of apartments 
and penthouses spread 
across four interconnected 
buildings. Located on 
Cherry Orchard Road in 
Croydon, the development 
is a joint initiative between 
Redrow and regeneration 
specialists Menta offering 
the best in modern living. 

The final phase of homes, which 
features a selection of one, two 
and three bedroom apartments, 
has just been released for sale, 
offering prospective purchasers 
their last chance to secure a 
property in this highly sought after 
development. 

With completions due towards 
the end of 20171, these stylish 
properties will appeal to first-time 
buyers and young professionals, 

plus investors looking for areas with 
potential for capital growth.

The apartments are beautifully 
designed, and feature high-
specification fixtures and fittings 
throughout. The open-plan 
kitchens have stone work tops, 
contemporary handless cabinets 
and ready-to-use integrated 
appliances, and the spacious living 
areas boast oak veneer flooring. 
The bedrooms are large and bright, 
and the elegant bathrooms feature 
stylish tiles and ‘rain’ showers. 

Morello’s main reception area will 
have an exclusive boutique hotel 
feel to it, offering striking modern 
décor. The hotel theme is continued 
for residents with an array of onsite 
facilities including a residents’ 

gym, a concierge service and an 
underground car park, plus, more 
than half of the site is dedicated to 
gardens, landscaping and public 
realm improvements, providing 
residents with the opportunity to 
make the most of the outside space.

Croydon enjoys a prime location 
on the edge of the capital with 
trains running 24 hours a day 
into central London, and up to 27 
services an hour at peak times. As 
well as having the UKs biggest tram 
network and less than 20 minutes 
from Gatwick Airport. 

Simon Halfhide, Sales Director 
at Redrow comments: “Croydon is 
currently going through a period of 
regeneration, and the social scene is 
also flourishing, with sophisticated 

new bars opening and the addition 
of BoxPark pop-up retail and theatre 
space. A new Croydon College with 
an underground art gallery is also 
under construction, so residents 
will be spoilt for choice when it 
comes to shopping, dining and 
entertainment”.

Homes are priced from 
£380,000 for a one bedroom 
apartment. 

For more information please 
visit: www.morello.co.uk or call 
Redrow on 0203 5536 468

1. Completions for 2017 are aligned with 
Build dates. Please note Redrow / Menta 
are not liable if completion date timelines 
change



Lifestyle photography and computer generated imagery are indicative only. Price and details are correct at time of going to press. * Terms and conditions apply. Ask for details. ** Timing is approximate only. Source: www.tfl.co.uk
† Completions for ready to move in this year are aligned with Build dates. Please note Redrow / Menta are not liable if completion date timelines change’.

LAST FEW REMAINING APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE TO RESERVE NOW

Available to reserve now from as little as £380,000
To book a viewing please call 020 3131 5229
www.morello.co.uk 

Morello Marketing Suite open daily, 10.00am - 5.30pm 
Cherry Orchard Road, Croydon

CROYDON • LONDON

• Stamp Duty paid available on selected plots*

• Ready to move into this year†

• A handful of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
• Less than a 20-minute journey to London Bridge, London Victoria and Gatwick Airport** 
• Superior specification
• Residents gym and concierge
• Close to forthcoming Westfield Croydon



High quality refurbished offices to let opposite East Croydon Station Available very soon

Owned &
managed
by McKay
Securities PLC

Neil Barker
nbarker@shw.co.uk
Holly Purvis
hpurvis@shw.co.uk

Damian Lambourn
dl@lcprop.com

Floors available from 4,500 sq ft

Viewing
Please contact 
the joint sole
agents:

See website for further details 
corinthiancroydon.co.uk



AMP House · 4th Floor · AMP House · Managed Suites · Dingwall Road · Croydon · CR0 2LX
T: 020 8688 0906 / 07785 770053 · E: amphouse@lahproperty.co.uk · W: www.amp-house.co.uk · AMPManagedSuite

AMP Managed Suites an Excellent Image for your Business.
Contained within a substantial and impressive building located in the prime location  

of East Croydon within walking distance from Tram Rail and Bus stations.

Located opposite East Croydon 
Station and ‘Boxpark’ with on-site 
parking. Expansion announced - 

November 2017

Contact the Concierge team for 
further information regarding 

availability, prices and our bespoke 
membership options. 

•	 Established for 6 years AMP Managed Suites 
remain the ONLY boutique SME office facility in 
the central Commercial district of East Croydon. 

•	 AMP Managed Suites are located within the heart 
of AMP House over 3 floors and forms the centre 
of the striking 11 storey office tower. 

•	 We currently have 52 individually sized offices 
which accommodate between 1-20 people, due to 
continued success we are expanding the facility in 
November by a further 4000 sq. ft. If you would 
like to view contact the concierge team NOW!

•	  The fixed offices available are newly refurbished 
and are let on an annual and renewable tenancy 
licence with 2 month’s mutual notice.  Offices are 
provided furnished or unfurnished. We enable 
our tenants to either take on our robust business 
broadband or alternatively they can bring their 
own IT infrastructure on- site. Flexibility of such 
matters is the key to our superb retention ratios. 

•	  The facility benefits from a lot of natural light, we 
have communal break out areas, kitchen and T-Point 
facilities, and a range of professional meeting rooms 
for the use of tenants and external clients. The 
building also benefits from parking options both on 
and off site, secure bike storage and shower facilities 
on every floor.   

•	 Not ready for a full-time office speak to us  
about our co-share & membership options from 
£250 per month.
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co-creators of innovative technologies

Sunley House, Bedford Park, Croydon 
CR0 2AP

Connected Space are an 
innovative technology 
company based in Croydon, 
who work on a number of 
public and private sector 
projects both in the UK and 
abroad. One of these projects 
was the creation of an urban 
way-finder application that 
supports a major cultural 
exhibition of Andy Warhol’s 
works in Croydon, with an 
outdoor exhibition showcasing 
12 pieces inspired by Warhol, 
and a gallery exhibition of the 
artist’s original works.

Connected Space utilised their 
proprietary technology platform 
and development frameworks to 
deliver an innovative IoT enabled 
user engagement experience 
that allows the users to navigate 
through Croydon to find the 12 
pieces, as well as listen to audio 
guides and check themselves in. 
The application also delivered 
deep user behavioural analytics to 
evidence return on investment to 
the event sponsors.

Being based in Croydon allows 
Connected Space the ability to be 
active across Croydon Tech City’s 
many varied programmes and 
activities, such as the monthly 
networking events, and the London 
Tech Week activities.  Alongside 
their projects, Connected Space 
are also proud sponsors of this 
year’s Tech Innovation award at 
the Croydon Business Awards, 
highlighting some of the other 
exciting innovations coming out of 
the borough.
 
Outside of Croydon, Connected 
Space recently took part, with ten 
other tech companies, in Matt 
Hancock MP’s trade delegation to 
Singapore as part of Innovate UK’s 
global innovation mission. The aim 
of the ‘Tech Bridges’ mission is to 
support UK-Singapore partnerships 
in urban infrastructure, and to build 
bridges between the two countries.

For more information, email: 
hello@connected-space.co.uk, 
tel 07840 064335 or visit 
connected-space.co.uk

Innovation is flourishing 
in Croydon

How to make the cloud 
transition a priority 
Many executives are either hesitant 
to make the transition to the cloud 
or they have it buried under a 
twenty-page to-do list. Ironically, 
moving to a cloud-based phone 
system has the potential to shorten 
that list immensely. 

1. Scalability is Easy to 
Deploy and Manage  

Cloud-based business 
communication systems can easily 
accommodate a remote, distributed 
workforce and the flexibility 
employees need. They take a 
fraction of the time compared 
to traditional PBX systems to 
deploy, but more importantly is the 
fact that it does not require any 
expensive capital expenditure. 

2. Cost-Effective for 
Scalability

Traditional on-premise PBX 
systems are cost-prohibitive to 

deploy, making deployment in large 
numbers across different locations 
cumbersome and expensive. 
Cloud-based communications 
solutions can be deployed with 
very little IT intervention over 
different locations and multiple 
Internet providers. One centralised 
business number is available 
for multiple office locations 
and multiple devices, letting 
companies significantly cut back 
on communication costs and 
centralise their calls. 

3. Better Flexibility and 
Accessibility

Cloud-based phone systems allow 
companies to expand, consolidate 
or move locations without having 
to change their communication 
system. Regardless of place, they 
will be connected through their 
internal system for the features 
they need. There’s no process of 

installing or dismantling bulky 
hardware or phone lines. 

4. Universal Insight and 
Accessibility 

A cloud-based solution is able to 
connect individual users to the 
larger, internal company system. 
Through the cloud, users are able 
to access analytics, customer 
information and data via their 
computer or mobile device. 
Employees can access information 
anywhere, anytime, to increase 
their efficiently and customer 
insight.

RingCentral’s mobile application 
offers a user-friendly interface 
that dispersed employees can 
easily access with their respective 
devices, including full-service 
features such as fax, and video 
chat, all available from any 
smartphone or tablet. 

5. Increased Connectivity
Connectivity between employees 
and customers is critical for 
businesses. RingCentral uses an 
advanced call forwarding feature 
that allows you to forward calls to 
voicemail or your mobile device 
if you’re away from your desk. It 
also provides an auto-receptionist 
feature, which greets the caller if 
you’re not available. 

When a company switches to a 
could-based phone system, they 
are switching to a system that 
adapts to their business needs with 
uniform quality of service across all 
their locations, so people can get 
things done. 

www.ringcentral.co.uk



Firstorder Cloud Based Secretarial Administration Software
• With integrated electronic company registers including the new PSC Register and company formation system.
• Prices start from £2.00 per company per annum with no contract or maintenance fees.
• Unlimited users with 24 hour access.
• Companies can simply be added or transferred from existing systems, and data is uploaded free from Companies House.
• FirstOrder has a built in diary system to remind you of all common events and separate cloud storage to keep all scanned minutes, 

agreements and forms.
• An E-filing facility is also available for all forms and the ability to provide minutes, forms, dividend paperwork and other popular 

administration documents is included.

For a demonstration or for further information please contact Adrian Smart adrian@fcls.co.uk | Paul Dunn paul@fcls.co.uk

First Corporate Company Law Services
First Corporate has been providing advice and services to Accountants for over 20 years and specialise in providing share restructuring packs 
complete with amended articles and forms and other technical company law packs. The packs are completed ready for signing and dating 
within 24hrs. Free advice is also given on all company law matters.

Company Formation Services 
Includes Private, Flat Management, CIC, PLC and specialist companies.

Special discount for all ICAEW Chartered Accountants London – please quote LBM and we will arrange a special price for all your company 
formations and company law services.

We provide a full and comprehensive company formation service. Our Corporate Law unit provides 
an extensive range of post incorporation services. The First Order system has been created to enable 
you to administer all your registered companies and e-file with Companies House. 

email steve@fcls.co.uk     visit www.fcls.co.uk

Bristol Office
3 Old Estate Yard, North Stoke Lane, Upton Cheyney, Bristol BS30 6ND 
t: 0117 910 4741

Cardiff Office
14-16 Churchill Way, Cardiff CF10 2DX 
t: 029 2022 9080

Share restructuring packs and articles £160 + vat
Purchase of own shares and contract packs £175 + vat
Reduction of share capital packs £165 + vat 
Restoration of a company (court procedure) £800 + vat + disbursements
Shareholder agreements £800 + vat
Share for share exchanges £145 + vat
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The all-important search 
engine visibility

Making sure your business is 
discoverable online is more 
important now than ever before. 
More than 80 per cent of people 
turn to the internet when trying 
to find goods or services, and 
of those searches, they will only 
look at the first ten or so results.

Adwords (part of a practice 
known as pay-per-click, or PPC) 
campaigns and organic search 
marketing are two ways to boost 
your search visibility, but both 
operate differently and have their 
advantages and disadvantages.

Adwords
Pay-per-click campaigns can be a 
very effective way of generating 
leads for your business. By selecting 
the correct search terms (and 
carefully adding negative terms 
to tighten your targeting), your 
business is visible when people 
search using those terms (or close 
variations) above the organic search 
results. 

Using the most relevant terms 
can dramatically increase traffic 
to your site, but there are several 
factors that need to be considered 
when using Adwords campaigns 
other than the fact that they 
will cost your business money. 
You need to be very selective 
with the terms and monitor 
which campaigns are working. 

It’s also best not to cut corners, 

like using Adwords Express – This 
service removes many options to 
‘simplify’ the online advertising 
process, but also strips out a lot of 
the control, meaning you’re likely 
to spend more on your campaigns 
without being able to target your 
audience properly.

Organic search marketing
Using the correct keywords, 
practices and techniques will 
boost a website ranking on search 
engines. On average, the first four 
search results get almost 70 per 

cent of search traffic, with the first 
result holding nearly half of that at 
33 per cent. If you’re not showing 
up in one of those four spots, the 
likelihood of people clicking on your 
link plummets.

Getting into those top four spots 
means taking more than 200 factors 
into account when optimising your 
website (there’s more, but they’re 
interwoven, so 200 is a cleaner 
way to put it). It takes time to climb 
rankings but considering it’s build 
off traffic, visits and click throughs 
(which are free), it makes sense to 
get it right. Once you’ve organically 
climbed those rankings, you’ll be 
seeing a lot more relevant leads.

Which one is right for my 
business?

Adwords and organic search 
marketing have their strengths and 
drawbacks, but complement each 
other nicely – Adwords needs to 
be maintained and paid for but will 
provide near instant results. Organic 
search optimisation takes time and 
needs to be correctly targeted, but 
is free and can provide more traffic 
the higher your ranking.

Therefore, investing in both is a 
wise choice for any business with an 
online presence.

Chris Simmance 
Managing Director of Optus 
Digital Ltd a central London 
based digital marketing agency. 
Chris is a self confessed gadget 
addict and loves the technical 
side of the industry.

Adwords and 
organic search

By Chris Simmance 
Managing Director,  
Optus Digital Ltd
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www.optusdigital.co.uk
Get in touch today

services@optusdigital.co.uk

App Store
optimisation

public
relations

pay per clickSearch engine
optimisation
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If you are a member of LCCI with an offer for other members, contact Rachael Bourke at membersoffers@londonchamber.co.uk

n We help small and medium 
sized enterprises to grow their 
business through our onsite 
and flexible HR expertise. We 
recruit, train and manage HR 
professionals handpicked to suit 
your SME. They work on your 
premises and are supported by our 
professional team at HQ. An HR 
system is included in your annual 
contract to manage HR records 
such as holidays and absence.  

Offer to members
Contact Bradfield HR for 30 
minutes free HR advice.

Contact
Nargis Khan 
Business Development Consultant
T: +44 (0)207 977 9203  
F: +44 (0)207 488 2001
W: www.bradfield.co.uk 

n Located in the heart of 
Europe’s largest urban shopping 
centre, Westfield Stratford City, 
we are within minutes from the 
City of London, Canary Wharf 
and London City Airport. Our 
hotel has the added advantage 
of being located within zone 2.
Guests can enjoy a meal or 
cocktail in the hotel’s restaurant, 
lounge bar and outdoor terrace, 
offering a great place to relax. 
In addition, our seven state-of-
the-art air conditioned meeting 
rooms all have natural daylight 
and hold up to 85 delegates  

Offer to members
Celebrate the Christmas Season 
in style and book your Winter 
Wonderland Christmas Party with 
us at the Holiday Inn London – 
Stratford City. Call 0203 301 5684 
quoting LCCI before 31st October 
and receive £5.00 off the brochure 
price per person.

Contact
Richard Bartfield
Richard@ 
hilondonstratford.com
0203 301 5684

n We make things happen! Landon 
Bespoke Events is an innovative 
Events agency, providing venue 
finding- and event planning services 
within England, Scotland and 
Ireland. Our team will advise you on 
the venues, locations and price best 
suited to you, arrange viewings on 
your behalf and – using our close 
industry ties – negotiate the best 
deal with the venue you choose. 
We help you to find the most 
eligible space for your meeting, 
conference or event in the most 
time- and cost effective manner.  

Offer to members
COMPLIMENTARY VENUE 
FINDING - LCCI members would 
benefit from a free venue finding 
service, consultation, proposals 
and presentations. Due to strong 
relationships with our suppliers, 
you will be provided with 
competitive rates and no additional 
management fee will be added to 
the booked services.

Contact
E: Lisa.So@landonbespoke.com
T: +44 (0) 7474 586086
W: www.landonbespoke.com

n Cardonet are the only IT 
Team you’ll ever need to build, 
support and consult on IT 
projects that give your business 
the competitive edge.

In 2016 UK businesses were, 
on average, subjected to almost 
230,000 cyber attacks each. 
Cardonet’s free IT Security 
Assessment will help you make 
decisions about how or where 
to invest to keep your business 
safe from cyber criminals.  

Offer to members
Quote “LCCI IT Security 
Assessment” to take up this free, 
no-obligation offer for Chamber 
members.

Contact
Call: 0203 034 2244 or email 
info@cardonet.co.uk

n Capable Travel is a Boutique 
Travel Management Company 
based near St Pauls, London. 
We are a team of professional 
Travel Account Managers, 
working together to support 
PA’s, Executives and Financiers 
to optimise your company 
Business Travel arrangements. 
We value partnerships with 
companies who want time-saving 
seamless bookings, support staff 
bookers, and optimise each travel 
experience. 
As a part of the Advantage 
Buying Group, we can offer your 
company discounted airfares, 
hotels and quality travel products 
not available by booking direct 
or online. We are also specialists 
in Meetings and Events.  

Offer to members
We are offering LCCI members a 
FREE no obligation Business Travel 
Policy one hour consultation. 
Capable Travel will give you a 
Travel Policy Review. Included will 
be recommendations for reducing 
your travel spend, improved 
expense reporting, and time-saving 
strategies. 

Contact
www.capabletravel.com +44 207 
489 8787 sales@capabletravel.com

n A digital marketing agency 
that helps travel agents, tour 
providers, hotels, airlines, jets, 
tourism boards and attractions 
– grow their businesses by 
leveraging the power of social 
media marketing, email marketing, 
viral video marketing, pay-
per-click (PPC advertising) and 
search engine optimisation (SEO). 
We help create a compelling 
brand story, which is the secret 
to growing exponentially.   

Offer to members
For chamber members, we provide 
a FREE business audit worth £499, 
a FREE 1 hour consultation and 
10% discount on our packages. 

Contact
Imran Hawa
07846563547
info@travelandtoursmarketing.com
www.travelandtoursmarketing.com

n TECHNORIZON UK is a focused 
Systems Integrator, specializing in 
providing consultancy and services 
for IT Security Solutions. We use 
cutting edge technologies and our 
aim is to resolve our customers’ IT 
Security problems and doubts. All 
with an excellent level of expertise 
due to the long experience 
of operating in this sector.
Assuming all members of the 
Chamber has read the latest 
news about cyber security 
there’s no doubt it is becoming a 
dangerous vector rounding ANY 
company these days affecting 
their reputation and their clients 
(and no mention to the GDPR 
coming on 2018). Unfortunately, 
not all of them are conscient of 
what ‘the bad guys’ can do.  

Offer to members
Because of that TECHNORIZON 
UK, has decided to help any 
business in the UK members of the 
London Chamber, providing 5% 
discount on any of the products 
of the portfolio and FREE security 
meeting.

Contact
sales-uk@technorizongroup.com
Phone:02036572564
www.technorizongroup.co.uk

n CELEBRATE THE FESTIVE 
SEASON IN SHOREDITCH

Film & Fizz: Screen a movie of 
your choice in our boutique 
cinemas. Then party on in 
your own private space.
From £25pp plus VAT

It’s A Party: Get creative in our 4th 
floor spaces. You bring the people 
and we’ll provide the party. DJ’s, 
décor, street food and dancing!
From £10pp plus VAT

Packages for 50-350 ppl

By hiring Rich Mix you’re 
guaranteed a place on Santa’s 
Nice List as all profits go 
directly to our arts charity!  

Offer to members
Book a Christmas party at Rich 
Mix before October 31st and get 
your first round of drinks free.

Contact
Helena King
helena.king@richmix.org.uk
079 504 17 504



INDEX®

REVOLUTIONISING
WATERPROOFING 

SPECIFICATION
The Newton Waterproofing Index 
is a unique specification tool in the 
construction industry, providing 
specifiers and designers with a scoring 
system to accurately assess the level of 
risk and potential success involved
in a waterproofing design 
on any project,
in conjunction
with the British 
Standard for 
waterproofing.

“Newton and
our Specialist

Basement
Contractors can

now provide
specifiers, developers

and contractors with a
guaranteed specification

that provides A-rated cover on
the design, products and installation. 

For the UK waterproofing market this is 
a groundbreaking innovation.”                                                   

Warren Muschialli, Managing Director                                                                       
Newton Waterproofing Systems

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
US TODAY

01732 360 095
tech@newtonwaterproofing.co.uk
www.newtonwaterproofing.co.uk



Worried divorce 
will affect your 
business?
Hannah will 
protect your 
interests.

Hannah Cornish  
should be your new  

business partner.
It takes years of hard work to build up a 

business, so during a divorce you need an 
expert that understands its complexities.

Hannah Cornish is a skilled family lawyer 
handling all types of cases surrounding 

separation and divorce, including acting 
for business owners. Praised for her calm 

and sensible approach, she’ll make 
protecting your business, her business.

Get Hannah on your side – it could be the 
best business decision you ever make.

Call us on 0808 175 7909
slatergordon.co.uk 

Offices in Milton Keynes, 
Watford, Cambridge, London 

and throughout the UK

Slater and Gordon (UK) LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

Family | Employment | Estate Planning, Wills and Probate
Property | Crime | Dispute Resolution | Personal Injury


